AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
August 25, 2020 - 7:30 p.m.
The Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows has determined that an in-person meeting is not practical
or prudent at this time due to the pending disaster related to the COVID-19 pandemic. In a measure
to protect the safety of the residents, staff and officers of our City, the City will hold this meeting
electronically via the following:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83846753413?pwd=YWt3WlY0SlAxOUpYODZycDZFVG9tZz09
or at telephone conference number at (312) 626-6799 US (Chicago);
Meeting ID: 838 4675 3413
Password: 400953
The City Council room will remain open during the meeting for public attendance and the City will
stream a live audio of the meeting in the City Council room. Members of the public present in the
City Council room during the meeting are afforded the opportunity to listen to the meeting while in
the room and provide public comment as allowed and in accordance with the procedures applicable
to public comment at an in-person meeting of the City Council. Public comment will also be afforded
to the public who attend the meeting remotely via the Zoom conference line. The City is requiring
members of the public who wish to comment while remotely attending the meeting to email the
Deputy City Clerk at BROSEJ@cityrm.org at least one (1) hour before the start of the meeting to sign
up for remote public comment on the Zoom conference line. The public may also submit written
comments prior to the meeting, which comments will be read by the Mayor at the public
meeting. Written comments to be read at the meeting must be submitted to the Deputy City Clerk by
email or other written submission at least 24 hours prior to the start of the meeting. We also urge
residents to listen to the live or recorded broadcast of the meeting from their homes. The broadcast
of the meeting may be found on Channel 6 (audible only) or the following
link https://www.cityrm.org/520/Rolling-Meadows-Broadcasting-Network. ***
CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Joe Gallo
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG:
ROLL CALL:

MIKE CANNON, NICK BUDMATS, KEVIN O’BRIEN, JENIFER VINEZEANO,
JON BISESI, JOHN D’ASTICE, LARA SANOICA

MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF JULY 21, 2020 COMMITTEE-OFTHE-WHOLE MEETINGS AND JULY 28, 2020 AND AUGUST 11, 2020 CITY COUNCIL
MEETINGS
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MOTION TO DEVIATE:
NEXT ORDINANCE NO. 20-36
NEXT RESOLUTION NO. 20-R-81
MAYOR’S REPORT:
WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 20-36 – Amend Appendix B, Entitled “Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines and
Penalties,” of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Rolling Meadows Regarding Building and
Construction Fees (2nd Reading)
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
B) Ordinance No. 20-37 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
C) Ordinance No. 20-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
D) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 8/25/2020
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
E) Resolution No. 20-R-81 – Approve Intergovernmental And Subrecipient Agreement for
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES Act)
F) Resolution No. 20-R-82 – Award Contract for Fire Hydrant Painting
G) Resolution No. 20-R-83 – Award a Professional Design Engineering Services Contract related
to the Proposed Water-main Improvements on Arbor Drive (Phase III)
H) Resolution No. 20-R-84 – Authorize Signature on a Plat of Easement 3604 Sigwalt for Drainage
Related to the 2809 Owl Improvements
I) Resolution No. 20-R-85 – Award Contract for Phase II of the Public Works Parking Lot
Improvement Project
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OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

1)
2)

Community Items of Interest
July 2020 New Businesses

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
CLOSED SESSION:
1) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
2) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
ADJOURNMENT:

COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE
MINUTES

July 21, 2020

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Committee-of-the-Whole meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:30 p.m.
COUNCIL IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: Aldermen Mike Cannon, Nick Budmats, Kevin O’Brien, Jenifer
Vinezeano, Jon Bisesi, John D’Astice and Lara Sanoica
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose,
Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki, Fire Chief Jeff Moxley, Director Public
Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works Jo Ellen Charlton, Business Advocate Martha Corner and City
Attorney Melissa Wolf
Those who are joining us via Zoom or in the City Council Chambers will be afforded the opportunity for public
comment to address the City Council on matters that are on tonight’s agenda after the City Council discusses with
Staff.
Members of the public present in the City Council Chambers listening to the meeting will be afforded the
opportunity to provide public comment in accordance with the procedures applicable to public comment at an inperson meeting of the City Council. Namely, members of the public must have signed-in before the start of the
meeting.
Public comment will also be afforded to the public who are joining us on this conference line as long as they
provided their contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before the
deadline as noted on tonight’s agenda.
Written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will also be read after the topic is discussed by Council.
We ask that persons wishing to address the City Council keep their comments to 5 minutes in length. Comments
must be addressed to the Council as a whole through the Mayor, and profanity will not be tolerated.

1) G1 Discussion
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – This is the newest draft of the draft ordinance. Since we’ve been talking about
the G1 the Mayor has met with Selby’s and what’s before you is a discussion between Assistant Director Public
Works JoEllen Charlton, Public Works Director Rob Horne, City Attorney Melissa Wolf and Alderman John
D’Astice where they looked at a few sections of the document and what’s before you are the 12 items that are now
in there and the rest of the document you’ve already seen in the past. The proposed changes are located on page 3
and page 18 of the document. We’re down to 12 establishments and it sets up what would happen with the current
ones and anybody coming in new would follow the new process. That’s a very quick summary and hopefully after
tonight’s discussion it will be brought to the City Council for first reading.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – The Manager’s summary was very sufficient and identified the general meeting
and changes that were made. The changes that came from our meeting with Alderman D’Astice are identified in
red and you could see those that impact the criteria. In addition, as you see the ordinance today, you can see that
the zoning ordinance is attached as an exhibit to this ordinance and it is my understanding that the actual zoning
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amendment was heard before the Planning and Zoning commission already and there was a recommendation to
approve the zoning changes. What that means is that these provisions when it comes to the Council for approval at
the City Council level both the changes to the liquor code along with the changes to the zoning code can be made
at the City Council at one time as opposed to on two separate occasions. That’s the only other addition that I have.
Alderman O’Brien - First of all, thanks to everybody, I know we’ve been talking about this for at least 14 months
that I’ve been part of the Council. I know we discussed the 900 feet and since manager Krumstok did reference the
meeting that you had with Shelby’s, can you just confirm, since that has been a discussion numerous times, are
they counted as new? Currently in the write ups now it says anybody currently having a license would be considered
gaming cafés such as Isabella’s, Daisy’s, Lulu’s and Sally’s, they are already established and have their credentials
from the City. When we say the new ones, let’s say this goes through tonight and passes first and second readings,
are we considering Shelby’s as new and they would be applicable to the new rules? Or are we considering them in
the draft now with a cap of 5 for gaming cafés? I wasn’t aware of any communication with Shelby’s so I am
wondering what was communicated to them. I’ve been talking to my constituents and making sure that anyone
that’s in business now isn’t going to be impacted. Going forward since we’re saying new, how are we considering
Shelby’s? I know numerous Council members had questions on this in the past.
Mayor Gallo - For clarification, my meeting with Shelby’s was an introductory meeting. It was the first time we’ve
ever gotten to meet or speak since I was sworn in on May 14, 2019. As far as I’m concerned, that was an
introductory meeting and they are brand-new to me.
Alderman O’Brien - That’s fair. I think that will answer my question. I’m still mixed on the 900 feet because I
know we started a half-mile radius it seems like we’re adjusting the ordinance to accommodate someone that’s not
even established yet. If we could set that as the bar, I fully support that we would consider them new so they would
have to come to us then go to the Planning and Zoning Commission and pay the special use permit fees and they
would be under the new guidelines and we’re not counting them as existing.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - They would be considered new because they have no liquor license at this
point and they’ve not gone before the City Council for any other items. They would need to follow the new
guidelines.
Alderman O’Brien - I’m comfortable with that but with some angst is that at least we know who the five could
potentially be and we’re going to cap it at five. If we do look at the sheer number, the way it’s drafted now, I’m
100% comfortable with the five gaming cafés because originally it was six but we excluded the one from zone 4,
so we’re capped at 5 the way it’s proposed now. If we look at the accessories too that’s going up to 17 gaming
establishments for a town of 25,000 people. I just would like to see if we do move forward with consensus on five
gaming cafés as drafted, that we could really consider looking at a cap of 10 instead of 12 for the gaming
establishments because that doubles us right now. That’s just for discussion. In my opinion 17 places for video
gaming just might be a lot between five gaming cafés and 12 restaurant establishments.
Mayor Gallo - I’ll leave that discussion up to the Council in the entirety representing the Wards that they’re
representing. I feel like we would shoot ourselves in the foot to reduce the accessory license which clearly defines
a restaurant that has gaming terminals and this was entirely created for restaurants to give them a leg up as
competitors in our neighboring communities but also giving our families and residents some additional
entertainment. I think if we wanted to reduce it somewhere it should actually be with the gaming cafés.
Alderman O’Brien - I wouldn’t be opposed to capping gaming cafés at four.
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Mayor Gallo - We’re 6.4 square miles or something like that and to have five gaming cafés…
Alderman O’Brien – I could understand that.
Alderman Sanoica - I just wanted to clarify as well because one of the establishments had also reached out to me
and had stated that they are intending to use the establishment primarily for gaming. What I would want to
communicate to the Council or to staff regarding that any communications that they’ve had with this establishment
that’s trying to open up in the City of Rolling Meadows. From my understanding they have been trying to open up
before we began this discussion earlier in the year and in 2019 when the understanding was that the establishment
would be a restaurant with a gaming accessory more or less although it wasn’t explicit because of the kitchen
language and that sort of thing. My question would be for staff and for the Mayor, during our conversations was
there any illusion of the original intent because aside from Covid that would prevent establishment from opening
up in the first place regardless of whether they get the liquor license?
Mayor Gallo - I’ll let staff jump in and I could fill you in on my conversation with Shelby’s regarding that
sentiment around being a restaurant.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - I think your question is really about one location off of Algonquin Road. There
was no guarantees and there is no sentiment. There was nothing provided to us regarding what kind of room there
would be or anything else. We’ve always been transparent and when we meet with anyone we let them know what
the process is and let them know that it all depends on what the Council decides. Again, we always sit down and
make it very clear what the process is and if someone goes to the gaming board first that’s on them because they
never reached out to us.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman Sanoica, from my conversations and I can’t speak to any historic conversations as far as
they were going to come in as a gaming accessory type license or they were a restaurant establishment with
secondary gaming. For me, Ms. Johns was extremely forthright in admitting that Shelby’s is a gaming café. There’s
no two bones about it but she did say that it is by far one of the best gaming cafés that Rolling Meadows would
have in its community and stellar in terms of quality and service, etc. They are purely a gaming café and they would
not allow for minors to enter.
Alderman Budmats - Following along with Alderman O’Brien, we’re calling the existing gaming cafés like
Lulu’s, restaurants now so we have the opportunity for four more gaming cafés? I’m trying to understand or can
we have a total cap on licenses and change that cap after businesses are reestablished gaming cafés as they really
are or how do we actually start calling a spade a spade and classify the businesses for what they are? Can someone
help me understand?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - The regulations that are set forth here to allow for the identification of the existing
establishments as either GA licensed establishment meaning an accessory or a GC licensed establishment meaning
a gaming café. Those existing establishments that are gaming cafés under the guidelines that we’ve established will
be identified as such at the passage of these ordinances. I believe presumably there are four gaming cafés existing
at this time and based upon the criteria and the evaluation of the establishment against those criteria, those four
gaming cafés will take up the four licenses that are allowed for these ordinances. In addition, those existing
establishments will be granted an administrative special use permit by the Council so they are lawfully using their
establishment according to the guidelines in these ordinances as well. We will not have five more gaming cafés in
addition to those that are existing today.
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Alderman Budmats - At the last meeting we voted to have two gaming cafés in the Plum Grove district and I’m
of the personal opinion that the market will not sustain one White Hen Pantry without going out of business is
going to have a difficult time supporting two gaming cafés. To me, I think it’s foolishness on our part to approve a
second gaming license in that corridor when there’s nothing on Algonquin Road in an area that probably could
support a second gaming café. I will acquiesce to the Council vote but considering the fact that we approved a
license for Sally’s and they’ve barely been able to open for two or three weeks before Covid hit, I have a feeling
that we’re going to put them out of business. I just wanted to make sure that those people who fought so valiantly
for that particular establishment realize what they’re doing.
Alderman Bisesi - I just want to clarify. I’m very much in favor of capping it at five. I like the way that this has
been rewritten, all the changes are really good. The one question I have regarding the accessory license, once this
is passed four of the current establishments will be moved over to a café and that would leave eight that we currently
have as accessory? Is that correct?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - We’ll get the numbers for you but that is correct in the sense that you will be
subtracting out those gaming café establishments from the gaming accessory establishments. Under these numbers
here there will be a total of 17 different locations that will have gaming whether it’s a gaming café or another type
of use like a restaurant or bar.
Alderman Bisesi - Right now we currently have 11 or 12? Right?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, I’ll look for the numbers of establishments but that is correct.
Alderman Bisesi - Basically from the time we did that map there was 12 different spots on it, a certain number in
each one of those zones or areas, we’ve now increased the total number of establishments between last meeting
and this meeting.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Not between last meeting and this meeting. This has been basically consistent
throughout the Committee of the Whole meetings. It will allow more establishments than were previously allowed
under the G1 initial evaluation the first time around when we try to amend this. This hasn’t increased from the last
COW meeting to this COW meeting. The last few COW meetings have had this same number and the philosophy
behind the GA license being that it was to allow those existing other uses like a restaurant or bar to be able
supplement their income and have a better economic opportunity and because those establishments are completely
different than gaming cafés.
Alderman Bisesi - I’m thinking they went up. So basically the map that I have from the prior meeting does not
have 17 dots on it.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - There are four that we are talking about that would become
gaming cafés and the fifth one would be Shelby’s which is a pending one so they do not fall under the code’s ability
to be granted the automatic special use approval because it doesn’t have an existing liquor license. In addition to
those five there are seven others that I believe were identified on earlier maps that were presented to you at prior
meetings. One of those which was Picante Mexican Restaurant on Algonquin Road next to the Stadium, I believe,
is still pending as I don’t believe they have received approval to get an accessory gaming at this point. I believe
that’s how they would potentially be classified depending on our final review and moving forward. They were
included on the map but I think they’re still considered pending.
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Alderman Bisesi - That helps a lot so I’m not imagining things. We did increase by five, the number of accessory
gaming establishments.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - We didn’t change this number, the number 12 has been there for a while but because
of the fact that the gaming cafés are not going to be counted for those number of establishments. What this ordinance
does is allow for a total of 12 gaming accessory and a total of five gaming cafés.
Alderman Bisesi – It also allows us to have five more accessory gaming establishments.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – That’s correct because of the fact that there are only seven accessory gaming
establishments right now.
Alderman Bisesi - I would propose that we put this down to seven. The main reason is saturation of businesses
that will have a gaming accessory within a particular area. I think our residents would like to have a restaurant that
they can go to without gaming in it and if every restaurant that we have winds up having gaming they may go
elsewhere. Those whole areas are pretty much moot if we’re going to allow five more. Where are they going to
go? We were limiting the number of total gaming establishments in each one of those zones and I’m just concerned
that there’s just going to be too many of them close together whether they’re accessory gaming are not. There’s
rules here and it’s very well spelled out of what an accessory is and I’m just concerned that 12 is too many. It pretty
much throws those maps out the window with the exception of the gaming cafés. I’m not sure how the other
Aldermen feel but I think we need to reduce that number because now we’re just asking for five more.
Alderman Vinezeano - Attorney Wolf, I have a question, we had discussed at the last COW that area 4 at this time
would have zero gaming café licenses available. I don’t recall if we had addressed area 2, for instance in area 2 if
one of the gaming cafés were to close could we at a later time as a Council decide for this area if it fits our needs
better to only have one and add that additional one to area 4 since it’s at zero? Do we have that ability?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, the City does have that ability to do that. I believe regulations that you’re
talking about regarding the zones are located in the zoning ordinance provisions. What that would require of the
City Council which is a very common practice, is for the City to petition for a text amendment to that provision of
the zoning code to reduce area 2 to one and increase area 4 to one. Along those same lines if someone wants to
come in area 4 as you identified it as zero, that petitioner would have to go for a text amendment as well. This
process requires the City Council first to refer the matter to the Planning and Zoning Commission before a text
amendment is even considered so at the onset the City Council has the opportunity to say that we’re open to
reducing this or we’re not open to reducing this. It’s kind of dealing with it at the front end so if the Council is not
willing to open up an area for an increase of a license you can tell the petitioner right away and they won’t have to
go through the special use or text amendment process.
Alderman Vinezeano - So if we have one of the cafés close, can we as a Council ask for that to be reallocated to
that area 4 immediately since realistically we’d like one in area 4 but we allocated those five based on the current
businesses we have? Or do we have to wait for one to petition?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - No, the City could petition. On behalf of the City, the City can petition and then it
would have to go through the hearing process because it’s a text amendment but it could be quickly accomplished.
You don’t have to wait for an outside third-party petitioner to request that.
Alderman Vinezeano - With that being said, I’m still okay with the five seeing how we have to accommodate the
current businesses that we have to include the gaming cafés that we have. I kind of disagree with Alderman Bisesi
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because the point of this license was to help our restaurants with additional income. To cap it at seven I think if we
had another business that’s hurting extremely bad right and they were to say that extra couple hundred dollars
would help us right now because they have one or two machines and we say no we already have seven I don’t think
that’s quite fair. As much as I don’t want the whole town gaming I think our original numbers are right in line to
have that 17. Now if everyone’s in agreement to go down to 10 for accessory I would be okay with that but nothing
less than the 10 with the five additional cafés to equal 15.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I wanted to provide a little clarification to Alderman Bisesi’s questions.
The map that was originally provided was just to show the Council existing establishments and establishments that
have been proposed to staff. At the direction of City Council, I believe it was two Committee of the Whole meetings
ago, there was direction given to provide additional ability for accessory use to restaurants that did not already have
a gaming license. I don’t want to mention their names but there were a variety of restaurants that were used as
examples and that’s why we settled on the number 12 to allow a business that may be have been here for 30 years
and just hadn’t applied to actually apply for one and achieve an accessory license. That was at the direction of City
Council at one of our recent Committee of the Whole meetings.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I do have another comment with respect to Alderman Bisesi’s point. He does bring
up a good point regarding the number of licenses. What you see here for a GA license with a cap of 12 but what
you don’t see is that in the City Code for each classification, there is a number restriction on those licenses and
those numbers are related to the actual licenses that already have been issued. If Alderman Bisesi didn’t bring up
the point I probably would have missed it and it’s something that needs to be put in this Code, Section 6-37 of our
City Code identifies the licenses, for instance for the G1 licenses there are only eight G1 licenses because eight
establishments right now in the City have gaming. What we’re going to do now is revise that so that G1 is going
to turn into a GA and a GC. The GA license number that’s allocated will only be those seven that are existing now.
So the number 12 that you see in these regulations is the ultimate cap on it but the licenses that we are restricting
will be restricted to the actual establishments that exist today. Every time we have a license application before us
the City Council has to open up that license, you guys would vote on an ordinance to increase the number of licenses
for a particular license classification. That process will still exist.
Mayor Gallo - After the reclassification occurs from all the existing establishments then it will come back down
to true numbers and those true numbers will be represented in our ordinances, is that what you’re saying?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, exactly.
Alderman Bisesi - Given what Attorney Wolf just mentioned, would that mean the 12 is then lowered? If the
Council would like lower it to 10 that would be fine, I would agree with Alderman Vinezeano.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - The answer to your question is no. That cap is not lowered by the explanation that
I just discussed. The license would not be opened because of the fact that there is a restriction on the number of
licenses in another provision of the City Code.
Alderman Bisesi - With that number of licenses need to be increased?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, every time someone comes to the City Council to get a liquor license. The
City Council would have to increase that every time.
Alderman Bisesi - Which they would need to have in order to get the gaming license.
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Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Correct. With respect to your comment about 10 being the cap, that’s a decision
that’s up to the Council.
Alderman Bisesi - I’ll go with whatever the majority wants but it’s my opinion that it should be lower than 12
because that gives a total of 17 establishments. The Mayor mentioned we’re a 6.4 square mile City that’s a lot of
establishments.
Mayor Gallo - Is there any further comment at this time or should we take a straw vote on the reduction to represent
10 establishments? At this point, let’s do a quick straw vote for those in favor seeing the number adjusted to 10
gaming accessory licenses, please raise your hand. 2 in favor; 5 opposed. The straw vote represents no change in
the number of gaming licenses accessory.
Mayor Gallo opened the floor.
Charity Johns, CEO Laredo Hospitality – Thank you Mayor Gallo and members of the City Council. I hope all
of you and those listening are safe, healthy and well. The last time I was able to address the City Council our
organization had closed down all 95 locations amid the Covid-19 pandemic. I’m grateful that we’ve been able to
safely reopen and welcome all of our guests back in the communities that we are currently in. It is my sincere hope
that we can also move forward with our Shelby’s location in the City of Rolling Meadows. We appreciate the time
and consideration the Council has taken again even at this meeting to draft the GC license and ordinance with some
of the changes that have been made. I believe these changes will hopefully allow us to join your business
community. It’s been over a year that we’ve been working on this opportunity with our landlord and with Barry
and Martha at the City so we could ensure we met all the requirements and get it exactly right. I did tell you Mayor
Gallo that we would build an establishment that your City would be incredibly proud of. We will make that
investment. We hope that tonight Council will allow us to move forward with our Shelby’s location in the Plum
Grove Shopping Center. Thank you so much for your time.
Mayor Gallo closed the floor.
Mayor Gallo – Any last comments or questions?
Alderman Budmats - Which are the anticipated locations that would be classified as the GC’s?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I believe those locations would be Lulu’s, Isabella’s, Daisy’s and Sally’s.
Alderman Budmats - Where does Bigby’s fit in? I assume they still have a gaming license, if they don’t meet the
restaurant criteria then what do we call them?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - They are still a gaming accessory but a bar. The gaming accessory license is allowed
for their bar liquor license and I believe it’s an A3 license. It’s an accessory to their bar license being an A3.
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2) Temporary Sign Enforcement Modifications
Alderman Cannon - As you can see from my write up it’s a very simple request. I think we all are very aware of
all the difficulty anybody in business has been having over the last 3 to 4 months. I thought this might be a small
way we might help them increase their visibility and hopefully generate a little bit more business for them. In my
mind it’s a simple request but I’m guessing in some other people’s mind it might not be so simple. I deferred to
staff on purpose because I don’t feel like I’m vested with enough knowledge. I think Jo Ellen and Barry did a great
job putting together some criteria that I think we can live with fairly easily. I have asked for a limited time on this
but I guess we can debate that time if other people would like to. I think it’s a very simple straightforward request.
Thank you.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - I have a few main points. We are very supportive of the
efforts to help our business community get back on their feet. A couple of items, I know the original request came
in and some people talk about allowing signage in the right-of-way and typically that is the area that includes
everything from the back of sidewalk. As you know a lot of times there is a green area between the sidewalk and
the curb and that is considered city-owned/state-owned/county owned right-of-way. I know areas are typically
saved for signage that is intended to direct traffic and we feel very strongly that allowing or introducing signage
within the right away is not a good idea both in terms of creating a lot of clutter and confusion and also potential
liabilities. Once we open it up it’s hard to get back. Also consider what happens if a motorist hits one of those signs
then we have a whole new level of liability. Really the only strong objection staff would have to relaxing any sign
regulations is to make sure that we do not allow them in the actual right-of-way. Once you get beyond that I think
it’s a policy decision of the Council and we listed a couple of ideas for Council to consider both in terms of where
the signage goes along the roadway and who might be qualified for that signage and also some of the temporary
signage that is closer to somebody’s front door. I think there’s kind of two main areas that make sense to identify
and define some additional signage opportunities. We all have our opinions about where it’s a feather or floppy
sign, banners or no banners. We did take a brief drive and some of our commercial neighborhoods while some
people are pretty responsible and putting up some of these temporary signs up we have a lot of people that just put
one up every 10 feet. I think we do need some restrictions on the books so that the signage is helpful to people is
actually helpful and not just lost in a clutter of signage. So I think putting some regulations in place will also help
increase visibility. The only other thing that I wanted to mention is who is eligible to take advantage of this increase
signage. Our proposal is to specifically focus on those nonessential businesses so that anyone that’s been able to
be open and operational since the restrictions took place aren’t struggling nearly as much and kind of use that as
an artificial boundary to other people who have been struggling to get additional visibility. Again, that’s also policy
decision up to the discretion of the Council. I’m happy to take suggestions, if we move forward with this I think
we would treat it very similar to the way we created a draft ordinance for the Council’s consideration when we did
the outdoor dining. If we get direction we could put that together in ordinance format and bring that forward as
soon as possible.
Alderman Vinezeano - I really liked all this but the only thing that stuck out was who was eligible. It says only
those retail and restaurant business required to remain closed during the early phases of Covid. We know many of
our businesses especially our restaurants were closed but they did a lot of take out, I just want to make sure that we
know what that wording means because obviously we want them to be included in this. I don’t know if we want to
change that wording a little bit maybe add closed to customers or patrons. I just wanted to address that because I
would definitely want those restaurants to be eligible for this if they were able to take out during the early phase. I
totally agree with the duration with November 1 in reviewing this, I like that to go with the outdoor seating/dining
and we can always review this as a Council together.
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Alderman Sanoica – Have any businesses expressed what they want to do but can’t per our signage code? I want
to ensure that comprehensive insight is included in any of these code changes.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - We haven’t heard from any businesses one way or another. Most of them have
either said they’re putting a sign out or they’re not interested. There really has not been a lot of feedback.
Alderman Sanoica - As a follow-up to not deviating from this agenda item, I appreciate turning to our neighbors
for inspiration and to understand what everyone else is doing around us but I also think that Rolling Meadows has
the opportunity to be a leader and go beyond signage. I would ask what additional marketing opportunities are
available to connect customers with Rolling Meadows establishments? I think that is a question for us as a Council
and for staff. I want the Council to go beyond gestures and perhaps consider more innovative problem-solving
approach. We can consider what additional strategies are being proposed by the Rolling Meadows Chamber of
Commerce or other regional Chambers of Commerce, Chicago Northwest and staff doesn’t have to answer that
now at tonight’s meeting but I would like staff and our Business Advocate to propose recommendations that the
Council can pursue to ensure that for those who are able and excited to do business that they do business in Rolling
Meadows and that this code change for signage is included in a larger strategic plan for ensuring that our businesses
are able to weather through the Covid-19 pandemic now and probably through 2021 and onward.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman Sanoica, I want to thank you for bringing that up. Just last Thursday I did have a
conversation with Manager Krumstok on the fact that this sign campaign in its essence is noble and it’s a good
thing that we’re trying to help provoke people to frequent these establishments but we do know that the data shows
that it’s not built on impulse where someone is driving by and they see the sign and deviate and turn in but it’s
more on the campaigns themselves, marketing, advertisement and messaging. Last Thursday, Manager Krumstok
and I were talking about that and we’re trying to see what staff can do to leverage resources for marketing
campaigns. It’s nice that we’re trying to come up with a suggestion or create more notice of these establishments
but that’s not how pole strategy works when it comes to marketing or getting patrons to frequent the establishment.
The conversation is happening and it began last Thursday afternoon but I appreciate you bringing that up
tremendously.
Alderman Sanoica - I would also like to add that I don’t want this to be extra work or considerably extra work for
staff either. Many organizations hire companies do this for them or if there’s something else that’s happening
regionally we could piggyback off of. The thing I’m thinking is Takeout Tuesday campaign that Chicago Northwest
does. Those are things that the structure is already there and we don’t have to reinvent we could just apply it to our
restaurants for example to have that kind of campaign where everyone just takes out on Tuesday.
Mayor Gallo - We should just be the conduit that passes that information as a City and say if you’re hurting or if
your sales are low you should look to partner or collaborate with XYZ because they’re available for you. That’s
how we could be better as a community for our businesses is by directing them to the right places or pre-existing
campaigns that they can leach onto. That’s what we’ll do without having to dedicate a lot of staff hours to any of
this.
Alderman O’Brien – I agree with Alderman Vinezeano and I’m in full agreement with the November 1 end date.
Economic Development Committee also briefly talked about that. As we started to brainstorm for goals for the
remainder of 2020 and strategic goals for 2021, a marketing campaign was discussed amongst councilmembers for
some potential goal ideas. That’s on the top of the EDC list and it is being discussed at the August meeting.
Alderman Budmats - The only point I want to make is the complaint that I received from residents regarding these
types of signs especially from gaming type establishments, those were the primary focus of many complaints and
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those businesses obviously were closed. Will their square footage requirement change as a result of this temporary
ordinance with a waiver or will they still be required or limited in the number of square footage based on their
gaming license? I believe signage for gaming establishments is limited by ordinance where it’s not limited for other
types of businesses so the question is, are those limits going to be lifted as a result of this ordinance? Those are
where I primarily see objections (inaudible).
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - The qualified establishments under this proposed ordinance are those that were
impacted by the closures implemented by the Governor so I believe those G1 licensed establishments were
impacted. What we don’t want to do is get into regulations that will be content-based so if we start to pick
restaurants over others based upon the content of their speech we’re going to be running into some problems. Like
I said, to answer your question, those G1 establishments were closed during this time under the guidelines that are
proposed here those so G1 establishments would be included in being allowed to have these temporary signs.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - I just wanted to comment because I’m not 100% clear on
the liquor license signage either existing or proposed, I pay more attention to the zoning but I believe all the signage
regulations for gaming cafés are for more permanent signs and are in this code is specifically put together to address
temporary signs and how we look at temporary signs. We wouldn’t propose that this short-term change to the code
impact permanent window or wall signs but instead those specific categories of signs identified in the zoning
ordinance as temporary signs which are typically limited in time and what we’re proposing for this code is that we
would potentially allow some additional signs in numbers and sizes and types then we would otherwise allow under
our current temporary codes and allow them longer than the 30 to 45 day time period that we currently do and
instead allow them until November.
Alderman Budmats - I’m just thinking if someone takes a temporary sign and attaches it to the building rather
than out front in the lawn or something that they might be actually exceeding what the liquor code calls for and
that’s why I asked the question.

3)

Local Business Assistance Program

Barry Krumstok, City Manager – You will see the temporary sign ordinance on the August 11th agenda. Before
you is the Local Business Assistance Program Policy discussion. Staff was asked to come back with an idea. This
is based on Lake Forest and our current TFA. It’s very short and simple and hopefully you appreciate that we are
bringing this back quickly. We have not heard from any establishments that are looking for assistance. It has
$5000 available like the TFA. The summary outline includes the purpose, funding, eligibility, maximum grant
amount and the procedures for the applicant. We’ve also two program options and we just need to know if the
Council would like us to create this program and if not we’ll just move on.
Mayor Gallo – Does Council have a position or direction or comments on the creation of this program?
Alderman Sanoica - I’m looking at the packet and I’m on page 29 of the PDF and I would like clarification from
staff on what’s being proposed in item F there are two options that are listed. Could staff explain how option two
is anticipated to work?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – This would be another alternate option, instead of giving direct payment of
the grant if it was for rent, payroll or utilities, this would be a grant payment with issuance of gift cards so we would
actually give them the money and they would provide gift cards. In option one, we would specifically pay rent,
payroll, or utilities or anything else that comes up. In option two, we would give them the grant money and they
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would issue gift cards and give them to patrons/residents. It’s just a different way of getting the money it’s just
how they utilize it.
Alderman Sanoica - I guess what I’m struggling with is, who is distributing the gift cards? Is it the establishment
that’s in charge of distributing that? Or is it the City?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – It would be the establishment.
Alderman Sanoica - How would we confirm that they’re distributing these gift cards?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – It would be by sight and what we hear and confirming what is actually given
out and when they’re actually returned.
Alderman Sanoica - If they were to be given out to individuals then is the expectation that individuals would
return or would have to spend these? I feel like everyone has a drawer of gift cards that hasn’t been used. Would
that be like a knock against a business if they were to participate in this program if we were to go for option two?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – No I don’t think so, what we’re trying to do is giving them an opportunity to
have repeat customers.
Alderman Vinezeano - Thank you for putting the program together, this is exactly what we’re looking for. Who
is going to be getting this info out to the businesses? Obviously this would be brand-new. I guess my fear is that
we get this program established and nothing happens and then businesses close and we don’t know that they were
in financial despair until their doors are closed. What is the marketing plan to get this information out to the
businesses?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We have a list of who we send our business newsletter to and we would
obviously use that list to get that information out and the Business Advocate would also visit businesses. Those are
the two avenues we have to get the information out about the program.
Alderman Vinezeano - I personally am very opposed to the option two. Personally I thought we were trying to get
away from the gift cards and dispersing them. I think if a business is in need of money to pay rent, payroll or
utilities much like our TFA program then we need to get them the money to do those things and not have to dedicate
more staff time and worrying about gift cards and if they’re being used and distributed and whatnot. If a business
is coming to us as their last resort they’re in emergent dire need. To have to take more time to disperse the gift
cards and whatnot would be more time sensitive a business may not have. I am definitely for option one of giving
the grant money to the business and I would really encourage if this passes through to get this information out to
our businesses.
Alderman O’Brien - The only comment I would add is similar to Alderman Vinezeano, I would like to remove
option two. I think the City outlined it great and we do have to see if they are behind in rent and utilities just like
we do for the TFA and be treated just like that. I think everything else was well written we just go off of option
one. Another thing, we also may know that if an establishment is behind on sales tax payment or any of those taxes.
Those are about three months in arrears but that could be an indicator too, retroactively versus proactively with the
Business Advocate or other communication of reaching out. It might give us some insight of who might need
assistance.
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Alderman Cannon - We started off this segment and Barry made a statement about the sign ordinance we just
talked about would not be brought until August 11. I would ask staff to move that up to the next meeting or next
week or we stretch the timeframe because if we don’t approve the temporary sign ordinance until the second
meeting in August that means our resident businesses would only have two months to use the signs. It seems to be
an awfully short timeframe.
Alderman O’Brien - That was my thought too Alderman Cannon, I was wondering if we could request a waiving
of the first reading when it comes back to us so it can be effective immediately like we’ve done with other to Covid
related items. That’s a valid point you have.
Mayor Gallo - Okay, let’s take a straw vote, all those in favor of removing option two from this Local Business
Assistance Program. 7 in favor; 0 opposed. It’s unanimous. Let’s take out the second option of gift cards.
Alderman Vinezeano - Moving along with what Alderman Cannon just said, I think some of our businesses could
be in dire straits so I would really like to see this on our agenda in front of Council as soon as possible so we can
get this approved so businesses could apply because it does take time to get this information together and the
program out. So I would like to see this as soon as possible in front of us.
Mayor Gallo – Manager Krumstok I think the gist of the probability of putting this on a meeting sooner than later
should be a reality.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We’ll get this typed up and get it to the City Attorney and get it back because
our deadline is Thursday for that publication, just bear with us.
JoEllen Charlton, Director Public Works - We can work on some things. I do know we have two items on second
reading and two items on first reading and a resolution already in the queue for Thursday. If we bring it forward it
would probably be in pretty rough format but we will do our best putting that ordinance together if you’d like it to
be on the next agenda.
Alderman Sanoica - I just wanted to follow-up with some comments that have been made earlier today. No one
in the business community has reached out explaining that they need assistance and so if staff requires time to put
the ordinance together so it’s not as rough, I would suggest that our Business Advocate begin the process of that
marketing plan that Alderman Vinezeano had suggested in reaching out to those businesses or perhaps working
with Finance Director Gallagher to see which businesses have reached out for payment plans or other assistance to
pay obligations to the City as a starting point so that they can be prepared with what documents we’re essentially
asking for. Because this program specifically is considered last resort or if they need to apply to other programs to
demonstrate that they haven’t received anything to do that process now while we’re finalizing the ordinance so that
they are ready to go once this is ready.
Mayor Gallo - Let’s see what kind of progress they can make and I’m assuming staff will keep us apprised in real
time as to whether or not they can make this for the next meeting. It is July 21 and August will be here soon and if
we need push a sign date back for the signage issues beyond November so businesses can have additional time
toward the end of the year we’ll be very malleable with this. Again, it’s in the best interest of the business
community to try and assist in their need and with this business program being the last resort. If those businesses
are in financial despair they’re probably preoccupied with other larger scale programs then turning to the City of
Rolling Meadows for our maximum of $5000. Staff just keep us in the loop as to how the progress goes by this
Thursday.
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4) Liquor Licenses
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - A liquor license duration is twelve months per the City’s Code of Ordinances.
During the Stay-at-Home Order, the Police Department notified all businesses with City-issued liquor licenses that
the City extended the payment of liquor licenses to mirror that of the State of Illinois Liquor Control Commission
rules [this was also approved by the City Attorney, the Mayor (as the Liquor Commissioner) and the City Manager].
(Liquor license payments due for licenses expiring on March 30th, April 30th and May 30th were extended until
July 31, 2020.) Currently we are operating under the original guidance from the Illinois Liquor Control Commission
and providing an extension for their liquor license payments until July 31, 2020.
During this COVID-19 time period, to promote economic development and to help businesses, the Mayor (again,
as the City’s Liquor Commissioner) approved curbside and delivery of prepackaged liquor and also authorized the
sale or delivery of to-go mixed drinks and cocktails (once the State of Illinois allowed for these procedures).
Some businesses took advantage of these options to continuing selling liquor. There were some who made a
business decision to close their operations completely. There were businesses who paid for their liquor licenses and
some took advantage of the few additional months to pay for their liquor licenses.
Staff is dealing only with A1, A2, A3 and D Classes of Liquor Licenses, as these are the liquor license
classifications that were subject to closure and/or limited operations due to the Governor’s orders related to
COVID-19. In addition, these options would only pertain to businesses who have a valid liquor license at the time
the City grants the relief, if any. These options are not for new liquor licenses that have been approved by the City
Council and have not paid for their liquor licenses. We have three choices:
1.

Do nothing – keep the status quo: Do not offer further payment extensions for liquor licenses. All licenses
due by July 31, 2020 must be paid by that date.

2.

Staff Recommendation – Provide more time to pay: Follow the Illinois Liquor Control Commission to
provide more time to pay for the liquor licenses which would extend the payment deadline to December 31,
2020. (Extended period to pay but not change the due date of the City-issued license.) (This option would
not change the due date of the liquor license. This option would only provide additional time to pay for the
2020-2021 liquor license.)

3. Alternate Staff Recommendation for Consideration – Extend liquor license due date from 12 months
to 14 months: To further economic development, the City may extend the liquor license due date from 12
months to 14 months for current license holders of Liquor License Classes A1, A2, A3 and D, due to
constraints caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. This option provides an additional two months for payment
as well as extending it from 12 months to 14 months. If this option is selected, the City Attorney will draft
an Ordinance to update the City’s Code of Ordinances to provide this temporary provision to businesses.
I’ve only heard from three establishments regarding the renewals. I heard from Meridian Banquets, they have an
class A-1 license and are most affected by Covid-19 because they have not be able to do anything a restaurant is
able to do.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – I have nothing to add at this time but I’m available for questions as they come up.
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Alderman O’Brien - I would be in support based on our discussion at the last Committee of the Whole it seems
like there was consensus on the potential extension to the 14 months. I just wanted to confirm for consistency
perspective it would be across-the-board for any A-1, A-2, A-3 and D? Not that they requested assistance or
deferred payment plan. From a consistency perspective we have to do it for all, is that correct?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Yes, that is correct.
Alderman Vinezeano - It says it includes class D, does that include or exclude D-1?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - It’s only for class D so it does exclude the gas stations.
Alderman Vinezeano – I’m very much in favor of how this is written up with extending it from 12 months to 14
months. I did not want those D-1’s included so I wanted to clarify that. I’m in favor of option three of extending
it to the 14 months.
Alderman D’Astice - I agree with Aldermen O’Brien and Vinezeano. My only question is, were these businesses
closed for two months or three months? If they were closed for three months they couldn’t use their license and 15
months would be better. If they were closed for two months I’m fine with it at 14 months.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - Some businesses only closed for two weeks and some businesses made a
business decision and waited to open until Phase 4 when it actually allowed them to open. Some started doing the
sales outside of per 2020-01 and 2020-02 very specifically starting early on.
Alderman D’Astice - Okay, then I’m good with the 14 months.
Mayor Gallo - Anything further from Council on this? If not, I’m going to work in reverse order since it seems the
third option is popular at this time. All those in favor in pursuing option three, which is staff’s recommendation to
extend the liquor license due date from 12 months to 14 months. 7 in favor and 0 opposed. It’s unanimous so we
don’t even have to go through option two or one at this point. Staff, if this is sufficient for you from a straw vote
then I think you have your direction on this.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We’ll get the ordinance typed up as quickly as we can and we’ll also notify
the businesses that are affected so at least they’ll know that an ordinance is going to be passed soon.

5) Kirchoff Road Walk Light Fixtures
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - The pedestrian-scaled “walk lights” along Kirchoff Road
(shown in the top picture to the right), were originally installed in 1997. A total of 91 fixtures are installed at
various locations along the corridor. These lights are supplemental to the taller cobra-head lights (shown in the
bottom picture to the right), which illuminate the roadway pursuant to standards. Additionally, lighting within
some private properties along Kirchoff also utilize the globe walk-light standard. These projects include Harris
Bank, Kimball Square and River Walk Condos.
Beginning in 2016, the City started retrofitting the globe bulb fixtures with LED lights. The LED retro-fit lights
had an original cost of $54.76. A $20.00 ComEd rebate at the time allowed the lights to be purchased at $34.76
each. Since that time, the LED bulbs have gone up in price to $67.83.
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Over the course of time, the globe lens covers have started to deteriorate. The original globe fixture is a two-piece
assembly, where the top is separate from the bottom. Until recently, the City was able to secure replacement parts
for the top half of the globe. Those parts have since been discontinued and the entire fixture must be replaced with
a one-piece assembly. In researching the one-piece assembly as an alternative, staff learned that the retro-fit LED
bulbs will not exactly fit the mouth of the newer style fixtures. In the meantime, staff has been continuing to
replace bulbs in deteriorated fixtures, and is learning that insects and water entering the fixture is causing the
premature shorting out of the bulbs, resulting in multiple bulb outages along the corridor.
Satellite imagery shows just how much night-time light is emitted from street lights and other light sources in urban
areas. The “Dark-Sky” lighting movement is one that aims to reduce light pollution. Regulations focus on the
color and intensity of light, and also shielding light on the top and sides, and instead redirecting light down to
minimize glare and light spillage to areas not intended.
In addition to making stars and other night sky features more visible (particularly in less urban areas), dark-sky
lighting is beneficial to plants, nocturnal animals, birds and even humans, as light pollution has been found to affect
human circadian rhythms and melatonin release.
There are a number of alternatives that can be selected to achieve better dark sky results. The selections below
were reviewed as affordable alternatives that could be acquired for reasonable prices, which are described in further
detail in the “Alternatives” section below. Note that both alternatives direct light down and would be an attractive
alternative to the globe lights if that direction is desired at this time.
Alternatives:
1. Replace all 91 luminaires with new one-piece bulb fixtures which match the appearance of what we already
have in place. Total approximate cost with “in-house” installation: $22,750. Double with outsourced
labor.
2. Replace only the fixtures that need to be replaced (about half or 45) with new one-piece fixtures, and
continue to replace as needed over time until all are replaced. Please Note: Due to the need to use different
bulbs in the newer versus the older fixtures, the color/hue between old and new lights will be different.
Total approximate cost: About half of Number 1 alternative.
3. Replace all the fixtures with a new “dark sky” compliant luminaires that focuses light downward. Total
approximate cost with “in-house” installation: $31,850. Double with outsourced labor.
Recently, Public Works staff has found it increasingly difficult to maintain the walk lights on Kirchoff Road. Using
replacement bulbs in the obsolete standards is wasteful because the bulbs are blowing out sooner because insects
and water are entering the older fixture and shorting them out. If we want to continue the traditional look of the
globe fixtures that have existed for over 25 years, we need to replace the previous two part fixture which is no
longer available, with a one part fixture. If we do that, we also need to decide whether to replace them all at once,
or over time. The latter option will result in light levels that may appear different between the two fixtures.
Given this opportunity, staff wanted to provide an alternative of switching to what some may consider a “green”
alternative, and switch to a “dark-sky” friendly fixture that directs lighting downward. While the information about
dark sky lighting in this report is overly simplistic, staff didn’t want to spend too much time on it if the desire was
to maintain the traditional look. Certainly, more information can be provided if desired.
Public Works prides itself on maintaining a functional and attractive right-of-way environment. As existing walk
lights burn out more quickly, we find it necessary to request the Council’s consideration of the alternatives so we
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know how to address short term bulb replacements as well as long-term fixture replacements. Once we have
Council direction, we will respond with an implementation plan that can either be worked into the current fiscal
year budget or split over this year and next.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Assistant Director Charlton did an excellent job describing the issue at
hand. The one point I did want to emphasize as part of Council’s discussion is that the globes that we can purchase
that are different style than the ones that are currently there do pose a maintenance problem as a result of how
they’re formed, they have a hole in the top which allows water and bugs in which causes the light to burnout more
quickly than the current bulbs do. I just wanted to make sure the Council knew that. It is in the report but I just
wanted to make sure I noted that for the Council’s understanding.
Alderman Cannon - I look at these light fixtures like a lot of people look at paint for their houses, people have
different opinions on what looks nice and what doesn’t. Myself, I don’t like the look of these things, I don’t think
they’re charming. Over the years since I’ve been Alderman, on a number of occasions I strongly suggested that we
do some major streetscape program downtown and up to this point it has been kind of ignored. I think this might
give us an opportunity to rethink how we like downtown not just with these fixtures. Most people have decorative
lighting overall in their downtown area and I don’t look at ours as being very decorative. Again, it’s personal
opinion, I don’t mean to insult anybody or hurt anybody’s feelings, I just don’t find these light fixtures very pretty.
I think there’s all kinds of alternatives and I would like to see in the near future a total plan of complete lighting on
both the street-level and on the sidewalk level.
Alderman O’Brien - Certainly lighting is key along any area. I was thinking option 3 is that we do go with the
more “dark sky” the more efficient type program but if we could do it over time. We don’t want to double the cost
to get it done by year-end but that we could potentially replace any that are out now. I was doing the numbers here
and there’s about $100 difference for lights if we go with the previous style or the dark sky or the other style, it’s
about $100 difference per fixture so that would just be an idea that I would toss out there. I do like the dark sky
idea and spread the cost and replace them as needed.
Alderman Vinezeano - Are we just replacing the top part of the pole?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – Yes.
Alderman Vinezeano - This does not change any of our holiday decor, banners or anything else that goes on these
polls, correct?
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - That is correct. The only thing that changes is what’s called
the luminaire, the bulb at the top. The pole from the luminaire down would stay the same.
Alderman Vinezeano - I’m assuming that these new dark sky are energy-efficient so there is going to be a savings
in the long run as far as light bulbs?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - I know these new fixtures are LED which is what we
already use. We’ve already switched to LEDs on our globe fixtures several years back so how much additional
savings there might be because of the change of fixture I’m not aware but I could find out for you.
Alderman Sanoica - My question or suggestion to staff is to compare the dark sky light fixture in their ability to
do the job. That’s the only concern I would have is that things are being lit and if that’s the case I would like to go
forward that. The pictures that were sent in the packet it looks like the dark sky lighting is actually more efficient
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at lighting pedestrian ways than the traditional light fixtures. For those reasons at this time, I am in favor of the
dark sky option.
Mayor Gallo - A question for staff, are you looking for the Council to define whether or not they want you to
pursue the traditional style or going with the dark sky version approach?
Jo Ellen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - You may want to do a straw vote, I’m hearing a preference
for the dark sky alternative as opposed to the globe alternative. The next question to Council would be, do you
want to be part of the design consideration? You want staff to work out a good deal and make sure we address
issues of efficiency and lighting levels and what we choose is okay? You want that to come back? I want to address
what Alderman Cannon said in that I understand this approach looks at how we’re dealing with lighting on Kirchoff
Road from a pedestrian scale only. In other words, these particular lights on Kirchoff Road are not intended to be
full-scale lighting. If you go into some of the traditional downtowns you’ll see a light fixture and the taller cobra
head lights. I think that would be of very significant change that would take a lot of time and money to figure out
if that is something we want to do moving forward and could potentially put us in a situation where our current
globe lights are burning out and we don’t have a plan in place to keep the walk lit because we’re not sure which
we were going to go with it. Our intent on this scope is to not change the whole scale lighting but instead just look
at the pedestrian scale lights, with them continue to be supporting the taller lights and choosing which fixture we
apply to it.
Mayor Gallo - I’m thumbing back through this packet and I can’t seem to recognize any maintenance costs
associated with the current style. I don’t know if that’s because components are no longer manufactured so it makes
it a moot point or what does it cost to typically maintain what we currently have? In the first paragraph it says staff
is requesting feedback and direction from Council on whether to continue to maintain the Kirchoff Road “walk
light” luminaire’s and their current globe style or to move on and purchase something new. I guess I want to take
two steps back and understand what the cost and what’s involved with maintenance versus the necessity to swap
out to something new. Is money already allocated in the budget for these items or is this something that has to be
budgeted for?
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - Our ability to maintain these globes is no longer available
because we can no longer get to piece fixtures. As bulbs burn out, as Director Horne indicated, we are able to
replace those bulbs but because the top fixtures have issues then we’re getting water and bugs in those fixtures and
the bulbs are shorting out sooner. We’re bearing a lot of costs now on replacing bulbs and fixtures that burn out. If
the globe itself breaks we don’t have any ability to replace that globe at all unless we go to a new one-piece fixture
because a two-piece fixture is now obsolete. It’s that question that we’re to the point that we didn’t want to start
ordering one-piece fixtures to look like what we have and continue the maintenance of those until we got some
direction from the Council if that’s the direction you’d like to go. I don’t know the cost of that but I guess it would
be the cost of the fixtures divided by 91 so that would be the cost to buy the new globe fixture and replace it one
by one on top of each pole. The other thing I included in the report which is probably worth noting is if we go
piecemeal because we don’t have a budget identified for whole scale replacement or half replacement now and half
next year. We have money assuming we’re maintaining the ones that burn out in this year’s budget. Doing
something over two years makes a lot of sense. If we do piecemeal, in other words replace the bulbs if they go out
or do a section at a time, there’s a very good possibility the lights will appear differently because the lighting level
with the different types of bulbs that are required in each fixture even though the luminaires look the same, the bulb
that you have to put in these is little bit different for the globe. You might get a slightly more intense light in the
old fixture versus the new fixture.
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Mayor Gallo - There’s a whole lot of information that you shared. I appreciate the flexibility this current style
affords us where we can replace the luminaires and keep the existing pole where if we convert because one pole
gets damaged to a single piece then we’re kind of stuck and committed to that single unit. The other thing is and I
don’t want to be a stick in the mud here but $20,000-$30,000 allocated towards lights and we don’t know how
often or frequent any of the globes have broken in the past but I would like us to be conservative in our spending
as we have sufficient lighting with these in place, we have additional alternative lights down the same streets so
whatever the Council does decide to do that’s fine but I would just want to make sure what we do is either critical
or necessary and not just desirable to this extent. I just want to keep those considerations in mind. As far as taking
the straw votes for type whether it’s dark sky what have you and then if the Council desires to be involved in the
aesthetic.
Alderman Cannon - I appreciate all the conversation that we just had about this but we’re just talking about one
element of downtown. The frustration that I have is we’re going to address one situation as part of a big picture.
We’re going to make a decision that might lock us out at making things better over the long run. We’re just
addressing one piece of it. I don’t want to spend a ton of money either but we don’t have a very good-looking
downtown in a lot of ways and this might open up the opportunity for us to start thinking a little bit larger instead
of just replacing some poles and we can all decide what we like and don’t like when there’s literally thousands of
lights out there to pick from. I’m suggesting we look at a broader view of it in light of the fact that we have a couple
of new commercial spaces that are going to be east of Meadow Drive so lighting should go down to there. I just
think we’re looking at a small picture instead of looking at the big picture. Maybe this could give us the opportunity
to make a new look or at least start a new look for downtown.
Mayor Gallo - What I’m hearing from you is that maybe this conversation specifically to the lights is a bit
premature as opposed to maybe a more comprehensive view of what we should do for our downtown main street.
Is that what I’m hearing Alderman Cannon?
Alderman Cannon – Yes. Absolutely. That’s exactly what I mean.
Alderman O’Brien - I was doing some of the number crunching here but I don’t know the specifics, if my math
is correct, if we were to replace three of the old bulbs at about $70 apiece that’s a new light fixture so I’m not sure
how often we are replacing these. If we’re replacing the broken ones or the ones with the hole on the top where
lights are going out two or three times a year on a single one it would kind of be a moot point because we’re
spending $210 on light bulbs because they’re about $70 each because Comed took away the rebate based on the
write up in our packet versus getting a brand-new fixture that should not require us to change three lightbulbs at
$70 each. That’s my additional thought.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - In talking with our utilities division I know it’s just starting
to occur. Obviously anytime we get a call and we go out to fix or replace the bulb those bulbs are burning out more
quickly so we are starting to spend more money just on replacing the bulbs. Again, if the top of the luminaire globe
is broken and we’re not able to address that so we would probably leave it dark for the short term. If we want to
look at this bigger picture we’re going to need to provide some direction to the maintenance folks on how to
maintain them this year until we come to a comprehensive decision. The other thing all mentioned too, we had an
opportunity to look at potential Comed grants for this type of lighting. We tried to get into the system and ask some
questions but didn’t really get any answers yet so that may change the way this conversation goes. Obviously if we
can get some grant funding but I believe that funding is available specifically for these walk lights, I do not know
if it’s available for the big broader project Alderman Cannon is talking about. From a cost perspective if we’re
looking at 6-12 more by the end of this fiscal year that’s probably a pretty good guess. I know by City Hall they
seem to burn out pretty frequently and I know we’re replacing bulbs in those fairly often.
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Rob Horne, Director Public Works - We have about 20 burned out lights in the downtown area along the Kirchoff
Road corridor. The big problem is not the maintenance addressing the pole one time, the maintenance costs is
occurring because we’re replacing the same bulbs several times. Once we replace that bulb because we’re having
problems with the split globe we then have to buy another new type of globe that again does not protect the bulb
in the same manner as the old globe. The costs are increased because we’re sending guys out to the same pole
numerous times for failures on the lightbulbs. That was really the reason why we brought this to Council as we
thought it would be a good opportunity to look at updating the fixture to be more focused on pedestrian and be
using a dark sky technology to improve the lighting in the area. That’s really the reason why it was brought up.
Mayor Gallo - At this point I’m going to ask a series of questions to the Council. All those in favor of allowing
staff to pursue changing out these fixtures for the range that’s been indicated $20,000-$30,000, raise your hands. 4
in favor; 3 opposed. All those who think it would be slightly premature that we should look at this from a more
comprehensive perspective with the larger street pole lighting and the shorter walkway lights. 3 in favor; 4 opposed.
I think staff has a green light in pursuing this and then the next step is to determine which type, the conventional
bulb or the dark sky model. Those in favor of the dark sky model, raise your hand. 6 in favor; 1 opposed. Those
in favor of staff keeping Council informed/involved as to the selection of this dark sky model. 2 in favor; 4 opposed;
1 abstain.
Alderman Bisesi – During the discussion Assistant Director Charlton said that there may potentially be an
opportunity for a grant. I would like to make sure that that avenue has been fully explored before we start doing
anything.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – We’ve already started that process.
Alderman Bisesi – We know that it’s something we can get we just have to submit the applications?
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – I don’t know that, I know that there’s an opportunity to
apply for it. I’ve not been successful finding that it’s still available. I’ve got some calls in to make sure that’s still
the case.
Alderman Bisesi - I’m just a little concerned because I know there’s a lot of other expenses were trying to get
through, a zero tax levy and every little thing we add in could mean that we have to raise taxes.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - Understood. We’ll even see if there’s other opportunities
outside of Comed that might be available.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - We will look at other funding sources. The other thing we will look at is
the ability to spread this project over more than two years if there’s a congruent way to do that to not cause lighting
issues for traffic. We will consider spreading it out over more than two years.
Mayor Gallo - You would have my blessing to look into some public/private partnership to find some lighting that
is eco-friendly and small cell equipped to make way for future 5G and things like that.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – Message received.
Mayor Gallo - There may be opportunities for reduced costs if we do join in with some P3 initiatives and things
like that.
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Alderman O’Brien - I was wondering if we could look at a couple of different financing options from doing it inhouse versus the cost of going outside.
Mayor Gallo – Anything further on this?
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works - No, we’ll take what you’ve given us and put something
together to share with you at a later time.

6) Original Public Works Facility (3200 Central Road)
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - This item is being brought up for two different but connected reasons. The
two items include Council’s recent direction to sell the 2455 Plum Grove Road site/facility, and the long-term
strategy for the use of the Public Works Facility located at 3200 Central Road.
The Council’s recent direction to sell the property at 2455 Plum Grove Road raises significant operational concerns.
First, the facility is currently being utilized for Public Works operations by eleven (11) employees. This location,
along with the 5 employees operating daily out of the 3200 Central location, is part of the Public Works
Department’s current strategy to protect employees with adequate social distancing, in response to the Covid virus.
By keeping crews separated, Staff is attempting to ensure that even if employees in one of the locations contracts
the virus forcing one or several employees home due to the virus, essential City services will still be able to be
provided from one of the alternate locations.
The second matter is a concern raised by the City’s IT Coordinator. Currently, the facility at 2455 Plum Grove
Road is the location of the City’s Disaster Recovery site. This is the technology equipment necessary to meet the
remote off-site server and duplication back-up requirements for all the City’s electronic systems and files. There
are short-term plans to relocate the existing system/hardware to another site. Current plans are only to investigate
each fire station location for the best location to provide additional off-site storage as an enhancement to the existing
back-up technology. The long-term plan is to investigate utilizing a different site or a cloud-based application for
the City’s Disaster Recover site. However, in either event, this process will take significant time to research and
develop the best alternative for the City. The installation and implementation of a new Disaster Recover site are
preliminarily estimated to be in excess of $100,000.
Lastly, as each year passes, the likelihood that the facility located at 3200 Central Road facility will need to be
demolished increases. Preliminary deliberations from earlier this year were that the facility located at 2455 Plum
Grove Road could be utilized as an interim facility for equipment storage and operations, during the implementation
of a more comprehensive long-term solution for addressing the long-term space needs for Public Works.
The second reason for Staff bringing this item forward is to seek direction from the City Council regarding pursuit
of a potential long term solution to the issue of the Public Works Department operating out of two separate facilities
that are both shared with the Park District. This matter has been contemplated and deferred by past City Councils
for well over a decade, which is increasing the urgency of a clear future direction.
The primary and preferred alternative being proposed by staff is to discuss a potential buy-out of the Rolling
Meadows Park District out of the Berdnick site. This would afford the Park District an opportunity to construct a
new facility at the 3200 Central Road site, or in a more appropriate location to their operations.
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The 3900 Berdnick site, with some alterations and without the RM Park District, provides ample space for current
and long-range needs that can address not only the Public Works Department’s needs, but also some of the City’s
long-term storage needs as well.
Recent conversations with Rolling Meadows Park District leadership have been positive and while specific details
have not been discussed nor have any plans been shared, they do show a willingness to be part of future planning.
Discussions related to long-term solutions for separating the shared use of each of the facilities have proven to have
negative impacts on each agency’s operations.
The facility located at 3200 Central Road was originally constructed in the late 1950’s and as the photo below
indicates, has been added onto several times over the years to meet the needs of the City as the City grew. The
City and Park District have jointly occupied the 3200 Central Road building since the 1970’s, and since 1999 the
Northwest Special Recreation Association, has also been a leasing party at this site.
In 1996-1997, the City began and completed construction of the “Public Works/Park District Combined Service
Facility” at 3900 Berdnick Street. The newer, larger facility was knowingly restrictively sized on the site, with the
idea that certain Public Works and Park District operational needs were to remain at the old building.
Shortly thereafter, staff provided a request to City Council for consideration (September 2015) for professional
assessment services necessary to gather additional information, following the rejection of a grant submission. This
item was not approved citing that the City should not invest any money in maintaining this facility further, and that
there should be a long-term solution developed. At that time, the costs were in excess of $1.7 million. Using only
a 2% increase annually, those same repairs/improvements will now cost over $1.9 million.
With only minimal repairs being conducted at the Central Road site over the last decade, the condition of the facility
is becoming dangerous and is raising concerns related to potential damage that could result from damaging weather
or age deterioration. The condition of the facility is such that Staff feels strongly that a proactive approach should
be taken on these matters, as the unexpected loss of the 3200 Central facility will have an immediate and long-term
negative impact on operations and delivery of resident services.
Staff is seeking authorization to begin more serious conversations with the RM Park District Staff related to a
potential buy-out from the current agreement. This would result in the consolidation of all Public Works operations
and equipment storage into the 3900 Berdnick Road site, and provide the Park District with an opportunity to
construct its own dedicated facility on the existing 3200 Central Road site or an alternative site.
Additionally, Staff would like to encourage the Council’s reconsideration of the 2455 Plum Grove property sale,
in the short term, in order to preserve current City operations in a safe manner due to COVID, and provide adequate
storage and IT usage flexibility. Additionally, without this site, the implementation of any alternate IT plans or
transitions with the Park District as discussed in this memo would otherwise require costly lease agreements to
operate and store equipment. As a result there are no guarantees adequate space will be available or in a location
that makes sense for City operations.
Mayor Gallo - Last week on Thursday in meeting with Manager Krumstok I did ask him if Director Kevin
Romejko had been informed of some of the legacy conversations as well as being apprised of the most recent
scenario and you said that you did speak with him briefly, is he fully aware the situation of the property and the
agreements between the Park District and the City and may be exchanging materials from our Berdnick area that
belong to the Park District and putting it back on the Central Road site and us migrating our way out of there? How
much has he been brought up to speed?
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Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I was pleasantly surprised he had more information in the background of
the agreements and the facility and its use than I expected. It was a very brief conversation probably half hour to
an hour we sat and talked about it. I didn’t want to get engaged in any real conversation until the Council give me
some direction as to what they wanted to do. I was more concerned that he knew this information and he can let
his Commissioners know that the item was going to be discussed so he wasn’t blindsided by it by not knowing
about the issue. Other than that about what was going to be discussed at that meeting we have yet to have a real indepth conversation.
Mayor Gallo - I do think it would be valuable for us as a Council to know how receptive the Park District is in
either severing relationship and selling off our portion back to them or what have you. I think a lot of that
information will be valuable for the Council to help advise direction in addition to the information that you and
additional staff are providing us as about how much space we need to move equipment and storage out of there and
where ultimately it’s best suited whether it’s over on Berdnick or if it goes in the Plum Grove facility. If you could
keep us informed to how receptive the Park District is in any sort of transaction or sale of this building I think that
will be important for Council.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I understand that Kevin is a new Director and things may have changed. I
will tell you that the previous Director and I had lunch fairly regularly and we had many, many conversations over
the last two years and I think quite honestly they were more gung ho about the idea then we were at the time. Again,
that’s just speaking with the previous Director, I don’t know if she was speaking on behalf of the commissioners
or if she felt that the commissioners we’re likely willing to support that, I can’t speak to that. We will find the mind
of the Park District and relay that information to the Mayor and City Council.
Alderman Cannon - With the comments you made so far would the direction you would be leading this
conversation with the Park District be to take over the Central Road location and we would move all of our stuff
to Berdnick?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Yes. The way the transition would work in my mind as I see it if a site was
able to be constructed on the 3200 Central Road site, all the equipment would be relocated to old Fire Station 16
site, the 3200 building would be demolished, a new facility would be constructed, the Rolling Meadows Park
District would then relocate their operation into that facility and then we would relocate all of our equipment out
of old Fire Station 16 into the 3900 Berdnick building therefore our entire operation would be out of 3900 Berdnick
and we would not share the facility with any other entity. At that time, the old Fire Station 16 site would be available
to sell.
Alderman Cannon - If that were to happen you’re looking at least a few years at minimum.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - The agreement with the Park District requires two years. I know it was with
the previous Director but she indicated that the Park District does have the right to waive that timeline if there’s
positive direction. I know that they’re operation wants to be out of the 3900 Berdnick facility. All of their sites and
all of their work occurs off of Central Road and they would definitely want their operation closer to that area. But
yes you are correct.
Alderman Cannon - If they were to rebuild on that site they’re going to have to get the Army Corps of Engineers
involved because of the floodplain issues, that alone might take a year.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I did a rudimentary drawing using GIS just to make sure in preparation with
this memo that I wasn’t leading us down the wrong path and I could fit at least a 25,000 square-foot facility on that
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site and not even be in the floodplain let alone the floodway. I’m not a professional engineer, I didn’t serve
everything but based on our FEMA information that’s on our GIS there is a building that could be put there. It
would take some engineering to make sure we were able to build what the Park District wanted on that site.
Alderman Cannon - My personal opinion is that we start that discussion tomorrow. Going over to the other facility
I guess I would like to express some frustration, we just got done building two brand-new fire stations, when we
originally approved those we knew we would be selling the old fire stations and why we haven’t made a
contingency plan up until now for the emergency backup system is beyond my understanding. There was budget
money available for it and we actually had people from staff sit in front of us four months ago and wanted to buy
a piece of property at the corner of Kirchoff and Hicks because they wanted 12 more parking spaces so staff would
have extra parking when they had the emergency center at the Hicks station. I’m completely confused as to why
this thing has sat there and no one’s address this until tonight. To me, someone has completely dropped the ball on
this and I don’t know who’s at fault but we shouldn’t even be having this discussion about this. This project should
have been done already. Why hasn’t that stuff been moved already?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - Part of our old plans were to move all that stuff to Public Works once we had
a location to put it there. If the Park District vacates we know exactly where it needs to be moved but it was always
part of our emergency plan not to put it in direct line of one of our stations because we look at how far we are from
Berdnick Street and that location was the safest and we have not moved anything at this time because we don’t
have the room on Burdick Street. The plan was always to make Berdnick Street backup for City Hall.
Alderman Cannon - Why are we having this conversation now? Why didn’t we know about this months or years
ago? We knew that the stations were moving and we knew that station would be sold so we knew we had to move
it and now we really don’t have a plan in place right now. We have a theoretical plan maybe. That seems to be real
a really important issue. If it’s a backup emergency plan we need to have something operational and it sounds like
we’re years away of doing that. That means you want to keep 16 now forever and another building we have to own
and operate.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – No, that’s not what we’re saying.
Alderman Cannon – Then what are you saying? You’re confusing me. I’m getting mixed signals from this whole
project.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - The plan was two always to move the items to Public Works, Berdnick Street.
If that would happen here at City Hall the first backup is Public Works but we also have it set up at the new fire
station. The technical IT items were always to be moved over to Berdnick Street.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I think one of the issues relocating that hardware is I believe it’s required
to be at least 1 mile away from your existing primary site and I believe it’s required to have a backup power supply
and we do not have backup power supply at Berdnick.
Mayor Gallo - I think there’s two issues going on here. One of the issues that’s preventing you from getting an
answer is that we have our backup systems that handle our data and I think Manager Krumstok needs to have a
conversation with IT and understand why we’re not looking at putting that at an above property data center where
they have the appropriate securities and the appropriate power and all the criteria that we need rather than keeping
it on premise and one of our locations like other municipalities do in this case. The second question is why are we
active with this instead of planning and knowing that the day would eventually come.
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Alderman Cannon - I agree with all that. Also, I am completely against hiring another engineering firm to do an
analysis for the Central Road property. Anybody that looks at that building understands that that building has to
go. We don’t need to have another analysis of it and spend more money. Everybody knows the building is falling
down. Let’s just move on and go to the next step.
Alderman Bisesi - Alderman Cannon pretty much brought up almost everything that I wanted to talk about. I was
also under the impression that both fire stations were able to be sold prior to me joining Council. I paid very close
attention to the whole fire station and I was also under the impression that the IT stuff was going to move to the
new Station 16. I believe the Mayor brought up a great point as another alternative for that IT equipment. As far as
old Station 16 and keeping it, I would not have an issue of keeping it if it was part of a plan as Rob spelled out
where eventually we would be moving everything to Berdnick within the next two years and getting everything out
of that Central Road building. Frankly, I’m afraid the Central Road building is going to fall down. The one on the
thing that I thought was going to be mentioned in favor of keeping old Station 16 was as soon as the fire department
was out it would be a good location to store all the police evidence and equipment. I’m also wondering about is
that we just spent money on the property next to City Hall so by the time we get that whole thing in place the way
that we want we’ll have spent ½ $1 million probably. At some point we need to get some money by selling some
of our properties. I would be in favor of keeping old Station 16 if we were progressing on a plan as Rob spelled out
but I think there needs to be milestones and if we don’t meet them then we just need to sell the building because
I’m very concerned that things like Covid and other obligations that may pop up are going to deplete our reserves
and it’s going start to affect our City services.
Alderman Vinezeano - The expense to move the IT equipment where is that budgeted? Is it in the fire station 15,
16, IT department, where is it budgeted?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - At this point it’s not budgeted to be moved during 2020.
Alderman Vinezeano - Is it budgeted in 2021 yet?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - We’re working on the draft budget.
Alderman Vinezeano - To go with Alderman Cannon, it’s pretty alarming to me because when these fire stations
were voted on and you knew the equipment was in the fire station and it needed to be moved and we were selling
this building you would be then asking us to approve a budget of $100,000 to move this equipment quickly in a
firehouse that was very controversial in building to begin with. I am with the other Aldermen and that I have been
in Central Road building and I was afraid to walk through there. The fact that the building is falling apart I would
assume we have millions of dollars of equipment in that building and it needs to be stored so I’m not opposed to
hold on to the Plum Grove Road property to store our equipment in the transition of the next one to two years and
not move the IT equipment until there’s a better plan in place and it is budgeted properly. The fact that we went
through a budgeted item of this nature a few weeks ago and other Aldermen didn’t want to question $150,000 and
now we have to find another $100,000 is just upsetting to me. I think to hold onto the firehouse right now on Plum
Grove Road and move the equipment and move forward with the Park District. I am opposed to spending more
money on doing a facility assessment, I think we all know that the building is falling apart and I’m that interested
in spending any more money on it.
Alderman O’Brien - Let’s start talking to the Park District because I think that building would be a huge liability
for any government entity. We’ve got to get of there as quickly as we can. In the write up there something about
the lease and the ownership (Central Road), do we have confirmation that it’s 100% owned by the City? I know
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NWSRA is also in that building, they store 23 buses in the back. Was there a joint agreement? Does the City own
100% of that property? There wasn’t a clear answer in the write up.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - The agreement establishes that the Park District owns 100% of the land and
they have a lease with NWSRA to use a portion of their land for the buses. The City of Rolling Meadows owns the
actual facility and the Park District utilizes it and I think we charge them about 14% for use of the building which
also deducts a percentage that the Public Works Department uses in the site. It’s a very concise and clear agreement
that we certainly can work with the Park District on. I want to make sure the entire Council understands that staff
has no interest in doing another assessment. When I referred to engineering it was to do engineering to show the
Rolling Meadows Park District that a facility could be constructed on the site and not encroach the floodplain and
floodway regulations. There would be some preliminary expenses related to the discussions with the Park District
because we have to be able to show them that their needs will be able to be met on that site.
Alderman Budmats - I’m just curious if there’s any contingency money left to use from the fire stations to move
the IT equipment?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Yes, there is contingency left.
Alderman Budmats - Enough to move all of that?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - If we were to make the decision to move it to Station 16 but again part of the
emergency management specifically says that it needs to be far enough away and that’s why Berdnick Street was
identified to move the equipment there.
Mayor Gallo - I think that should be a broader conversation at a later time and if we have to relocate that hardware
I think IT should drive a lot of that conversation and we should also look at and above property external data center
where we could do it appropriately like a lot of other municipalities and other governmental agencies use when
we’re talking about relocating it. It’s probably the best route to go for a long-term approach. The next part is to
give staff some feedback on these two portions of direction that they’re looking for. Staff is seeking authorization
to begin more serious conversations with the Park District related to a potential buy-out from the current agreement.
With a show of hands, all those in favor of allowing staff to pursue more serious conversations. 7 in favor; 0
opposed. Staff would like Council’s approval to hold off on the sale of 2455 Plum Grove Road property until the
transition period took place. With a show of hands, all those in favor of slowing down the sale of former Station
16 to allow staff additional time with that property. 5 in favor; 1 opposed; 1 abstain.
Alderman O’Brien - Would everything fit into former Station 16? I would not like to see additional storage costs
incurred.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - We would not ask the City Council for additional funds for the transition.
We may need to get creative on how we store things at 3900 Berdnick site or we would probably come to City
Council through the Planning and Zoning Commission and request a temporary outdoor storage of equipment on
our 3900 Berdnick site. We would not look at any additional storage be on the former Station 16 site.
Alderman Cannon - Is there any way we can put a timeline on this thing so it doesn’t go on forever? 24 months?
This can drag on and a lot of the members that are here tonight might not be part of the Council when they decide
they might be done with building. I would like to see a timeframe and then when that time is up we put the building
on the market. The sooner we get rid of that the sooner the City will be better off.
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Mayor Gallo – That’s fine to put some parameters around it in terms of duration it keeps a little of applied pressure.
Director Horne, you think you can come up with a reasonable timeframe so the Council has some expectations of
what we’re looking at so we can discuss it at a later date?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I was going to ask staff to put together a timeline for each future meeting,
at the next Committee of the Whole or the one immediately following.
Mayor Gallo - That way we can all be on the same page for reasonable expectations here to execute these action
items.
Alderman Budmats - it feels to me like we’re taking this whole thing at a piecemeal approach. We built some fire
stations and now we’re discerning a need for additional space or revamping space. I feel like we should have a
comprehensive facility plan for all of our buildings before we move ahead with whatever is going to be next. It
would take into account all the properties that the City owns and all of the needs that the City presently has. I would
like to see a comprehensive facility plan.
Mayor Gallo - I know that conversation came up when I was in Alderman when the former Dominick’s property
prior to it going to condos/townhomes was for sale, I brought up the fact that we need to explore a comprehensive
property plan because we know we can use storage space and we’ve known that for decades that we’re out of
storage space and that conversation was brought up then. I agree with you that staff should look at this going
forward from this point on so that we’re not doing in such incremental steps that have no systemic value to the next
move or previous move. And any further comments or questions?
Alderman Vinezeano - I think the IT topic through many of us off of not knowing of where it’s budgeted and not
budgeted. We know that the plan is to sell the former fire station 16. Where is that going to budget in and what is
the plan for that? I would like to see that plan as well moving forward.
Mayor Gallo – Are there any other questions or comments from Council? Seeing none, is there a motion to
adjourn? Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Bisesi. Will the Clerk
please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this meeting is adjourned.
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the Committee-of-the Whole meeting was adjourned
at 10:07 p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
July 21, 2020 Committee-of-the-Whole Minutes Approved by Council on August 25, 2020.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

CITY COUNCIL
MEETING MINUTES

July 28, 2020

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Council meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:30 p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

ROLL CALL:
Present: Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
Absent: 0
With 7 present and 0 absent there is a quorum.
Members of the virtual audience are reminded that these proceedings are being recorded for current and
future broadcast.
Staff Members Present Remotely: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki,
Fire Chief Jeff Moxley, Director Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works JoEllen
Charlton, Business Advocate Martha Corner, City Attorney Melissa Wolf
Public comment will be afforded to the public who are joining us on this conference line as long as they
provided their contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before
the deadline as noted on tonight’s agenda.
Members of the public present in the City Council Chambers listening to the meeting will be afforded the
opportunity to provide public comment in accordance with the procedures applicable to public comment
at an in-person meeting of the City Council. Namely, members of the public must have signed-in before
the start of the meeting.
In addition, written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will also be read.

MOTION TO APPROVE MINUTES:
The first order of business is to approve the minutes from the June 16, 2020 Committee of the Whole
Meeting. Is there a motion to approve the minutes? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Bisesi. Are there any corrections, additions, or deletions to the minutes? Seeing
none, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, these minutes are approved.

MOTION TO DEVIATE:

None
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MAYOR'S REPORT:
I just want to give a quick thank you to the volunteers on our Complete Count Committee for the Census
initiative. Megan Gawlik and her husband Michal have volunteered their time this weekend and Saturday
evening for the ice cream social which was hosted a La Michoacana on Algonquin Road. There was a
wonderful turnout, we catered to quite a few attendees and majority of them were residents of Rolling
Meadows and we had a significant number actually participate and take the Census. Special thanks to
Alderman Sanoica for your attendance and for your translation, I don’t think it would have been as
successful if we didn’t have somebody who was bilingual in this case so thank you for that.

WARD REPORTS:

None

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
The next step is to open the meeting to the public for public comment and there are a couple of names on
the list I received. In order to secure the rights of the citizens of the City to a fair and just representation
before their elected officials, and to guarantee to the elected officials an order and dignified form in which
to conduct the City’s business, no person shall be allowed to engage in any activity that will disturb or
disrupt the orderly proceedings of the City Council.
Per Rules of Procedures the public is to address the City Council, and the fact that no member of the City
Council responds does not mean that the City Council or any member thereof agrees or disagrees with the
comment. In order to attain this objective the following rules of conduct are hereby established:
1.
Any person who seeks to address the City Council at this time for public comments, shall be
permitted to speak only upon recognition of the Presiding Officer and such person shall adhere to the
following provisions:
a.

Each person addressing the City Council shall state their first name for the
record.

b.

Each person shall be granted no more than 5 minutes of the allotted 20 minutes
in order to address the City Council.

c.

Questions and/or commentary shall be limited to City business. Comments
supporting or opposing a nominated person’s candidacy for elective office of
the City shall be out of order.

d.

Commentary shall be directed to the Presiding Officer unless the Presiding
Officer permits the individual to address the Council Members or other City
officers present.

e.

Discussion shall take place in a professional manner which displays mutual
respect.

f.

Profanity shall not be used in any form or manner.
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Melissa Whitley, Attorney at Elliott & Associates – Good evening Mr. Mayor and City
Councilmembers, I represent Michael DeCarlo and the class 6b tax incentive application that is before the
City Council this evening. Mr. DeCarlo and I are on this Zoom call and we’re here and available for any
questions that you might have. Mr. DeCarlo is requesting the class 6b tax incentive for his business
DeCarlo Construction at the location of 4000 Industrial Avenue.
Zachary Kafitz, Attorney at Sarnoff & Baccash – Mayor and Aldermen, we are here before you for
another class 6b request for the property located at 900 and 980 Carnegie Street. We are looking to have
a resolution in support of a class 6b on both, they’re totaling about a little over 180,000 square feet. Hyper
Microsystems, Inc. will be occupying for its use consisting of asset recovery, light manufacturing and
warehousing and distribution of consumer goods and IT equipment. They’re looking to spend about $12 million to improve the site and bring roughly about 59 jobs and add 15-25 more jobs in the coming
years. These are just some of the things I wanted to highlight and let you know we’re here to answer any
questions you may have. Thank you for having us.
Mayor Gallo – I received a letter from Joline M. Hoffman, the agent for the owner at Plum Grove
Shopping Center, 2164 Plum Grove Road, Rolling Meadows and I will read it for the record.
Dear Mayor Gallo:
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today about the potential of Laredo Hospitality Ventures
LLC operating a gaming cafe at the above address.
As I mentioned to you, the lease with Laredo was signed exactly a year ago- on July 15, 2019. Since then,
Laredo has spent significant time and money on architectural, design and legal fees as did Plum Grove
Properties. No rent has been paid yet per the terms of the lease.
When I was first contacted by Laredo's real estate broker, Noel Escalona, about 20 months ago, I was
reluctant to agree to the use in the center. I was persuaded to consider the use by Martha Corner who
claimed the then mayor wanted the use in the center and, as I learned more about the cafes from Noel and
visited them myself, the use seemed like a natural fit for the center. Since July 15, 2019, Laredo and Plum
Grove Properties have worked to obtain the permits and licenses necessary to operate the cafe in a space
that has been vacant for approximately 8 years.
While no guarantees were made by any representative of Rolling Meadows that those permits and licenses
were a "sure thing", we were led to believe that, in general, the city was supportive of the use at the center.
Laredo has met all the architectural and design changes, including installation of the required hood, and
obtained the necessary building permits and plan approvals as required by the city. As such, the opposition
that Laredo has faced at this point has surprised us, particularly since there is one additional "slot"
available for a gaming cafe within the city limits coupled with the early encouragement we experienced
from city representatives over the course of numerous conversations throughout 2019.
As you are no doubt aware, due to the pandemic the current retail environment is horrendous bordering
on calamitous. A number of current tenants at Plum Grove either have not paid rent at all since the
pandemic forced closure of their business or have significantly reduced rental payments based on what
they are able to pay rather than what they are obligated to pay. Ownership tries to accommodate and
work with each tenant in order to help them remain in business while our expenses such as utilities, real
estate taxes, common area maintenance etc. continue unabated for the most part.
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Additionally, presently there are 3 vacancies at Plum Grove Center, totaling 7231 sq. ft., including the
1500 sq. ft. Laredo has leased. We are hopeful that the pandemic does not increase this vacancy square
footage when all is said and done but the reality is that it may. Obviously, any traffic and activity in the
center will only benefit the other tenants in the center at a time when activity is sorely needed.
No doubt sales and other tax revenue the city receives has been substantially reduced this year to date.
The projected revenue generated by a gaming facility is impressive and, I surmise, is also sorely needed.
Accordingly, I respectfully request you and the City Council approve the use and all required licenses for
Laredo to operate the 5th allowable gaming cafe within Rolling Meadows at Plum Grove Center as soon
as possible. Time is of the essence for all of us!
Yours very truly,
Plum Grove Properties, LLC
Joline M. Hoffman
Agent for Owner
Mayor Gallo closed the floor.

 PENDING:
A)

Ordinance No. 20-27 – Approve a Special Use to Allow Outdoor Storage and
Variations for Side and Rear Yard Pavement Setbacks at 4000 Industrial
Avenue (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman O’Brien has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Sanoica. Is there any discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance
be adopted. Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.

B)

Ordinance No. 20-28 – Approve an Amendment to the Ramlin Rose Planned
Development to Authorize a New 70-Space Parking Lot and Associated
Improvements for Property Commonly Known as The Preserve at Woodfield
located at 4700 Arbor Drive (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Bisesi. Is there any discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance be
adopted. Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.
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 CONSENT ORDINANCES:
Mayor Gallo - The next item on the agenda are the Consent Ordinances. It consists of six (6) items, item
C through H. I am going to pull items C and D because staff is requesting a waiver of 1st reading for each
of these. As a result, does any Alderman wish to pull items E, F, G or H from the Consent Ordinances?
Seeing none, the Chair declares it in order for one motion to consider the remaining four (4) Ordinances,
in one motion without debate. Is there such a motion to consider these Ordinances for 1st reading?
Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Cannon.

E)

Ordinance No. 20-00 – Amend Chapter 6 Entitled “Alcoholic Beverages” of the
Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances Regarding Regulations Applicable to
Licenses for Video Gaming (1st Reading)

F)

Ordinance No. 20-00 – Approve a Text Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
of the City of Rolling Meadows to Define, Establish and Regulate Video Gaming
Cafes as a Special Use within the Commercial Districts of the City of Rolling
Meadows (1st Reading)

G)

Ordinance No. 20-00 – Approve Text Amendments to Define and Regulate
Adult-Use Cannabis Craft Grower Business Establishments and Adult-Use
Cannabis Infuser Organizations as Special Uses in the M-1 and M-2 Zoning
Districts in the City of Rolling Meadows (1st Reading)

H)

Ordinance No. 20-00 – Approve Extending Liquor License Termination
Deadlines for Class A1, Class A2, Class A3 and Class D Liquor Licenses (1st
Reading)

The question is shall the Ordinances be moved forward for 2nd Reading? Will the Clerk please call the
Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Ordinances will be moved forward for 2nd reading.
Mayor Gallo – Circling back to Item C.

C)

Ordinance No. 20-29 – Approve Confirming and Extending the State of
Emergency within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19
Pandemic (1st Reading)

Staff is requesting a waiver of 1st reading for item C so it Ordinance can be approved immediately. Is
there an Alderman willing to make a motion to waive the 1st reading for this Ordinance? Alderman
D’Astice has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Sanoica.Is there any discussion?
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Seeing none, the question is shall the Ordinance be moved forward for final approval, will the Clerk please
call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
Budmats
0

With 6 in favor and 1 opposed, the Ordinance does move forward for final approval.
Ordinance No. 20-29 is now back for final approval. Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance?
Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Budmats. Is there any
discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall this Ordinance be adopted, will the Clerk please call the
Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance is adopted.
Mayor Gallo - This brings us back to Item D.

D)

Ordinance No. 20-30 – Authorize and Regulate Temporary Signs for Businesses
Impacted by the Covid-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)

Staff is also requesting a waiver of 1st reading for so this Ordinance can be approved immediately. Is there
an Alderman willing to make a motion to waive the 1st reading for this Ordinance? Alderman D’Astice
has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Sanoica. Is there any discussion? Seeing
none, the question is shall the Ordinance be moved forward for final approval, will the Clerk please call
the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
Budmats
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance will be moved forward for final approval.
Ordinance No. 20-30 is now back for final approval. Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance?
Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. I’m aware that
there is a request for a modification or amendment to this, so I’m going to open the floor to Assistant
Director Charlton to recommend the amendments that staff is looking to pursue.
JoEllen Charlton, Assistant Director Public Works – On page 73 of the packet, I want to direct your
attention to paragraphs IV and V, staff is requesting amendment of language that identifies temporary
cardboard signs, it occurs in three places, in paragraph IV(1)(a), IV(2)(a) and V(2) with a suggestion to
replace that language with temporary corrugated plastic signs. That is the only recommended change at
this time.
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Mayor Gallo – Is there a member of the Council willing to make a motion to amend the language from
temporary cardboard signs to temporary corrugated plastic signs? Alderman D’Astice has made the
motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Budmats. Is there any discussion on this amendment?
Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the Roll on the amendment.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. The amendment is incorporated.
Ordinance No. 20-30 is now back for final approval as amended. Is there any discussion? Seeing none,
the question is shall this Ordinance be adopted. Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance is adopted.

 NEW BUSINESS:
I)

MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 7/28/2020

The next item of business is a motion to approve the Warrant from July 28, 2020 as presented by the
Finance Department. Is there a motion to approve the Warrant? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and
it has been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please
call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Warrant is approved.

 CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
The next items on the agenda are the Consent Resolutions. It consists of nine (9) items, items J and R.
Does any Alderman wish to remove any item from the Consent Agenda for Resolutions?
Alderman Budmats – Items J, K, M and R.
Mayor Gallo – Any others? Seeing none, the Chair declares it in order for one motion to consider the
remaining five (5) Resolutions, items L, N, O, P and Q in one motion without debate. Is there such a
motion? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Cannon. The
question is, shall the remaining five (5) Resolutions be adopted?
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L)

Resolution No. 20-R-73 – Authorize the Support of a Cook County 6b
Classification Tax Incentive for Property Located at 4000 Industrial Avenue

N)

Resolution No. 20-R-75 – Adoption of the Local Business Assistance Program

O)

Resolution No. 20-R-76 – Approve Preliminary and Final Approval of the
James Bielarz’s Plat of Consolidation, Consolidating Two Properties known as
4280-4290 Kirchoff Road in the R-1 Residential District

P)

Resolution No. 20-R-77 – Authorize the Submittal of an Application for an
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) Green Infrastructure Grant
for the Park Street Storm Sewer Improvement Project

Q)

Resolution No. 20-R-78 – Authorize the Submittal of an Application for a
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD) Green Infrastructure
Partnership Grant for the Park Street Storm Sewer Improvement Project

The question is shall the five (5) Resolutions be adopted? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Resolutions are adopted.
Item J was pulled by Alderman Budmats

J)

Resolution No. 20-R-71 – Authorize the Support of a Cook County 6b
Classification Tax Incentive for Property Located at 900 Carnegie Street

Is there a Motion to adopt this Resolution? Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Budmats.
Alderman Budmats you pulled this so you have first comments.
Alderman Budmats – This is for both 900 and 980 Carnegie Street. While I don’t have a problem with
the 6b for either of these properties, I do have a question. According to the paperwork they were occupied
through the end of May/June of this year, I think there should be tax liability incurred for that time period
so I’m questioning the wisdom behind granting a 6b for that time period as it was occupied by a prior
owner and I’m assuming the current owner received a tax proration during the purchase of this property.
That’s my comment, I just don’t think it’s really appropriate for us to be granting it for a time when the
property was owned by a prior owner. If somebody on staff can explain to me why that’s okay I’d be
influenced to vote for it for that time period. I’m just bothered by it for this particular year.
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We’re only making a recommendation to Cook County, it’s the
County’s decision of when the 6b actually starts. We feel comfortable making the recommendation to
Cook County.
Alderman Budmats – We’re making a recommendation to start it in 2020?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We are approving that we feel comfortable and the County will
actually decide when the 6b actually starts.
Alderman Sanoica - Since we pulled this I did want to ask, I’m not a member of the Economic
Development Committee and it’s possible that this was covered at that time, what plans does the property
owner have regarding employing Rolling Meadows residents?
Alderman Vinezeano – I did speak with Alderman Sanoica a little bit about this earlier today. The owner
did share with us that they’re moving to the property because they need a bigger space. My questions
were in regards to what exactly is the business that they’re bringing. The way that I understood it was
that it is a business that if you make a purchase online and wish to return your product it would go to this
location and then they sell it to a third party. They sometimes refurbish the product and/or sell it as new
to a third party. We did ask about hiring residents of Rolling Meadows and they do anticipate needing
additional employees and obviously being right here in Rolling Meadows that would be enticing to some
of our residents. They did also share that some of their current employees may be looking to move closer
to the new location so we may have some new residents to be moving in as well. As far as my opinion on
approving this 6b, I felt that they’re putting in a very large amount of money into improving this property
that could very well be sitting there for years to come with the pandemic and the uncertainty of real estate
and commercial development. As far as the 6b, I looked at it as a whole, we’re still going to get the gas
tax, we’re still going to be employing some residents and there are more incentives that we’re going to
get as far as the City is concerned.
Alderman O’Brien - The only thing that I would add is that we did talk as a larger picture for the
Economic Development Committee about maybe some potential marketing material to help drive them
just based on the location citywide to local restaurant and establishments. That’s nothing in the near term
but it was an idea that we may be looking at for goal for 2020/2021 for the EDC is where it’s located in
town how do they know about restaurants in other parts of town. We talked as a group as potentially a
longer-term goal is some type of welcome packet to highlight some of the restaurants, shopping areas and
other entities in town as well. I am also in support of it from the investment they would be making as well.
The only question I brought up at the EDC was about combining the PIN’s and not to speak for attorney,
is it’s a County thing. There were couple of us on the EDC that felt more comfortable from a longevity
perspective is that they could be combined into one PIN but as Manager Krumstok noted, it is the County
that has the ultimate authority and their legal counsel also confirmed that the County does prefer that they
are both kept under separate PIN numbers. We would have liked to have seen a combined PIN but that is
how the County likes to do it and they make the final determination. I’m in support of it based on by the
amount of investments and how it can help out the City.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - Just something to add with respect to Alderman Budmats inquiry. I had
a chance to do a little bit of research as we were discussing this and I just wanted to advise the Council
that in order to be eligible for the class 6b classification the incentive is actually applied from the date of
the new construction or the substantial rehabilitation completion. The County does apply it based upon
those events occurring and from that date going forward. I don’t know if that helps to clarify the date of
when the class 6b incentive would be implemented.
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Mayor Gallo – Any further discussion on this item? Seeing none, the question is shall this Resolution be
adopted? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Resolution is adopted.

Item K was pulled by Alderman Budmats

K)

Resolution No. 20-R-72 – Authorize the Support of a Cook County 6b
Classification Tax Incentive for Property Located at 980 Carnegie Street

Is there a Motion to adopt this Resolution? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman D’Astice.
Alderman Budmats you pulled this so you have first comments.
Alderman Budmats - I don’t think there’s any need for further comment based on the fact that the only
reason we’re voting separately is because the County won’t combine the PIN’s.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall this Resolution be
adopted? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Resolution is adopted.

Item M was pulled by Alderman Budmats

M)

Resolution No. 20-R-74 – Award a Contract for the Purchase and Installation
of a Warning Siren at Kimball Hill Park

Is there a Motion to adopt this Resolution? Alderman Cannon has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman D’Astice.
Alderman Budmats you pulled this so you have first comments.
Alderman Budmats – If this is replacing the siren that was on Station 15, why was this not included in
the movement of Station 15 or what are we using for a siren since Station 15 has been deactivated and
why is it not being funded from the fire station fund as this part of moving that facility?
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director – This was budgeted in the Capital Improvement Plan and also the
2020 Budget. It’s always been separate and aside from the fire station project because the outdoor warning
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system is budgeted separately in the Capital Improvement Plan. As part of that, it’s budgeted per the 911
Fund and has always been budgeted there as a replacement. This was perfect timing because as it was
going to be moved at some point and budgeted in the 911 Fund. The siren is still active.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall this Resolution be
adopted? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Resolution is adopted.
Item R was pulled by Alderman Budmats

R)

Resolution No. 20-R-79 – Award a Contract to Copenhaver Construction for
Site Improvements Proposed at the 2809 Owl Drive City Property

Is there a Motion to adopt this Resolution? Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Budmats.
Alderman Budmats you pulled this so you have first comments.
Alderman Budmats - I spoke with staff about this a few times and inasmuch as we are waiving the formal
bid process because we’re trying to get this work completed quickly and have it commence immediately
upon approval and then getting it finished within a very short time period but there is nothing in the
documentation that binds the contractor who’s being given this contract to those terms. I would like to
make a motion to revise the contract must be commenced within 5 days and completion within 45 days
because I’ve been assured that that is reasonable and the contractor intends to do that but there is nothing
in the documents which prove that. To avoid a situation where we get a project that’s delayed
unnecessarily to start and delayed unnecessarily to finish where in those time periods we could have gone
out to public bid and potentially saved money, I’d like to make sure that our approval notes those
timeframes.
Mayor Gallo - Before I ask for a second on your motion I see Director Horne’s hand up.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – I only raised my hand because I did talk to Alderman Budmats
earlier today and I do appreciate his suggestion. I would only suggest that we get some input from the
City Engineer who is also online. I believe 45 days is extremely long and I would like to see what the
City Engineer feels about an appropriate timeline to get the project done once completed. Maybe 45 days
is a good number but I would just like his feedback before the Council makes a determination, if that’s
okay.
Ryan Lindeman, Christopher Burke Engineering - 45 days does seem excessive. I would think that a
completion date for this job which I would say at this point would be about mid-September or the first
week of September. There is some specialty equipment for the directional boring and we are still awaiting
a drainage easement for an adjoining property that could complicate the situation. I spoke with the
contractor and they indicated that they could start immediately upon approval. We could add language to
the contract for a completion date.
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Mayor Gallo – Alderman Budmats, having heard these insights, are there any modifications you would
put on the floor for the amendment and inclusions from commencing in 5 days to a completion timeframe,
do you want to address the timeframe or stick with 45 days?
Alderman Budmats – Mid September is 45 days from now so that should work out.
Mayor Gallo – Is there another member of the Council willing to second Alderman Budmats motion?
Thank you Alderman Sanoica for the second. Is there any discussion on these amendments, commencing
in 5 days and being completed within 45 days?
Alderman O’Brien – Since this is in Ward 3, the residents ask they it stay as residential as possible which
we talked about before. They are very appreciative the City and the Engineer working for that bigger
sewer line for the storm water. I’m not opposed to Alderman Budmat’s amendments, I kind of like having
some teeth in the game but do we have to say business days versus calendar days? Looking at a calendar
its 9/11 or 9/18, if they don’t make it then what? Is it a $500 a day penalty? We can put in a completion
date but if they miss it, if there’s not a penalty outlined in the contract so we don’t have much recourse.
That would be my recommendation, we put in some kind of penalty if they miss the completion date.
Alderman Budmats - I didn’t have anything as far as a penalty clause but when I left it with Director
Horne we talked about it and he said if the Council directed he would put language in the contract to that
effect. Based on Alderman O’Brien’s suggestion of $500 a day penalty whether they start late or finish
late or both seems very reasonable given the dollar amount that we’re speaking of for an approved contract,
it’s just an incentive to actually perform with the speed and diligence they attest that they’re going to
perform (inaudible).
Mayor Gallo – Attorney Wolf, this motion that is on the floor with the 5 days commencing and the 45
days for completion, doesn’t have anything in there about repercussions do we have to have another
motion and a second and a vote on this or can we add this to the existing amendment that we have on the
table right now?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – I think you should do it separately. We already have a motion and second
for the commencement and completion date so we should have the Council take the vote on that and then
as a separate matter if a motion and a second is made in regard to a penalty you may do that separately.
Mayor Gallo – Okay. Any other further discussion on this amendment as it stands, 5 days to commence
and 45 days for completion?
Alderman D’Astice – I’m in agreement but I think we should have a specific start date and a specific end
date. Pick 5 days from now as a start date and pick an end date so it’s real clear.
Mayor Gallo – Currently we have the 5 day commencement and 45 day completion timeframe. We have
to vote on that, if that passes then that’s what it is and they can work out dates accordingly, 5 days from
here and the 45 days thereafter. If it fails, then we can get a second on the request to have start dates and
completion dates. Alderman D’Astice, any further discussion on this?
Alderman D’Astice – No.
Mayor Gallo – Anyone else have further discussion on this amendment as it stands? Seeing none, will
the Clerk call the Roll on the amendment.
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AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Sanoica, Cannon
D’Astice
0

With 6 in favor and 1 opposed, the amendment is now carried in to the original Resolution.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman O’Brien, you mentioned penalties so I’m assuming you’re going to make a
motion to incorporate some sort of penalty?
Alderman O’Brien – Yes and I see Director Horne’s hand just went up, I would defer to him. I like $500
just from other construction type contracts I’ve seen but if that’s way off the mark I would defer to Director
Horne.
Rob Horne- Director Public Works – Some of these items I want to make sure we make smart decisions.
Maybe Attorney Wolf can answer this, if there’s a way Council could make a motion that a penalty fee no
less than $500 per day be applied. I would really like to review the contract and the scope of work with
the City Engineer before establishing that amount. I’m perfectly fine with no less than $500 but a more
significant fee may be more appropriate based on the dollar value of the contract. I don’t know if that is
permitted, Attorney Wolf would have to answer that.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – Yes, that’s perfectly fine. The motion, if Alderman O’Brien is in approval
of that revision or clarification on the penalty, that’s perfectly fine.
Alderman O’Brien – I’d like to make a motion to include a penalty clause where it should read based on
the 5 day commencement and 45 day completion date, anything that is missed is no less than a $500
penalty per day.
Mayor Gallo – Is there a second? The motion has been seconded by Alderman Bisesi. Is there any
discussion on this? Seeing none, will the Clerk call the Roll on the penalty of no less than $500 per day.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the penalty clause is now incorporated.
Mayor Gallo – This brings us back to the original Resolution with the amendments of commencing in 5
days and completed in 45 days with a penalty with no less than $500 per day if not finished within that
timeframe. Is there any other discussion on this as it stands? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the
Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Resolution is adopted.
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OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:

None

Mayor’s Proclamations:

None

City Clerk’s Report:

None

City Staff Reports:
Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

1)

Community Items of Interest:
1)

Thank you to everyone who donated blood at the Thursday, June 25th City Blood Drive here
at City Hall. Because there is such a need, another City Blood Drive has been scheduled for
Thursday, August 27th from 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm in City Hall (Council Chambers). Due to the
need for social distancing, appointments are really needed for this event and may be scheduled
by contacting Vitalant at 877-258-4825. Wearing of a face covering (mask) is required. Walkins will only be accommodated if no scheduled appointments are present in the Council
Chambers. Vitalant will also be conducting COVID-19 antibody testing for all those
individuals who complete the donation process during this blood drive.

2)

If you missed the July 18th – City Market, the next one is scheduled for August 22nd from 10:00
am to 2:00 pm at Community Church (2720 Kirchoff Road). (Face coverings, one way travel
and social distancing will all be part of this event). [There will be a tent for the Mayor & City
Council at this event].

3)

If you have not done so, please take a few minutes out of your day to respond to the U.S.
Census Survey. Rolling Meadows is doing a great job at responding at this time. Rolling
Meadows response rate is 76.0% and is outpacing the overall state response at 67.1% and Cook
County rate of 62.0% (as of July 21st). Everyone “wins” when you respond to the 2020 Census
because when everyone is counted, there are more opportunities for shaping our community’s
future. As a reminder, you may respond to the U.S. Census survey online at 2020census.gov
or by phone at 844-330-2020 or using your printed U.S. Survey to respond by mail. Please
respond today!

4)

Second Installment Cook County property tax bills are out and property owners have until
October 1st to pay without any late charges. (The second installment is due August 3rd, but
thanks to an ordinance passed back in May by the Cook County Board of Commissioners,
property owners can pay without any interest charge through October 1st).

5)

A mailing has been distributed throughout the community that requires all water customers
(residents & businesses) to participate in the City’s Cross Connection Control Survey. This
online survey is required by the IEPA every two years for all public water supplies. The survey
helps to identify potential cross connections that may exist within the City’s water system. The
online survey portal can be found at www.backflow.com/rollingmeadows
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6)

Another friendly reminder for residents and businesses, if you are having a hard time paying
your utility bill or food & beverage payments, please contact Finance at (847) 394-8500 or by
email at finance@cityrm.org and they may be able to place you on a payment plan.

7)

Please Shop, Dine and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important than ever). During
these times, it is significant to remember our big boxes, restaurants and small businesses.

8)

Future topics at August Committee meetings:
Economic Development Committee (Tuesday, August 4th at 6:00 pm in the Council Chambers):

the main items tentatively to be discussed are 1) an Election of a Chairperson; 2) the September 24th
Business & Community Showcase; 3) City Events for 2020; and 4) Goals for 2021 Discussion.

Plan and Zoning Commission: (Wednesday, August 19th at 7:30 pm in the Council Chambers):
tentative item for public discussion consists of 1) a workshop regarding highlights of major changes in
the draft Zoning Code that will be considered at the September 1st meeting.

Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

2)

June 2020 New Businesses
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Phoenix HVAC LLC – HVAC Residential and Commercial
Tropical Smoothie Café – Smoothies and Food
Krishna Fresh Food Inc. d/b/a Subway – Food Establishment
DiCarlo Construction – Sewer/Erosion Control
Weldy Lamont Group – Mfg Rep – Electrical Power Products

Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director went over the following:

3)

2nd Quarter Financials

In your packet is the unaudited financial estimate report for results of operations as of June 30, 2020.
There is quite a bit of information in the report and we just try to provide you with a walkthrough of the
highlights. We do focus on the General Fund Income Statement, YTD Revenue Detail Report and the
Major Revenue Charts, All Funds YTD Income Statement and Cash and Investment Report.
The City is currently trending at a negative $611,789 (Expenditures greater than Revenues). Recall that
the City budgeted at a negative position because the City lowered the Property Tax Levy and used General
Fund Reserves for the FY 2020 Budget. [So you may say at this time, the City is doing slightly better than
the Adopted Budget.] Recall that legal marijuana sales taxes will begin in July 2020 and we will receive
receipts in the month of August. One interesting trend is that internet sales are up, so sales tax / local use
is positive.
General Fund Expenditures: Total General Fund expenditures total $17.0 million for the year-to-date
which is approximately 1.2% under budget. With the City in receipt of the allotment of the property taxes,
a corresponding expense is recorded for pension benefits of about 50% for the police and fire pension
funds. [As a reminder, the Fire Chief retired in March 2020.] All expenditures are being reviewed across
all Funds and Departments.
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COVID-19 Reimbursement Programs: The City is maintaining an accurate tracking of costs for the
duration of the response to prepare for reimbursement. As of June 30th, the City has spent approximately
$56,000 on COVID-19 related expenditures (Payroll, PPE, sanitizing, protective barriers and other items).
Potentially, the City may see a reimbursement back up to 75% of total expenses. Staff is beginning to
submit the FEMA forms and back-up documentation. We are not including the reimbursement amount
until the City is notified of the amount to be reimbursed. [Staff is also working on Cook County filings
following the CARES Act.]
With early, preliminary estimates, there is a potential revenue loss of $2.9 million to the General Fund at
the end of FY 2020 (as discussed at the May 19th COW Meeting). To mitigate these losses, the City took
action to release funds to the General Fund Balance overall fund balance (called Unassigned Fund
Balance). The following Resolutions bring additional funds into the General Fund Balance:




Resolution No. 20-R-56, Approved May 26, 2020, the City released the Committed Fund Balance
of $1.4 million in the General Fund to the Unassigned Balance in the General Fund.
Resolution No. 20-R-57, Approved May 26, 2020, the City transferred $500,000 from the Liability
Insurance Fund to the General Fund.
Resolution No. 20-R-58, Approved May 26, 2020, the City transferred $1.0 million from the
Health Insurance Fund to the General Fund.

Utilities Fund Notes: Total year-to-date revenues for the Utilities Fund are $5.3 million which is
approximately 7% below the target for the budget for the year-to-date. Residents are still paying their bills
and some have payment plans. Nearly 30% of the City’s customers are on Automatic Bill Pay. The lower
revenues are also attributed to less office space occupied due to larger water users (as an example – A.J.
Gallagher Insurance has the majority of their workforce working remotely.)
Expenditures are trending at about 20% below budget and total $4.9 million year-to-date. There are some
projects that have been deferred. Some projects are completed towards the end of summer. As a reminder,
the COVID-19 waivers of late penalties started lateMarch 2020. Current and future capital expenditures
are being reviewed. The bond project funds will be spent down for the underground utilities projects.
Refuse Fund Notes: Refuse Fund revenues and expenditures are fairly stable through the year. Revenues
are $1.1 million which is on target with the budget. Expenditures are trending lower with $986,919 spent
to date which is approximately 7.5% below budget (some of this will increase due to landscaping invoices
coming in).
City’s Fund Structure: As a reminder, each of the City’s Funds complies with accounting standards per
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) and the City produces financial statements which
follow the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
Cash & Investments (Unaudited): The City’s estimated, unaudited cash position at June 30, 2020 shows
$31.7 million across all funds. (Largest share of the City’s cash position is in the General Fund and the
Utilities Fund.) The City closely monitors the City’s investments and cash position. The General Fund
shows $8.8 million which is 28.6% of the total cash on hand is the primary source to pay salaries and City
expenses. The reason for the increase from May 2020 to June 2020 is that the budget amendments were
completed in June. Continued monitoring of cash reserves will be essential in the upcoming months and
in FY 2021.
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Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director went over the following:

4)

Utility Billing - New Billing System – Live 8/1/2020

The “New Utility Bill” will be mailed from the New Billing System on August 1st. The Utility Bill will
have a “new look” which includes more information, which is more transparent, and is available to
residents and businesses on the Tyler ERP system.
A new web-based customer service portal will also debut on August 1st which will make it easier than
ever for residents and businesses to enroll in the City’s automatic bill pay program or pay their monthly
utility bills online. The new system will start with the August 1st Utility Bills.
This important upgrade is part of the City’s investment into a comprehensive software update called
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. The portal is powered by soon-to-be upgraded utility
billing software that will offer several new features – including the ability to access and view one’s billing
history online. Customers will be able to select their preferred payment option: automatic payments on
the 20th via credit/debit card or bank draft (from a checking or savings account) or same day payment with
a credit/debit card.
At its core, the new system is designed to bolster customer service and convenience while improving
internal operations.
Rolling Meadows’ new web-based “Self-Service Portal” that debuts August 1st lets customers access a
range of convenient new features, including the ability to quickly and easily pay their monthly utility bills
online and enroll in the City’s automatic bill payment program.
Access the new portal by clicking “Online Payments” on the City’s homepage at www.cityrm.org. Once
registered customers will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive monthly utility bills electronically (e-billing) at no charge. Like your paper bill? No
action needed. You will continue to receive a paper bill at no charge.
Make secure online payments.
Sign up for auto bill pay.
Look up past bills.
View usage and payment histories.
Access their accounts from anywhere at any time.

By August 1st, the City will post instructions on how to register for the “new” automatic payment system
(using credit/debit cards or bank draft) at www.cityrm.org under “Online Payments”.
Residents with questions about the pending changes may contact the Finance Department
at ub@cityrm.org or 847-394-8500.
Please note that this new billing system was delayed a few months due to COVID-19 (by the vendor), but
Staff is happy with the final product. Staff is now moving onto the next ERP module.
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MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:

None

CLOSED SESSION:
1)

Litigation – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (11) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act

There is request to go into closed session. It does require a motion and roll call vote. Is there a motion to
go into Closed Session? Alderman Bisesi has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman
Budmats. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. We will enter Closed Session for that item.
2)

Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act

There is another request to go into closed session. Is there a motion to go into Closed Session? Alderman
Budmats has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Sanoica. Is there any discussion?
Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

D’Astice, Sanoica, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
0
0
Cannon

With 6 in favor, 0 opposed and 1 Abstain due to connectivity issues. We will also enter Closed Session
for this item.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the City Council meeting was adjourned at 8:53
p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
July 28, 2020 City Council Minutes Approved by Council on August 25, 2020.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

CITY COUNCIL
MEETING MINUTES

August 11, 2020

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Council meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:31p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

ROLL CALL:
Present: Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
Absent: 0
With 7 present and 0 absent there is a quorum.
Members of the virtual audience are reminded that these proceedings are being recorded for current and
future broadcast.
Staff Members Present Remotely: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki,
Fire Chief Jeff Moxley, Director Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works JoEllen
Charlton, City Attorney Melissa Wolf
Public comment will be afforded to the public who are joining us on this conference line as long as they
provided their contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before
the deadline as noted on tonight’s agenda.
Members of the public present in the City Council Chambers listening to the meeting will be afforded the
opportunity to provide public comment in accordance with the procedures applicable to public comment
at an in-person meeting of the City Council. Namely, members of the public must have signed-in before
the start of the meeting.
In addition, written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will also be read.

MOTION TO APPROVE MINUTES:
The first order of business is to approve the minutes from the July 14, 2020 City Council Meeting. Is there
a motion to approve the minutes? Alderman O’Brien made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman Cannon. Are there any corrections, additions, or deletions to the minutes? Seeing none, will
the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, these minutes are approved.
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MOTION TO DEVIATE:

None

MAYOR'S REPORT:
I’m sure you’re all aware of the interesting weather that we had yesterday. Our tornado sirens were proven
effective and worked with the strong winds and property damage that we had in surrounding
neighborhoods near us. That leads me to the next point that I wanted to mention is that ComEd with the
numerous power outages that have occurred as a result of the storm, they also want to remind the general
public that they still have the comprehensive Covid-19 package to assist customers and communities if
they are in need because of the Covid-19 pandemic and if there are issues that you’re having at home
struggling to make your utility bills go on to ComEd’s website at www.Comed.com/cares and you could
find information for forgiveness and relief if you’re having financial issues and want your utility to be
taken care of in some capacity.

WARD REPORTS:
Alderman Sanoica - Thank you Mr. Mayor. I have two items to report on this evening. First, I received
a call from a resident on July 30th requesting assistance with a permit. Many thanks to Public Works and
Community Development for assisting the homeowner with his construction improvements by identifying
a swift and equitable solution so that the improvements could continue. Second, last Thursday, Alderman
O'Brien and I attended Implicit Bias Training hosted by the League of Women Voters Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect, & Buffalo Grove and facilitated by Doctor Destiny Peery. All city officials and
departments serving Rolling Meadows residents would benefit from this training. Our community is
diverse, but diversity does not mean we are free from bias. Recordings of Thursday's training will be made
available in English, Spanish, Russian, and ASL. This training is free to all residents, staff and community
members. Check the League's website www.lwvah.org in the coming weeks for the upload. Check the site
for the updates on the training. This concludes my ward report for Ward 7.
Alderman Budmats - I received two calls this week, both specifically regarding traffic and speeding on
Vermont. People who are using it as a thruway when going from Euclid to Kirchoff or back from Kirchoff
to Euclid. Both of them expressed that there’s been excessive amount of speeding on Vermont even the
FedEx guy and Amazon guy zipping from place to place to deliver packages. I’m asking if the Traffic
Committee would want to review putting a sign that says no thru traffic on the entrance to Vermont from
Euclid or Kirchoff so that the traffic can be reduced in this residential area as it’s really not meant to be a
thruway. If we can do anything about setting up extra patrols in the area to ward off speeding and to
discourage speeding in this area as there are families with young children on Vermont. That was the gist
of both of their calls so I’m just passing the information along to the Police and Traffic Committee if they
could take that under consideration.
Alderman O’Brien - I just wanted to pass on thanks to staff and the updates we’ve received. I did receive
a handful of residents reaching out regarding properties that aren’t being well-maintained regrettably due
to some foreclosures around town given economic times and everything like that. I do thank staff for being
on top of that with the updates they provide to us as well as a couple of residents that did reach out and
they’re working with a couple of the neighbors. Thank you for that and just reinforcing that at the
Committee of the Whole meeting for August that reminder of the Family Assistance Program since it does
look like some of these are based on past foreclosures and potentially some other situations going on.
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Thanks to staff for working on that delicate situation to make sure that the properties do stay well
maintained during this time.
Alderman Vinezeano - I just wanted to say thanks to Public Works, Park District and Chief Nowacki for
having PD go out last weekend, I know my report was kind of spotty to Chief Nowacki because I was up
in the mountains. The community Park District had some cleanup that needed to be done on a Saturday
early morning. I got messages from residents very early in the morning so they expedited that cleanup
extremely fast. The residents did reach out and said thanks for that cleanup and getting that taken care of.

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
The next step is to open the meeting to the public but the Deputy City Clerk didn’t receive any requests
for public comment or any written comments so we will move on.

 PENDING:
A)

Ordinance No. 20-31 – Amend Chapter 6 Entitled “Alcoholic Beverages” of the
Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances Regarding Regulations Applicable to
Licenses for Video Gaming (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman Cannon has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Sanoica. Is there any discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance
be adopted. Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.

B)

Ordinance No. 20-32 – Approve a Text Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
of the City of Rolling Meadows to Define, Establish and Regulate Video Gaming
Cafes as a Special Use within the Commercial Districts of the City of Rolling
Meadows (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman Vinezeano has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Sanoica. Is there any discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance
be adopted. Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.
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C)

Ordinance No. 20-33 – Approve Text Amendments to Define and Regulate
Adult-Use Cannabis Craft Grower Business Establishments and Adult-Use
Cannabis Infuser Organizations as Special Uses in the M-1 and M-2 Zoning
Districts in the City of Rolling Meadows (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion?
Alderman O’Brien – Reading through the proposed Ordinance and I am in support of it but just from a
tax perspective, is it just through property taxes and sales is clearly not allowed for these properties if it
were to come forward and we were to have an occupant or tenant interested? For the City, would this be
through property taxes or is there another type of tax incurred as well like the recreational marijuana each
municipality could implement up to a 3% tax as we’ve done as a Council? Unless I missed it in the writeup, I didn’t see any potential tax benefits to the City.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – No, there’s really no tax incentive on this item but an infuser/grower
does increase the amount of water that is used and it’s also another business use in an area that we don’t
have right now that’s why we’re making this designation in those districts and designation in the City.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance be adopted.
Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, O’Brien
Budmats
0

With 6 in favor and 1 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.

D)

Ordinance No. 20-34 – Approve Extending Liquor License Termination
Deadlines for Class A1, Class A2, Class A3 and Class D Liquor Licenses (2nd
Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman D’Astice has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Vinezeano. Is there any discussion?
Alderman Vinezeano – If this does pass, how are we going to get this information out to the businesses
that they’re renewal date will be different?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We’ve already notified the businesses that have these liquor license
classifications. Once this passes those licenses that have already been issued will be re-issued with the
two additional months.
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Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance be adopted.
Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed this Ordinance is adopted.

 CONSENT ORDINANCES:
The next item on the agenda are the Consent Ordinances. It consists of two (2) items, items E through F.
I am going to pull item E and that leaves F. Does any Alderman wish to pull item F? If not, we will be
doing these individually.
Alderman Budmats – Item F.
Mayor Gallo – The reason I pulled item E as you know Staff is requesting a waiver of 1st reading so the
Ordinance can be approved immediately. Is there an Alderman willing to make a motion to waive the 1st
reading for this Ordinance? Alderman Bisesi has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman
O’Brien.

E)

Ordinance No. 20-35 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the
State of Emergency within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19
Pandemic (1st Reading)

Is there any discussion on the motion to waive 1st reading?
Alderman Budmats – I will, once again, reiterate that I think we should have a 1st reading for this for our
next meeting tonight and that we should stop the bad practice of waiving 1st readings whenever possible.
I just think its poor form other than that I don’t really have a problem with expediting this or the content
of what we’re trying to expedite, I just think that we can plan ahead. This is not an emergency anymore
we’ve known about it since March.
Alderman Bisesi - I would like to second Alderman Budmats comments and I’m hoping that at our next
Council meeting we’ll not only see the waving of the 1st reading but also the 1st reading for the meeting
after that.
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I would just like to provide the Council a brief explanation. The reason
why there’s a request to waive 1st reading is that these ordinances can only be in effect until the next
meeting. Our very first ordinance that we enacted was an emergency ordinance just as these are continuing
the state of emergency so the preceding ordinances do not allow us to continue it beyond the very next
meeting. We are requesting that you waive 1st reading and in order for us to have a 1st reading on this we
would have to be presenting the City Council with two ordinances at the next meeting so there’s no time
lapse with respect to this state of emergency. If the Council doesn’t approve this and waive 1st reading
there’s going to be a lapse in the effectiveness of these declaration of emergency ordinances. It’s not an
uncommon practice to waive 1st reading by any means and most municipalities don’t even require 1st
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reading of their ordinances so it doesn’t by any means invalidate the ordinance. I would just like to provide
that input so Council knows that the impact of not waiving 1st reading in this regard will preclude the City
from declaring the state of emergency and possibly preclude the ability to get emergency funds during
that duration if there is a lapse in approving this.
Alderman Sanoica - In response to Attorney Wolf’s comments and to follow up with Alderman Bisesi
and Alderman Budmats suggestion, can we expect on the next agenda to have two ordinances where we
waive the 1st reading once again to continue without any lapses in our state of emergency due to the Covid19 pandemic but then prepare going forward to have a 1st and 2nd reading?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - We can do that, I don’t have any problem putting two ordinances on the
agenda unless staff as any other input in this regard.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion on waiving the 1st will reading? Seeing none, the question
is shall the Ordinance be moved forward for final approval, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Ordinance does move forward for final approval.
Ordinance No. 20-35 is now back for final approval. Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance?
Alderman O’Brien has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman Bisesi. Is there any
discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall this Ordinance be adopted, will the Clerk please call the
Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance is adopted.
Item F was pulled by Alderman Budmats

F)

Ordinance No. 20-00 – Amend Appendix B, Entitled “Schedule of Rates, Fees,
Fines and Penalties,” of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Rolling Meadows
Regarding Building and Construction Fees (1st Reading)

Is there a motion to consider this Ordinance for 1st Reading? Alderman Cannon has made the motion
and it has been seconded by Alderman Bisesi.
Alderman Budmats you pulled this so you have first comments.
Alderman Budmats - The reason I pulled this is because I had a conversation with Director Horne today
discussing specifically the item of the bond that is required for permits and their completion. I don’t know
if you recall but this past year we had a problem where an in town contractor had completed a number of
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projects and not had the final inspection and had it in his contract with the homeowners that it was their
responsibility to get the work final inspected. They were not aware of this, they figured the job was done
and paid the contractor. It seems to me that we need to do a better job in this particular area of tying the
amount of bond to the size of the projects so that homeowners don’t get taken back by surprise. If they
have a large project and the final approval wasn’t received and then if it’s a small project that we’re not
holding onto $5000 for too long of a time. I think we need to just somehow tie the bond amount and some
fair way to the dollar amount of the project and Director Horne told me that he’d already been looking
into it before I even brought it up. Also, I would like to have some kind of an idea so if staff could provide
us with some comparison as to where we fit in on these fees. I just know that some homeowners are going
to come up to us and say I can’t believe that you’re charging X number of dollars for this project because
Palatine only charges $5.00 or whatever. I’m just looking to make sure that somehow or another we fit in
the overall average and that we don’t stand out like a sore thumb either too cheap or too expensive but
someplace just right for the service that we’re providing in these areas. Could we before the second
reading get some kind of comparison for some of these permits to what other municipalities are charging
for similar items?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – We should be able to get some examples. It’s a pretty
comprehensive fee schedule so we’re going to have to pick some example permits to compare. The one
direction I would request is do you want a comparison to neighboring communities or do you want a
comparison to similar communities? Most of our neighboring communities are significantly larger than
us so there is a variety of factors that go into the size of their departments, the other kind of revenue
streams they have where they can afford to have reduced permit fees, things like that or would you prefer
I seek out communities that are similar in size but might not be local or at least adjacent to our community?
I can find some of either one, I was just wondering.
Alderman Budmats – A community equal to our size because they have the same economic hurdles to
overcome that we do based on the size of our building department and at least one of our neighboring
communities just so that we know we’re not totally out of line with a neighbor.
Alderman D’Astice – I agree with Alderman Budmats but maybe two neighboring communities and two
of equal size so that our team doesn’t have to kill themselves trying to find a dozen different
neighborhoods. I’m good with what Nick said though.
Alderman Bisesi – I just have a question, in the PDF it shows temporary tent and canopy permits, I just
want to make sure that I’m understanding that correctly, does that include the 10x20 tents you put up in
your backyard for a party?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – No, that’s more for tents that the public would be going into such
as Community Events we check those tents to make sure they’re fire rated. That’s a very common tent
permit.
Alderman Bisesi – Just wanted to make sure that it doesn’t get misconstrued. I know a lot of people do
that and when we do get back to baseball and stuff like that sometimes people put up canopies and stuff
like that around the ball fields to block the sun.
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Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? The question is shall the Ordinance be moved forward
for 2nd Reading? Will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Ordinances will be moved forward for 2nd reading.

 NEW BUSINESS:
G)

MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 8/11/2020

The next item of business is a motion to approve the Warrant from August 11, 2020 as presented by the
Finance Department. Is there a motion to approve the Warrant? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and
it has been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please
call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Warrant is approved.

 RESOLUTIONS:
The next items on the agenda are the Consent Resolutions. It consists of one (1) item, item H. Is there
motion to approve this Resolution? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman Cannon.

H)

Resolution No. 20-R-80 – Authorize the Referral to the Rolling Meadows
Planning and Zoning Commission for Special Use Consideration Regarding a
Proposed Video Gaming Café D/B/A Shelby’s Located at 2164 Plum Grove
Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois

Is there any discussion?
Alderman O’Brien – I want to thank staff for sending the readable view of the floor plan and also thanks
to you Mr. Mayor for the letter you read last time from hospitality group as well, it was great to see that.
There is going to be the gas grill as well as the hood as we know how much that’s been discussed so thanks
to staff for providing that.
Alderman Sanoica - I will be voting in favor of this. The Planning and Zoning Commission will require
a public comment period since this is for the special use. I've heard from three residents regarding this
issue, which is not representative of my Ward, the surrounding business community, nor the City as a
whole. Getting a pulse on where the community is at this point is a welcome endeavor and will ensure that
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we are voting in line with the people we represent. Furthermore, this is Shelby's opportunity to introduce
themselves to the community and highlight the benefits they'll bring to our City so I’m looking forward
to this process.
Mayor Gallo – Any further discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall this Resolution be adopted,
will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Resolution is adopted.

OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:

Economic Development Committee
• Christine Burbidge

I would like Council’s approval for the appointment of Christine Burbidge to the Economic Development
Committee. Is there a motion to approve this appointment? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and it has
been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? See none, will the Clerk please call the
Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Christine Burbidge is appointed to the Economic Development Committee.

Mayor’s Proclamations:

None

City Clerk’s Report:

None

City Staff Reports:
Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

1)

Community Items of Interest:
1)

Thank you to everyone who donated blood at the Thursday, June 25th City Blood Drive here
at City Hall. Because there is such a need, another City Blood Drive has been scheduled for
Thursday, August 27th from 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm in City Hall (Council Chambers). Due to the
need for social distancing, appointments are really needed for this event and may be scheduled
by contacting Vitalant at 877-258-4825. Wearing of a face covering (mask) is required. Walkins will only be accommodated if no scheduled appointments are present in the Council
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Chambers. Vitalant will also be conducting COVID-19 antibody testing for all those
individuals who complete the donation process during this blood drive.
2)

If you missed the July 18th – City Market, the next one is scheduled for August 22nd from 10:00
am to 2:00 pm at Community Church (2720 Kirchoff Road). (Face coverings, one way travel
and social distancing will all be part of this event). [There will be a tent for the Mayor & City
Council at this event].

3)

If you have not done so, please take a few minutes out of your day to respond to the U.S.
Census Survey. Rolling Meadows is doing a great job at responding at this time. Rolling
Meadows response rate is 76.9% and is outpacing the overall state response at 67.9% and Cook
County rate of 63.1% (as of August 5th). Everyone “wins” when you respond to the 2020
Census because when everyone is counted, there are more opportunities for shaping our
community’s future. As a reminder, you may respond to the U.S. Census survey online
at www.2020census.gov or by phone at 844-330-2020 or using your printed U.S. Survey to
respond by mail. Please respond today because the field data collection will end on September
30th!

4)

Second Installment Cook County property tax bills are out and property owners have until
October 1st to pay without any late charges. (The second installment was actually due on
August 3rd, but thanks to an ordinance passed back in May by the Cook County Board of
Commissioners, property owners can pay without any interest charge through October 1st).

5)

A mailing has been distributed throughout the community that requires all water customers
(residents & businesses) to participate in the City’s Cross Connection Control Survey. This
online survey is required by the IEPA every two years for all public water supplies. The survey
helps to identify potential cross connections that may exist within the City’s water system. The
online survey portal can be found at www.backflow.com/rollingmeadows

6)

Another friendly reminder for residents and businesses, if you are having a hard time paying
your utility bill or food & beverage payments, please contact Finance at (847) 394-8500 or by
email at finance@cityrm.org and they may be able to place you on a payment plan.

7)

Have you seen the August electronic “News & Views” or “e-News & Views?” If not,
visit, www.cityrm.org and click on the News & Views tab. This is the sister publication to the
printed newsletter.

8)

Please Shop, Dine and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important than ever). During
these times, it is significant to remember our big boxes, restaurants and small businesses.

9)

Starting on August 20th and continuing through early morning hours of September 8th the
Rolling Meadows Police Department will be participating in a Labor Day Drive Sober or Get
Pulled Over Campaign. This partnership with the State of Illinois Police is made possible by
federal highway safety funds administered by the Illinois Department of Transportation.
Motorists in Rolling Meadows can expect to see stepped up impaired driving patrols and seat
belt enforcement.
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10)

We do have a limited number of Census 2020 masks available at City Hall and City Market,
as supplies last.

11)

Census takers are out in the community, they have a Federal ID and a US Census bag so they
are very recognizable. The only reason they are knocking on your door is if you have not
completed the Census. Again, the Census is very important.

Rob Horne Director Public Works, went over the following:

2)

Traffic Review Committee – July 2020

The Traffic Review Committee reviewed three different traffic issues that are listed under “New Business”
and all those issues were resolved or we came to a conclusion on so those items will not be there next
month. In addition, I know one Alderman is specifically concerned about the very first item, we had
hoped to remove that this month but unfortunately we found out after we have achieved compliance that
two of the buildings are doing what they weren’t supposed to do again so we are going through the
violation process again with them. Other than that the agenda is updated with all the appropriate
information.
Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director went over the following:

3)

FY 2021 – FY 2025 Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)

The Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) is submitted to the City Council as a Staff Report. The CIP is
available in the August 11th City Council packet and on the City’s website at www.cityrm.org under the
Government Transparency Portal or at https://www.cityrm.org/DocumentCenter/View/3426/CapitalImprovement-Plan-2021-2025 The CIP will be discussed at the August 18th Committee-of-the-Whole
Meeting with a brief Power Point presentation. The CIP is a working document and is subject to change
and the CIP is not a budget.
This is the eighth year that the Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) was reviewed and discussed by the
Capital Improvements Committee and incorporates many of their recommendations. The Capital
Improvements Committee members were resident members Bob Losh, Steve Holish, and Jack Eleftheriou;
Alderman John D’Astice; Alderman Lara Sanoica; Public Works Director Rob Horne and Finance
Director Melissa Gallagher. The Committee extends their appreciation to Elizabeth Payne, PW/CD
Administration Services Coordinator, for drafting the minutes for the Committee’s meetings. The
Committee prepares a list of Recommendations to the City Council which may be found the CIP
document.
The COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated the City to review and reprioritize capital projects. Some
projects are deferred or delayed. Other projects that are classified as recently initiated or ongoing are
considered essential projects. (These projects ususally deal with safety and security.) Capital projects are
always evaluated on benefit and service improvements to residents, businesses and the overall community.
The City’s capital planning and budgeting process produces information to make informed decisions for
the initial project. The process also takes into consideration long-term maintenance obligations for the
City’s overall captial projects.
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COVID-19 expense tracking is taking place (in the General Fund) and we fully expect to receive
reimbursement (typically 75% of eligible expenditures). Planning for future pandemic items is being done
and reviewed across all City Departments.
The CIP is only a snapshot and is not intended to be a budget. The CIP is a working document. It is a
financial planning tool and offers the City options based upon available funding and is a good look ahead.
Not every request from the CIP or the initial budget entry makes it into the FY 2021 Proposed Budget
presented to the City Council. There are projects listed in the CIP and not added to the FY 2021 Proposed
Budget. [As part of resiliency planning, the City is holding the line due to fiscal uncertainty. Stability
and financial prudence is always key to sound budget and financial planning.]
The CIP will be discussed at the August 18th Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting. The FY 2021 Proposed
Budget will be released during the September 8th City Council meeting and it will be loaded to the City
Council computers. After that meeting, the FY 2021 Proposed Budget will be available at
www.cityrm.org. The first public FY 2021 Budget discussion meeting will take place at the September
15th Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting. The City Manager and Finance Director will typically hold oneon-one budget meetings with the City Council starting in September (following past practice).
Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

4)

August 18, 2020 Committee of the Whole Draft Agenda
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
COVID-19 and the City of Rolling Meadows
New Billing System
Business Licenses
Tree Ordinance (Alderman Budmats and Staff)
Property Maintenance & Procedures & Liens
Business and Temporary Family Assistance Program Update

Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

5)

August 25, 2020 City Council Draft Agenda

PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 20-00 – Amend Appendix B, Entitled “Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines and
Penalties,” of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Rolling Meadows Regarding Building and
Construction Fees (2nd Reading)
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
B) Ordinance No. 20-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
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C) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 8/25/2020
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
D) Resolution No. 20-R-00 – Accept Easement for property at 2809 Owl Drive - City Property
E) Resolution No. 20-R-00 – Award Contract for Replacement of Entry Doors at the Public Works
Building Located at Berdnick Street
F) Resolution No. 20-R-00 – Award Contract for Fire Hydrant Painting
OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

1)
2)

Community Items of Interest
July 2020 New Businesses

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
CLOSED SESSION:
1) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
ADJOURNMENT:

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
Alderman O’Brien – I just wanted to give an update from the August 4th Economic Development
Committee meeting. It was a very full agenda, it was about 15 items. We were going to nominate and
elect a new Chairman but a couple of members were missing plus knowing you had an appointment
coming up tonight so we did defer appointing an official Chairman until our September meeting and then
we decided that if anyone can’t make that one that would be drop dead date and we’ll pick somebody at
that time. We wanted the new member to have an opportunity as well. Business and Community
Showcase has been cancelled based on the feedback that staff had received. They looked into doing it
outside with tents and weather is always a factor so the consensus from those that responded through a
survey staff put out was best to be cancelled. We focused more on goals for 2020, what we wanted to see
done the remainder of the year versus 2021 and that dovetails to where a lot of topics were discussed. We
discussed a new City Saver Program which I think is on one of our upcoming agendas. Staff is looking
into a City Saver Program on the website with minimal if any cost to staff or the City where it will promote
local businesses that are interested in doing it. Staff is putting out a request/survey now through the
Business Advocate as well as the Assistant to the City Manager to all businesses in the area to see if they
would like their logo or some type of advertisement in a consistent format on our website and then for
those that are interested they could also post a coupon or something like that. The Economic Development
Committee hands down thought that was a great idea because of the minimal cost and it was asked to be
fast tracked because the businesses are in need of help now and that’s why we focused most of the
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discussion on what we like to see done by the end of 2020 versus going into details on 2021 goals because
we need to make sure businesses are set in 2020 and are going to be here in 2021.
Mayor Gallo – I can definitely appreciate the shift in goals from 2021 forward to remain in 2020 because
obviously there’s significant time left within the year and given the circumstances that all the businesses
and the community in general are operating as a result. Thank you and the Committee for making that
change.
Alderman O’Brien – We were comfortable to include all businesses not just retail and restaurants, we
felt it was a very consistent approach. Every business has the opportunity if they choose to at no cost to
them so we thought that would address that perspective as well.
Alderman Cannon – I would ask that in the near future the Council would consider a thought of mine.
This year when we have our Christmas lighting and I doubt we’ll be able to have a spaghetti dinner, I had
a number of people in my Ward that were surprised last year because they didn’t think we had a Christmas
tree. I’m going to ask people to consider is buying a tree and putting it in the lot across the street since
we’re going to own that lot for at least another four years. It’s an expense but not a huge expense and I
think a tree should be on Kirchoff so people could see it or at least have an opportunity to see it (inaudible).
I just ask in a future meeting that we talk about the possibility of doing that.

CLOSED SESSION:
1)

Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2(c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act

There is a request to go into closed session. It does require a motion and roll call vote. Is there a motion
to go into Closed Session? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman
Bisesi. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the Roll.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, D’Astice, Sanoica, Cannon, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor, 0 opposed. We will now enter Closed Session.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the City Council meeting was adjourned at 8:27 p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
August 11, 2020 City Council Minutes Approved by Council on August 25, 2020.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Pending (2nd Reading)
A)

Ordinance – Amending Appendix B, Entitled “Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines
and Penalties,” of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Rolling Meadows
Regarding Building and Construction Fees

Attachments:
• Ordinance
• Current Fee Schedule (Section VI, entitled “Building and construction fees”)
Background: You are being asked to give first reading to an ordinance that would replace, in its
entirety, Title VI (6) “Building and construction fees” of Appendix B – Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines
and Penalties of the City’s Code of Ordinances.
The table attached provides a general comparison of fees associated with some more commonly
issued permits. Staff included this supplemental information on the attachment for Council’s
easy reference. Please note, every community calculates many of their fees uniquely. Staff
utilized square footage, construction costs, base fees, fixture counts, etc. to provide as
equitable a comparison as possible. Please notice that there are four numbers highlighted in
yellow. These fees were not included in the averaging calculations due to their significant
inconsistency with the other communities surveyed. Permit rates are difficult to directly
compare across communities for a variety of reasons as some communities have other revenue
streams that allow them to subsidize lost revenue related to permit fees. For example, staff
decided to include the Village of Roselle in the survey, because the Villages of Arlington Hts.
and Palatine (both neighboring communities) have dramatically different fees from one another.
Both communities have a vibrant downtown area adjacent to their train station, which provides
them with a unique revenue stream opportunity, yet their permit fees reflect different
approaches (Palatine higher/Arlington lower).
Another factor observed is that while Huntley and Algonquin are similar in size and composition
to Rolling Meadows, they are both located in McHenry County. This also has a significant
impact on fees, as things such as; labor rates, fuel prices, sales tax, etc. are all significantly
lower than those same rates in Cook County, and likely have some impact on those
communities' fees in general. Lastly, the comparison finds that the City of Rolling Meadows has
the highest fee on only one permit type considered (highlighted in orange). Coincidentally, this
permit fee type was very sporadic to calculate and compare across communities.

As the Council will recall, a presentation was provided at the June 16, 2020 Committee of the Whole
meeting describing necessary fee changes with the ultimate goal of making the document easier for
developers, builders, residents, businesses, and the general public to use. Additionally, the
amendments proposed will make the application of fees by City staff much more accurate and
consistent from project to project, regardless of which employee is processing a permit. The change
also provides for more consistency with City consultant fees so that fees are more similar regardless
of whether the permit is reviewed by a consultant or in-house staff. Other factors that were
important considerations in developing the new fees include reforming the fees to more accurately
represent staff time needed to process and inspect (or guide) a project through the permit process.
Lastly, efforts were made to ensure uniformity with neighboring communities to protect against any
dramatically high or low fees.

As a reminder, the main goals for overhauling the permit fee schedule include the following:
• The existing fee schedule is very confusing and overly/unnecessarily complicated.
• The existing fee schedule is not comprehensive.
• There is a problem with the consistent application of fees by staff, which ultimately
creates unfair and/or confusing situations for applicants.
• There are issues related to the application of third-party consultant fees.
• Existing fee structure does not align with consultant fees.
The most recent fee schedule revisions (2015) instituted by the City focused on a slight increase to
all fees, across the board, without attention to making the fees easier to comprehend and without
modifying the fees based on resources expended.
Staff has worked toward restructuring the building and engineering related fees to be
comprehensive, user-friendly, consistent across permits, appropriate to the permit request, uniform
with neighboring communities, and mindful of consultant fees. It is, however, inevitable that
additional revisions may be required as staff begins to implement the new fee schedule. Future
revisions, if and when required, will be brought to the City Council for consideration and approval as
they accumulate, in the form of a text amendment.

As a reminder from the Committee of the
Whole discussion and presentation, the
proposed fee schedule revision is NOT an
increase on fees across the board as was
implemented in the past. Instead, staff has
not only taken great care in maintaining low
fees on emergency permits and permits that
generally take less staff time to process or
inspect, but also in sizing fees to more
appropriately account for staff time expended on projects. For example, the City does not recover
expenses fully on permits such as; emergency water heater replacements $75, residential fence
permits $50, and residential driveway permits $50. Consideration was given to the reality that, at
times, some smaller permits are subsidized by fees generated from larger permits.
At no time during the review and revision of the fee schedule was “generating revenue” a priority in
the development of the fees. The intention of staff was to structure the fees to meet resources
expended and to be consistent with (not the same as) other communities.
A significant contributor to the
deficiencies in the City’s fee structure
was the combination of permit/inspection
fees.
The proposed fee schedule
breaks those fees into two separate
categories. This will allow the permit fee

revenue to account for operational costs, while the inspection fees will be utilized to account for
actual employee (or consultant) resource expenses. Staff has attempted to maintain affordable
permit fees, while also making an effort to account for expended resources. In the deck example to
the right, the proposed fee allows the City to recoup 97% of projected expenses, while the current
fee structure only recoups 54% of the projected expenses.
As part of the new fee schedule, unless indicated with an (F) (flat fee) or unless the fee specifically
states otherwise, every permit will have three (3) separate fees: Permit Fee, Plan Review Fee, and
Inspection Fee. As described at the Committee of the Whole meeting, the plan review and
inspection fees are generally collected to cover direct costs, while the permit fees generally cover
indirect costs. These fees will provide a better understanding of staff time expended on projects, and
over time, will provide much needed data to more accurately understand where staff time is being
spent and whether the costs associated with issued permits are appropriate to cover City expenses.
In addition to the renewal of the new fee schedule, Staff did cross reference the proposed fee
schedule with the City Code of Ordinances to ensure that none of the proposed text conflicts with
existing code language. Again, if inconsistencies are found, staff will propose changes in the form
of a text amendment.
Lastly, the Rental Fee Section (last section, line item #31) of the proposed fee schedule amendment
was only revised slightly in form, not in its fee structure. Staff has recently sent out surveys through
the Northwest Municipal Conference related to Rental Fee Schedules, Zoning and Development
Fee Schedules, and Business/Contractor Registration Fee Schedules. Again, these fee changes, if
any, will come to the City Council for consideration and approval in the form of a text amendment at
a later time.
Previous Council Action:
• 06/16/20: Committee of the Whole Presentation and Discussion.
• 08/11/20: Council authorized first reading
Recommendation: Provide approval of the Ordinance as presented.

ORDINANCE NO. 20-36

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX B, ENTITLED
“SCHEDULE OF RATES, FEES, FINES AND PENALTIES,”
OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS REGARDING
BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION FEES
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is advisable, necessary and in this public
interest to amend the Code of Ordinances regarding the fees imposed for building and construction
in the City of Rolling Meadows.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows,
Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
Section 1:

Section VI, entitled “Building and construction fees,” of Appendix B, entitled

“Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines and Penalties” of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Rolling
Meadows is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
VI. - Building and construction fees.
(PERMIT, PLAN REVIEW AND INSPECTION FEES)
A.

Fees for permit and inspections (sections 5-4.4 [18-29(a)], 17-13 [94-32], 17-14 [94-33]): The
permit fees to be charged for permits authorized and required by the Code shall be as follows:
1.

Building permits and inspection fees: Unless otherwise indicated in this section, the
minimum fee for any permit to alter, construct, enlarge, erect, lower, raise, remodel, repair or
underpin any building, structure or site improvement or any part thereof as required by the
building code shall be a minimum of $40.00, or as outlined below. In addition to the aboveprescribed fee, all other applicable fees prescribed in this section shall be assessed. All
inspection fees shall be calculated separately and collected at the time of permit issuance,
based on the number of inspections required, as determined by the City, unless noted
otherwise herein.
Building Permits:
Based on Construction Cost provided by applicant as approved by City. The
Building Official will utilize ICC, Means Catalog and historical data for construction
costs provided on an application that are assumed to not accurately reflect the
proposed work for this region.

Construction Cost

Fee

$1 - $200,000

1% of construction cost (Minimum $40.00)

$200,001 - $500,000

0.5% of cost exceeding $200,000 plus above

$500,001 and over

0.25% of cost exceeding $500,000 plus above

Inspection Fees: $50 per inspection
After normal business hour inspections: Actual hourly wage cost of employee, plus
overtime, with a 40 percent overhead surcharge, or pass-through cost from
consultant.
2. Electrical permits and inspection fees: The following fees for installation, alteration or
extension of an electrical system shall apply. The minimum permit fee shall be $40.00
unless otherwise indicated.
a. The term "circuit" shall mean any set of branch conductors, which have been extended
from a distribution center, and which may be utilized for the transmission of electrical
energy.
Electrical Permit Fee
Permit

3% of Electrical construction cost, plus

Amps

$25.00 per 100 amps, plus

Circuits

$4.00 per circuit, plus

Electrical Inspection

$50.00 per inspection

Minimum Electrical Permit

$40.00

3. Plumbing permits and inspection fees: The following fees for installation, alteration or
extension of a plumbing system shall apply. The minimum permit fee shall be $40.00
unless otherwise indicated. Plumbing Permit Fee

a.

Permit

3% of Plumbing construction cost, plus

Fixtures

$8.00 per fixture, plus

Plumbing Inspection

$50.00 per inspection

Minimum Plumbing Permit

$40.00

Lawn sprinkler system permit: (F)
Residential (single-family)

$50.00, plus required inspections

Commercial, industrial, multifamily,

$100.00, plus required inspections

b.

c.

Water heater permit: (F)
Domestic

$75.00, includes required inspections

Commercial

$150.00, plus required inspections

Underground repairs or replacement on private property: (F)
Residential:
Water service

$50.00, plus required inspections

Sewer service

$50.00, plus required inspections

Storm sewer

$50.00, plus required inspections

Commercial:
Water service

$100.00, plus required inspections

Sewer service

$100.00, plus required inspections

Storm sewer

$100.00, plus required inspections

4. Mechanical permits and inspection fees: The following fees for installation, alteration or
extension of a mechanical (heating, venting, air-conditioning) system shall apply. The
minimum permit fee shall be $40.00 unless otherwise indicated.
Mechanical Permit Fee
Permit

3% of Mechanical construction cost, plus

Equipment

$40.00 per unit, plus

Mechanical Inspection

$50.00 per inspection

Minimum Mechanical Permit

$40.00

Furnace/Air Conditioning Residential Replacement: (F)
$75.00/unit, includes required inspections
5. Fire protection systems permit and inspection fees: The following are fees for the permit
and inspection of fire protection systems installed in structures and buildings and are in
addition to other applicable fees required in this section. City plan reviews and
administrative fees shall be based on the plan review schedule if not identified below.
Fire alarm system permit

$100.00

Review

$100.00 minimum, or consultant cost to be
passed to applicant, plus administrative fee,
as determined by the Building Official,
determined based on project scale

Inspection/Consultant Cost

Per Consultant Invoice

Fire suppression system permit
Review

Inspection/Consultant Cost

$100.00
$100.00 minimum, or consultant cost to be
passed to applicant, plus administrative fee
as determined by the Building Official,
based on size of project.
Per Consultant Invoice

Fire suppression/alt. system permit $100.00
(Wet chemical, Dry chemical, Halon, Kitchen Hood/Ansul system, etc.)

a.

Review

$100.00, or consultant cost to be passed to
applicant, plus administrative fee as
determined by the Building Official, based
on size of project.

Inspection/Consultant Cost

Per Consultant Invoice

Stand-pipe Inspections

Per Consultant Invoice, or $165.00/pipe

4th and subsequent reviews

$100.00 per additional review

After normal business hour inspections: Actual hourly wage cost of employee, plus
overtime, with a 40 percent overhead surcharge, or pass-through cost from
consultant.

6. Elevator, escalator, and dumbwaiter permit and inspection fees: Permit fees for
elevator, escalator, dumbwaiter, movable stages, platform lifts, hinged platform lifts,
installation or alteration shall be as follows:
Per elevator unit

$100.00

Escalator (per escalator)

$100.00

Dumbwaiters (per dumbwaiter)

$100.00

Other: per unit

$100.00

Note - Any consultant cost to be passed to applicant, plus administrative fee (Min.
$10.00, Max. $100.00), determined by Building Official, based on project scope.
a.

Semiannual inspection fees for each elevator, escalator, and dumbwaiter shall be as
follows:
$55 per inspection, per unit

7. Fence permit: (F)
Residential

$50.00

Commercial

$125.00

(Structural barrier fences shall utilize the building permit fee schedule above and
shall include plan review and inspection fees, determined by the Building Official)
8.

Storage tank permit: The permit to install or remove an, above or below ground, storage
tank shall be calculated using the Building Permit fee schedule. All above ground storage
tanks shall be reviewed by the Planning and Zoning Commission.

9.

Reinspection fees: Reinspection fees shall be required when work is not ready to be
inspected at the requested inspection time, including approved plans not on site, there
was not a good faith effort made to complete the work in compliance with the Code, or
that a stop work order or violation was issued. In all instances, the City Inspector will
determine when a fee is required.
First Offense

100% increase of inspection fee

Second (Subsequent) Offenses

200% increase of inspection fee

10. Temporary tents and canopy permits: (F)
Up to 3 Days

$50.00

Up to 7 Days

$75.00

Up to 30 Days

$200.00, may require City Council approval

11. Swimming pool permits and inspections:
Residential

Per Paragraph 1, “Building permits and
inspection fees”. Minimum $40.00
Electrical/Plumbing/Mechanical fees may also apply.

Commercial

Per Paragraph 1, “Building permits and
inspection fees”. Minimum $250.00
Electrical/Plumbing/Mechanical fees may also apply.

12. Water meter fee: Water meters used in conjunction with domestic water supply to a
structure from the municipal water system must be purchased from the City at a rate of 100
percent of the current cost to the City, plus a 10% administration fee. A separate Water
Meter Application must be completed, submitted, and required fees paid to the City prior to
receipt of the meter.
13. Plan examination fee: The fee for plan examination shall be required, unless otherwise
noted as (F), on all permits that are reviewed by the City and shall be calculated as follows:
Based on Construction Cost, except as noted
$1 - $10,000

$50.00

$10,001 - $50,000

$75.00

$50,001 - $100,000

$175.00

$100-001 - $300,000

$325.00

$300,001 and over

$500.00, plus $35.00/1,000 sq. ft.+

Residential (New Single Family)

$400.00

Residential (New Two-Family)

$225.00 per unit

Residential 4th and subsequent reviews

$50.00 per additional review

$100.00 per additional review
Commercial 4th and subsequent reviews
Note - All consultant cost to be passed to applicant, plus administrative fee (Min. $10.00,
Max. $100.00), determined by Building Official, based on project needs.
a. Outside plan review escrow: To cover the expense of outside plan review
services, the Public Works Director, or his/her designee may require a cash deposit,
prior to plan review, equal to the cost of the expected review.
b. Health department plan review:
Based on total square footage, except as noted
1 – 2,000

$50.00

2,001 - 5,000

$125.00

5,001 – 7,500

$225.00

7,501 - 10,000

$300.00

10,001 and over

$500.00, plus $35.00/1,000 sq. ft. additional

Plan review fee includes three (3) plan reviews. 4th and subsequent reviews:
$100.00 per additional review.
c. Temporary Food Service Permit

$50.00 (F)

14. Demolition of Structures, fees and bonds: No building or other structure shall be
demolished, razed or wrecked unless permit fees and bonds are submitted to the City as
follows:
a.

A cash deposit in the sum of $2,000.00 (Residential) or $5,000 (Commercial) to
ensure the completion of the proposed demolition and proper site restoration is
completed is required as part of the required permit fee. (Not applicable to residential
accessory buildings).

b.

A bond with good and sufficient sureties, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney,
indemnifying, keeping and saving harmless the City against any loss, cost, damage,
expense, judgment or liability of any kind whatsoever which the City may suffer, of
which may accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City, or any of its
officials from or by reason or on account of accidents to persons or property during

any such demolition, razing or wrecking operations, and from or by reason or on
account of anything done under or by virtue of any permit granted for any demolition,
razing or wrecking operations. Such bond shall be in the penal sum of $20,000.00 for
structures not exceeding three (3) stories in height, and $40,000.00 for structures of
four (4) or more stories or a certificate of insurance with the City named as additional
insured and general liability coverage in an amount not less than $300,000.00.
15. Demolition (Structure) Permit Fee: (F)
Residential
Commercial

$500, plus required inspections and deposits
$2,500, plus required inspections and deposits

16. Roofing/Siding/In-kind Window Replacement Permits
Residential
$50, plus includes required inspections
Commercial

Building Permit Schedule, plus required
inspections/deposits

17. Certificates of Occupancy/Completion:
Final Residential
$50.00
Final Multi-family/Multi-story buildings shall be $50/unit minimum, plus the
“Final Commercial” building/floor occupancy fee as prescribed below.
Final Commercial
0 – 10,000 square feet

$135.00

10,001 – 50,000 square feet

$275.00

Over 50,000 square feet

$400.00

Temporary Residential

$125.00, plus $1,000 minimum deposit.

Temporary Commercial

Double “Occupancy Final” fee schedule,
plus $2,000 minimum deposit.

Deposit will be based on the value of incomplete, non-life safety issues remaining at the time of
Temporary Occupancy issuance. Deposit shown is the minimum required to request a temporary
occupancy. Occupancy requests shall be filed a minimum of five (5) business days prior to
closing and/or projected Occupancy/Completion. Occupancies will not be issued the same
day as the final inspection.
Engineering Fees
18.

Site Grading, Erosion Control, Excavation, Utilities, etc.:
Major Site Work Permit
$250, plus review/required inspection
(More than 2,500 square feet of disturbed area) (Minimum 2 insp. @ $50 each)
Minor Site Work Permit $75, includes review and 2 inspections
(Less than \2,5000 square feet of disturbed area)

19. Driveways, Parking areas:
Driveway Permit
Residential
Commercial
Parking Area Permit
New or Remove/Replace
Overlay/Resurface, Sealing

$50.00, separate fee not required for new
home construction
$100.00, plus performance deposit, (area
applies to drive area within right-of-way only
$.025 per square foot, ($250.00 min.) plus
$200 refundable final deposit
$.010 per square foot, ($125.00 min.) plus
$200 refundable final deposit

20. Underground repairs or replacement on private property:
Water service

$50.00, plus required inspections

Sewer service

$50.00, plus required inspections

Storm sewer

$50.00, plus required inspections

21. Sidewalk deposit:
a. Work within the Public Right-of-Way will require a Security Deposit Calculation
Form to establish an appropriate deposit to protect City assets, such as;
sidewalks, curb and gutter, parkway landscaping, etc.
22. Security Deposit Fee: For all work proposed within the City right-of-way, the Director of
Public Works, or his designee, shall require a security deposit, using the Security Deposit
Tabulation Form, to determine the required deposit. Deposits shall be held for no less
than 12 months following final approval of improvement or occupancy, whichever occurs
last.
a.

No street, alley, parkway or other public property shall be obstructed, or used for
construction access, or opened or excavated, without permission first having been
secured from the Public Works Director or his/her designee.

b.

Opening or excavation in the public way:
i.

The permit for the opening of a street, parkway, sidewalk or alley shall be
$10.00 per square foot of opening or disturbed area.

ii.

No permit will be issued until the applicant has executed and filed with the City a
bond in a sum determined by the City, as defined or on scope of work, with a
responsible surety company as surety thereon. Said bond is to be in a form
approved by the City Attorney. The bond must indemnify the City and its
Officials for the full period of time provided by the statutes of limitations of the
State of Illinois from any and all losses, costs, expense, or liability of any kind or

nature whatsoever which said City or its officials may suffer to be put to, or
which may be recovered from it or them by reason of issuance of such permit.
iii.

No permit shall be issued until the applicant has deposited with the City the sum
established on the Security Deposit Tabulation Form for any work proposed to
be performed within the right-of-way. The fees required are guarantee the
replacement or repair of broken or damaged sidewalks, curbs, gutters and
streets, restoring the public property (or protection of the same) and for the
removal of dirt and litter from public streets abutting the premises involved.

iv.

Should the extent of street and parkway opening be determined by the Public
Works Director to be beyond the scope anticipated in this section, he/she may
require a performance bond or additional funds, in an amount equal to an
engineering estimate of the cost to repair and restore the affected street,
sidewalk, parkway or public property.

23. Water for construction; use fee during construction:
The following minimum fees shall be charged for the use of any unmetered water used
during construction:
Residential:
Commercial:

$125.00
$250.00

A City approved meter must be installed as soon as practicable, and at no time may
unmetered water be utilized for irrigation purposes, even if associated with new
construction. Applicant shall coordinate meter usage with the City’s Public Works
Department.
Water meter fee: Water meters used in conjunction with domestic water supply to
a structure from the municipal water system must be paid as defined above (12).
24. Water connection fees:
a. New construction: All applicants for water service shall provide and pay for the cost of
construction, both labor and material, of the water service from the main to the
premises to be served. This construction work, shall be performed by a licensed
plumber who has a properly executed bond on file in the Community Development
Division. The water meter shall be paid for by the applicant and furnished by the City.
All fees must be paid, prior to final inspection, or the issuance of any certificate of
occupancy or completion. In no event, will a certificate of occupancy be issued without
payment of all outstanding fees.
b.

An additional fee for plan review and inspection will be required for the extension of
the existing water system. The fee shall be based upon the percentages of the
estimated construction costs of the water system extension defined below in Table
25A.

c.

For water main and/or fire main systems, a chlorination inspection fee of $150.00
per 400 feet of water main, or fraction thereof in excess of 400 feet, shall be

assessed for the inspection and monitoring.
d.

Water system installation connection fee. (Pursuant to Sec. 110-300)

e.

Residential installation connection fee: The water installation connection fee for
customers in areas where water mains have been installed by the city, or are
owned and operated by the city is established at $5,250.00 per single-family
residential unit. Existing service upgrades will not be charged a service connection
when exact location replacement approved by City. Any new buildings or premises
containing two or more dwelling units, shall be charged an additional $1,500 per
unit, up to 15 units, after which the following water connection fee schedule shall
apply:

f.

16-20 units

$1,250 per unit

21 + units

$1,000 per unit

Fire protection fee: In addition to the fees set forth in subparagraph (e) above, and
where the number of units is greater than ten, the following fire protection fees shall be
paid:
Size of Tap

Fee

1” to 3”

$750.00

4” to 8”

$4,500.00

Over 8”

$7,500.00

g.

New residential developments; water main extension fees: In new residential
developments, where the water mains have been extended at the cost of the
developer, the city shall be paid a water main extension fee. The water main extension
fee shall be equal to the water installation connection fee for a single-family residence
plus the fire protection fee based upon the size of the connection as set forth in
subsection (f) herein.

h.

Commercial, industrial, institutional, etc. installation connection fee: The water
installation connection fee for commercial and industrial customers in areas where
water mains have been installed by the city, or are owned and operated by the city is
established by the following schedule:
(1)

Base fee: $200.00 per 1,000 square feet of building, and

(2)

Fire protection fee.
Size of Tap

Fee

1" to 3”

$1,000.00

4” to 8”

$5,500.00

Over 8”

$8,500.00

25. Fees for Plan Reviews and Inspections Related to Public Improvements

The fees listed below are for combined plan review and inspection services related to
public improvements (water mains, sanitary mains, storm mains, roadway, etc.) that will be
installed and/or constructed by the applicant/developer, and ownership will, in whole or
part, be turned over to the City of Rolling Meadows following final acceptance. This fee is
for the combined full time inspection services and review services required for the project.
TABLE 25A
Estimated Cost of Public Improvements

City Engineer (Engineering Consultant)

$1 to $250,000

3.0%

$250,001 to $500,000

2.75%

$500,001 to $750,000

2.50%

$750,001 to $1,000,000

2.25%

$1,000,001 and up

2.00%

26. Sanitary sewer connection fees: The fee for the installation, alteration or extension of a
sewer system shall be:
(1)

Fee for sanitary sewer service connections are as follows:
a.

Per residential lot, the connection fee shall be $1,828.00, and shall increase 3%
every five (5) years, or as defined in Table 24A below, but it shall be capped at
$2,500.00. Each fee is rounded up to the nearest dollar.
TABLE 26A
Year
2020 through 2024
2025 through 2029
2030 through 2034
2034 through 2039

Connection Fee
$1,828.00
$1,883.00
$1,940.00
$1,999.00

b.

Per residential lot, where sanitary sewer main was installed and funded by the
City of Rolling Meadows, after 2007, for properties adjacent to Old Plum Grove
Road, the connection fee shall be $7,000.00, as required to recapture City costs.

c.

For all other land uses other than single-family residential, the fee shall be
established based on a "population equivalent" formula for generated flows
(where a population equivalent of 1.0 is equal to the connection fee listed in Table
26A above, but shall be capped at $2,500, or 250 gallons of flow per day).

d.

The applicant for sanitary sewer and/or storm sewer service shall, in all cases,
pay for all costs of labor and materials required for installing the sewer service
from the respective mains to the premises to be served. A licensed contractor
who has a properly executed bond on file in the Community Development Division
shall perform the construction work in connection with the sanitary sewer service.

e.

An additional fee for plan review and final inspection will be required for all
projects involving the extension of an existing sanitary or storm sewer main. This
fee shall be based upon the percentages (listed in Table 25A) based on the

estimated construction cost of the sanitary and/or storm sewer extension
(exclusive of services to the proposed building):
f.

In each instance above where the permit is issued for sanitary and/or storm sewer
connections lying outside the corporate limits of the City, the fee for such permit
shall be 200 percent of such fees listed hereinabove in order to cover the
additional costs and inspections thereof.

27. Waiver of building permit fees: The Public Works Director, or his/her designee is
authorized to waive building permit fees, excluding pass-through costs, direct costs, utility
connection costs, zoning or development fees, etc., that do not exceed $1,500.00 for
governmental entities such as park district, library, fire districts, townships, Cook County,
State of Illinois and also for organizations that are chartered as not-for-profit organizations
and have been determined by the Internal Revenue Service to be exempt from taxation
pursuant to Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Requests to waive fees in
excess of $1,500.00 must be approved by the City Council.
28. Outside plan review and inspection services: In circumstances that the Public Works
Director, or his/her designee causes inspections or the review of plans by a third party
reviewer (ex: City engineer, Structural, Fire Protection), fees charged to the City for said
review shall be paid by the permittee as part of the comprehensive permit fees, in
accordance with the most current schedule of fees established under their perspective
contract.
29. Code, compliance and inspections bond: No permit for new construction, alterations,
additions or repairs of buildings with a construction valuation of $5,000.00 or greater shall
be issued unless the applicant deposits with the City a cash bond to assure code
compliance and reimbursement for additional inspections performed under applicable
sections of the building code. The amount of the cash bond shall be one-half of one
percent of the construction valuation, but shall not be less than $100.00 nor more than
$5,000.00 dollars. Failure to correct code violations associated with construction regulated
under the permit shall result in forfeiture of all or portion of the bond. Additional inspection
charges as provided elsewhere in this Code shall be charged to the cash bond account.
Upon satisfactory completion of the construction, the cash bond shall be refunded, less any
deductions, and without interest.
30. Penalty for unauthorized work commencing without a permit: The permit shall be
calculated and a 200% penalty fee (less required deposits and utility fees) will be added to
the original permit fee.
a.

Section 5-4(z) [18-29(e)], code compliance and inspection bond: One-half of one
percent of the construction valuation but the bond shall not be less than $100.00 or
more than $5,000.00.

b.

Section 5-13.4(4) [18-314(d)], violation of section 5-13.4 [18-314]: Fine not to exceed
$1,000.00 for each offense.

c.

Section 5-29 [18-352] violations: For violation of section 5-29 [18-352]: a fine of not
less than $100.00 nor more than $300.00 for the first offense and not less than
$300.00 nor more than $500.00 for the second and each subsequent offense in any
180-day period; provided, however, that all actions seeking the imposition of fines only
shall be filed as quasicriminal actions subject to the provisions of the Illinois Civil
Practice Act (735 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.). Repeated offenses in excess of three within
any 180-day period may also be punishable as a misdemeanor by incarceration in the
county jail for a term not to exceed six months under the procedure set forth in section
1-2-1.1 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/1-2-1.1) under the provisions of the
Illinois Code of Criminal Procedure (720 ILCS 5/100-1 et seq.) in a separate
proceeding.

d.

Section 5-35 [18-385] violations: A fine on not more than $1,000.00 for each offense.

31. Annual rental dwelling license fee (section 5-34(b) [18-424]):
Multiple dwelling (i.e. apartments)
20 percent of units inspected: per dwelling unit

$25.00

50 percent of units inspected: per dwelling unit

75.00

100 percent of units inspected: per dwelling unit

110.00

Single-family multiple dwelling (i.e. condominiums)
0—3 violations, inspected every 3 years:

50.00

4 or more violations, inspected every 12 months:

150.00

Single-family dwelling - detached and attached (i.e. SFR, Townhomes)
0—3 violations, inspected every 3 years

75.00

4 or more violations, inspected every 12 months

200.00

( Ord. No. 15-59, § 1, 11-24-2015
Editor's note— Ord. No. 10-48, § 1, adopted December 14, 2010, repealed the former art. VI,
and enacted a new art. VI as set out herein. The former art. VI pertained to similar subject matter
and derived from Ord. No. 97-62, adopted August 12, 1997; Ord. No. 98-63, adopted December
15, 1998; Ord. No. 04-27, adopted Mary 25, 2004; Ord. No. 05-35, adopted August 23, 2005;
Ord. No. 07-44, adopted November 27, 2007 and Ord. No. 08-57, adopted December 16, 2008.
Section 2:

This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form.

Section 3:

This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect 10 days after its publication as

provided by law.
PASSED AND APPROVED by the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Cook County, Illinois
this 25th day of August, 2020.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

__________________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 26th day of August, 2020.

___________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Permit Type
Water Heater
Fence
Commercial Alteration
SFR
Deck
Roof
Demolition
Plumbing
Garage

Rolling Meadows
$75.00
$50.00
$2,475.00
$6,356.00
$55.00
$50.00
$500.00
$263.00
$560.00

Roselle
Arlington Hts. Palatine Algonquin
$50.00
$25.00
$88.00
$40.00
$75.00
$40.00
$66.00
$40.00
$1,450.00
$1,730.00 $3,682.00
$3,428.35
$4,753.00
$2,882.95 $6,715.00
$4,271.86
$125.00
$605.00
$88.00
$90.00
$75.00
$0.00
$88.00
$40.00
$1,000.00
$250.00 $120.00
$250.00
$100.00
$100.00 $256.00
$100.00
$400.00
$70.00 $513.00
$387.00

Huntley
Low
$48.00
$25.00
$36.00
$36.00
$449.78 $449.78
$5,775.51 $4,271.86
$36.00
$36.00
$0.00
$40.00
$108.00 $108.00
$50.00
$50.00
$9,060.00
$70.00

Average
$54.33
$51.17
$2,202.52
$5,574.27
$166.50
$63.25
$371.33
$144.83
$386.00

High
$88.00
$75.00
$3,682.00
$6,715.00
$605.00
$88.00
$1,000.00
$263.00
$560.00

Difference
$20.67
-$1.17
$272.48
$781.73
-$111.50
-$13.25
$128.67
$118.17
$174.00

Median Average
$56.50
$55.50
$2,065.89
$5,493.43
$320.50
$64.00
$554.00
$156.50
$315.00

The table above provides a general comparison of fees associated with some more commonly issued permits. Please note, every community calculates many of their fees
uniquely. Staff utilized square footage, construction costs, base fees, fixture counts, etc. to provide as equitable a comparison as possible. Please notice that there are four
numbers highlighted in yellow. These fees were not inclluded in the averaging calculations due to their significant inconsistency with the the other communities surveyed.
Permit rates are difficult to directly compare across communites for a variety of reasons as some communities have other revenue streams that allow them to subsidize lost
revenue related to permit fees. For example, staff decided to include the Village of Roselle in the survey, because the Villages of Arlington Hts. and Palatine (both
neighboring communities) have dramatically different fees from one another. Both communities have a vibrant downtown area adjacent to their train station, which
provides them with a unique revenue stream opportunity, yet their permit fees reflect different approaches (Palatine higher/Arlington lower). Another factor observed is
that while Huntley and Algonquin are similar in size and composition to Rolling Meadows, they are both located in McHenry County. This also has a significant impact on fees,
as things such as; labor rates, fuel prices, sales tax, etc. are all significantly lower than those same rates in Cook County, and likely have some impact on those communities'
fees in general. Lastly, the comparison finds that the City of Rollling Meadows has the highest fee on only one permit type considered (highlighted in orange). Coincidentally,
this permit fee type was very sporadic to calculate and compare across communities.

Median Difference
-$18.50
$5.50
-$409.11
-$862.57
$265.50
$14.00
$54.00
-$106.50
-$245.00

Council Action Summary – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
B)

Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency Within the City of Rolling
Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (First Reading Waiver Required for Passage Date of
August 25, 2020)

Attachments:
•

Proposed Ordinance

Background:
Council is being asked to approve a certain Ordinance, which if passed, would further extend the declared
State of Emergency and Executive Powers through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled meeting
of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the Ordinance shall immediately cease to be
effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor that the state of emergency related to the COVID19 pandemic no longer exists.
Previous ordinances considered by the Council for this subject matter were passed with a waiver of first
reading so that the ordinance could take immediate effect. The Council has expressed its desire to consider
these emergency ordinances in two readings. As such, two ordinances, which will take effect on different
dates, are being presented to the Council for consideration; one for immediate passage and another for
passage at the next subsequent meeting. Please note that the current Ordinance is being presented for
immediate adoption and requires a waiver of first reading so that there is no interruption in the ability of
the City to take responsive emergency action and receive reimbursement funding for any costs expended
for such emergency action.
Previous Council Action:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

August 11, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-35
July 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-29
July 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-26
June 23, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-24
June 9, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-23
May 26, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-21
May 12, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-20
April 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-17
April 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-16
March 17, 2020 - Ordinance No. 20-10 established temporary executive powers of the Mayor and
Resolution No. 20-R-28 adopted the Proclamation Declaring a Disaster Emergency in the City of
Rolling Meadows.

Recommendation:
Since by law the prior Ordinance on this matter authorized the declared State of Emergency only until the
next regular meeting of the City Council, staff is asking for a waiver of 1st reading so this Ordinance can be
approved immediately and maintain continuity of the declared state of emergency in order to preserve the
City’s right to take emergency action and receive reimbursement of funds associated with any such action.

933690-1

ORDINANCE NO. 20-37
AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING AND EXTENDING
A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY
WITHIN THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
WHEREAS, since early March 2020, the entire United States has faced a pandemic due to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a novel acute respiratory illness that that has caused
extraordinary sickness and loss of life and spreads rapidly and continues to be without an effective
treatment or vaccine; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois issued a Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring a state of emergency throughout the State of Illinois as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; which disaster proclamation has been extended and continues; and
WHEREAS, at all times but especially during a public health crisis, protecting the health
and safety of residents of the City of Rolling Meadows is among the most important functions of
City government; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows issued a
Proclamation declaring the existence of a state of emergency throughout the City of Rolling
Meadows as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows passed
Resolution No. 20-R-28, approving and adopting the Proclamation made by the Mayor and
consenting to continue and extend the state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) passed Ordinance
No. 20-10, establishing temporary executive powers and the Mayor of the City declared a state of
emergency within the City pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-1-6; and
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-16, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-17, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-21, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-23, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 23, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-26, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 11, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-35, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows must take actions to contain and mitigate the
local impact of the virus outbreak and provide for the continuity of government, activation of the
City emergency operation plans, provide for the continuation of essential services and provide for
the health and safety of all City residents; and
WHEREAS, while the City is currently responding to this COVID-19 pandemic, it is
deemed necessary and in the interest of the people of the City, in accordance with the City’s
responsibility to ensure public health and safety and pursuant to the authority vested in the City
pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, including Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/11, and Section 11-1-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code
and Chapter 26 of the City Code, to declare that a disaster emergency exists within the City and
renew and continue the emergency powers of the Mayor.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
1.
RECITALS. The facts and statements contained in the preambles to this Ordinance
are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance.
2.
DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER. It is hereby
determined that it is advisable, necessary and in the best interests of the City that the findings,
determinations and declaration of the Mayor on March 16, 2020, as approved by Resolution 20933687-1

R-28, and subsequently extended by the City Council, that a state of emergency and a disaster exist
due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak are hereby affirmed and that the actions taken
by the Mayor resulting from and in furtherance of that declaration are hereby ratified and affirmed.
It is further determined that the state of emergency and disaster due to the COVID-19 outbreak
continues to exist in the City of Rolling Meadows.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER. The Mayor shall be and is hereby authorized and directed
to continue to exercise by executive order the extraordinary emergency powers and authority as
originally authorized in Ordinance No. 20-10, as extended, and as may be reasonably necessary to
respond to the emergency during the time that this state of emergency exists.
4.
DURATION. This Ordinance shall remain in effect through the adjournment of
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the
Ordinance shall immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor
that the state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
5.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE AND ENFORCE. The officials, officers,
employees and agents of the City are authorized to take such actions and execute such documents
as are necessary to carry out the purpose and intent of this Ordinance. The Mayor, police officers,
and all other officers and employees of the City shall enforce the rules and regulations so adopted
and orders issued by the Mayor pursuant to this Ordinance.
6.
NOTICE. This Ordinance extending the declared state of emergency shall be filed
with the City Clerk, be made available for public inspection and to any news media situated in the
City, and shall be posted at the City Hall and on the City’s website.
7.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Ordinance, or the application of any
provision of this Ordinance, is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such occurrence shall
not affect other provisions of this Ordinance, or their application, that can be given effect without
the unconstitutional or invalid provision or its application. Each unconstitutional or invalid
provision, or application of such provision, is severable, unless otherwise provided by this
Ordinance.
8.
REPEALER. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions
of this Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of the conflict.
9.
EFFECTIVE DATE. First reading on this Ordinance has been waived by a
majority vote of the members of the City Council to allow for immediate passage and this
Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, approval and publication in
pamphlet form as provided by law.
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AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Passed and approved this 25th day of August, 2020.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Council Action Summary – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
C)

Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency Within the City of Rolling
Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (First and Second Reading for Passage Date of
September 8, 2020)

Attachments:
•

Proposed Ordinance

Background:
Council is being asked to approve a certain Ordinance, which if passed, would further extend the declared
State of Emergency and Executive Powers through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled meeting
of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the Ordinance shall immediately cease to be
effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor that the state of emergency related to the COVID19 pandemic no longer exists.
Previous ordinances considered by the Council for this subject matter were passed with a waiver of first
reading so that the ordinance could take immediate effect. The Council has expressed its desire to consider
these emergency ordinances in two readings. As such, two ordinances, which will take effect on different
dates, are being presented to the Council for consideration; one for immediate passage and another for
passage at the next subsequent meeting. This Ordinance is presented to the City Council for first reading
only at this time and will be considered for adoption at the next regular City Council meeting to be held on
September 8, 2020.
Previous Council Action:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

August 11, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-35
July 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-29
July 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-26
June 23, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-24
June 9, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-23
May 26, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-21
May 12, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-20
April 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-17
April 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-16
March 17, 2020 - Ordinance No. 20-10 established temporary executive powers of the Mayor and
Resolution No. 20-R-28 adopted the Proclamation Declaring a Disaster Emergency in the City of
Rolling Meadows.

Recommendation:
Approve first reading of this Ordinance so that it may be considered for adoption at the next meeting of the
City Council on September 8, 2020.
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ORDINANCE NO. 20-00
AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING AND EXTENDING
A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY
WITHIN THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
WHEREAS, since early March 2020, the entire United States has faced a pandemic due to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a novel acute respiratory illness that that has caused
extraordinary sickness and loss of life and spreads rapidly and continues to be without an effective
treatment or vaccine; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois issued a Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring a state of emergency throughout the State of Illinois as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; which disaster proclamation has been extended and continues; and
WHEREAS, at all times but especially during a public health crisis, protecting the health
and safety of residents of the City of Rolling Meadows is among the most important functions of
City government; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows issued a
Proclamation declaring the existence of a state of emergency throughout the City of Rolling
Meadows as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows passed
Resolution No. 20-R-28, approving and adopting the Proclamation made by the Mayor and
consenting to continue and extend the state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) passed Ordinance
No. 20-10, establishing temporary executive powers and the Mayor of the City declared a state of
emergency within the City pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-1-6; and
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-16, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-17, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-21, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-23, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 23, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-26, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 11, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-35, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 25, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-37, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows must take actions to contain and mitigate the
local impact of the virus outbreak and provide for the continuity of government, activation of the
City emergency operation plans, provide for the continuation of essential services and provide for
the health and safety of all City residents; and
WHEREAS, while the City is currently responding to this COVID-19 pandemic, it is
deemed necessary and in the interest of the people of the City, in accordance with the City’s
responsibility to ensure public health and safety and pursuant to the authority vested in the City
pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, including Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/11, and Section 11-1-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code
and Chapter 26 of the City Code, to declare that a disaster emergency exists within the City and
renew and continue the emergency powers of the Mayor.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
1.
RECITALS. The facts and statements contained in the preambles to this Ordinance
are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance.
2.
DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER. It is hereby
determined that it is advisable, necessary and in the best interests of the City that the findings,
determinations and declaration of the Mayor on March 16, 2020, as approved by Resolution 20R-28, and subsequently extended by the City Council, that a state of emergency and a disaster exist
due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak are hereby affirmed and that the actions taken
by the Mayor resulting from and in furtherance of that declaration are hereby ratified and affirmed.
It is further determined that the state of emergency and disaster due to the COVID-19 outbreak
continues to exist in the City of Rolling Meadows.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER. The Mayor shall be and is hereby authorized and directed
to continue to exercise by executive order the extraordinary emergency powers and authority as
originally authorized in Ordinance No. 20-10, as extended, and as may be reasonably necessary to
respond to the emergency during the time that this state of emergency exists.
4.
DURATION. This Ordinance shall remain in effect through the adjournment of
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the
Ordinance shall immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor
that the state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
5.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE AND ENFORCE. The officials, officers,
employees and agents of the City are authorized to take such actions and execute such documents
as are necessary to carry out the purpose and intent of this Ordinance. The Mayor, police officers,
and all other officers and employees of the City shall enforce the rules and regulations so adopted
and orders issued by the Mayor pursuant to this Ordinance.
6.
NOTICE. This Ordinance extending the declared state of emergency shall be filed
with the City Clerk, be made available for public inspection and to any news media situated in the
City, and shall be posted at the City Hall and on the City’s website.
7.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Ordinance, or the application of any
provision of this Ordinance, is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such occurrence shall
not affect other provisions of this Ordinance, or their application, that can be given effect without
the unconstitutional or invalid provision or its application. Each unconstitutional or invalid
provision, or application of such provision, is severable, unless otherwise provided by this
Ordinance.
8.
REPEALER. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions
of this Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of the conflict.
9.
EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.
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AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Passed and approved this 8th day of September, 2020.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Warrant Approval Summary Sheet
8/25/2020
August 8 to August 20, 2020 (for August 25, 2020 City Council Meeting)
Manual Disbursements:
None

Description
$
Manual Check Subtotal: $

Warrant Disbursements:
Warrant Register - FY 2020 Refunds
Warrant Register - FY 2020 City Expenses
* Warrant - Construction Escrow - None - Fire Station #15 - 3201 Algonquin Rd.
* Warrant - Construction Escrow - None - Fire Station #16 - 2340 Hicks Rd.
* Includes escrow fees
Warrant Register Accounts Payable Subtotal:
*Fire Stations Project expenses are paid with bond funds.
Payroll and Taxes:
Bi-Weekly P/R - August 14, 2020
Payroll and Taxes Subtotal:
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments:
JAWA (Wire Transfer)
Wires (Debt Service and Others) (2018 Bond Payment)
ICMA (PEHP) (ACH Debit)
IPBC (health insurance)(ACH Debit)
ACH Payments/Wires-Palatine Oil Co., credit purchases, fees, postage, etc.
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments Subtotal:
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR APPROVAL

$
$
$
$
$

2,405.85
947,616.92
950,022.77

$
$

682,005.03
682,005.03

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,142.28
5,142.28

$

1,637,170.08

The preceding list of bills was reviewed and recommended for payment.
Submitted by Finance Department

(Date)

Mayor

(Date)

Deputy City Clerk

(Date)

Finance Director

ATTEST:

-

“A Great Place to Call Home”

ACCOUNT NUMBER DETAIL
FUND LISTING
01

General Fund
10 - General Government
20 - Finance
25 - IT
30 - Police
40 - Fire
70 - Public Works (Community Development is a Division of Public Works)
80 - Health, Welfare, Safety
90 - Administrative Overhead

03
04
14
16
20
23
25
33
37
38
45
47
61
83

Motor Fuel Tax
911 Emergency Telephone Fund
Municipal Garage Fund
Refuse Fund
Utilities Fund
Liability Insurance Fund
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund
Buildings & Land Fund
TIF #2 Kirchoff/Owl Fund
TIF #4 Golf Road Fund
Health Insurance Fund
Debt Service Fund
Local Road Fund
Fire Stations Fund

ACCOUNT NUMBER BREAKDOWN
First 2 digits in the account number = FUND
Next 2 digits in the account number = DEPARTMENT
Next 4 digits in the account number = ACTIVITY/SUB-DEPARTMENT
Next 5 digits in the account number = OBJECT (WHAT EXPENSE IS)
Example: 01 -70 - 7020 - 54640

01

70

7020

54640

General
Fund

Public
Works

Streets &
Forestry

Contractual
Services

Thus, an account number in any fund with a "70" after the fund
number is Public Works related.

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
1
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61580 08/19/2020 PRTD
2279 ACCEPTANCE INSURANCE
2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
25.00
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK
61581 08/19/2020 PRTD
2266 ADVANCE AMERICA
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61582 08/19/2020 PRTD
2272 ANNIE'S RESALE FOR THE WORLD
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

25.00 08

61583 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61585 08/19/2020 PRTD
2281 BOB BROCK
Invoice: REIMB-PUBLIC SIDEWAL

61582 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61584 08/19/2020 PRTD
744 ARLINGTON DERMATOLOGY
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST

61581 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61583 08/19/2020 PRTD
2269 ARBY'S MIRACLE RESTAURANT GROUP
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

61580 TOTAL:

61584 TOTAL:

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00

REIMB-PUBLIC SIDEWAL08/07/2020
082420
675.00
REIMB-REMOVAL & REPLACE CONCRETE PUBLIC WALKWAY
675.00 61705010 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61586 08/19/2020 PRTD
2293 DICARLO CONSTRUCTION
Invoice: 2020 BUSINESS LIC
25.00 01

2020 BUSINESS LIC
08/11/2020
082420
OVRPYMT-DICARLO CONSTRUCTION
44210
BUSINESS LICENSE
CHECK

61587 08/19/2020 PRTD
2271 EDWARD JONES
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

61585 TOTAL:

61586 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS

675.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
2
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61588 08/19/2020 PRTD
2277 EMERALD LAWN CARE
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61589 08/19/2020 PRTD
2275 GREAT CLIPS
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

25.00 08

2287 IT SUPPLIES

13645
72.00 20

61592 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 20-5511

2292 KATHEM H JABAR

61593 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13646

2288 MARATHON

45445

13646
312.69 20

61594 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13647

13250

20-5511
500.00 01

2289 MARIA HERNANDEZ

13250

13647
154.84 20

61589 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61591 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13645

61588 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61590 08/19/2020 PRTD
2278 ICODICE LLC
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST

61587 TOTAL:

13250

61590 TOTAL:

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00

08/17/2020
082420
UB 5504985 5100 NEWPORT
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER

72.00

CHECK

72.00

61591 TOTAL:

08/07/2020
082420
TOW REFUND-JABAR
ADMINISTRATIVE FEES - TOWS

500.00

CHECK

500.00

61592 TOTAL:

08/17/2020
082420
UB 5505601 3321 ALGONQUIN
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER

312.69

CHECK

312.69

61593 TOTAL:

08/17/2020
082420
UB 5511235 2603 ROHLWING
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER

154.84

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
3
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61594 TOTAL:
154.84
61595 08/19/2020 PRTD
584 CHARLES MCCARTHY
Invoice: 2020 ALARM PERMIT
10.00 01

2020 ALARM PERMIT
08/11/2020
082420
OVERPAYMENT-1 CARLISLE ON DUXBURY
44725
ALARM SYSTEM PERMITS
CHECK

61596 08/19/2020 PRTD
2273 MEADOWS HOT YOGA
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61597 08/19/2020 PRTD
2268 MOLLY MAID
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

25.00 08

25.00 08

61599 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61601 08/19/2020 PRTD
2274 STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST

61598 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61600 08/19/2020 PRTD
1765 ROLLING MEADOWS PARK DISTRICT
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

61597 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61599 08/19/2020 PRTD
2267 REMAX AT HOME
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST

61596 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61598 08/19/2020 PRTD
736 PLUM CREEK SUPPORTIVE LIVING
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

61595 TOTAL:

61600 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61601 TOTAL:

10.00

10.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
4
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61602 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13488

2283 TADEUSZ & EWA WOJTOWICZ

13488

37.71 20

13250

08/10/2020
082420
UB 5516554 4800 KIMBALL HILL-REFUND OVRP
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER
CHECK

61603 08/19/2020 PRTD
2270 TRANSAMERICA FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61604 08/19/2020 PRTD
2276 U-HAUL
Invoice: 2020 SHOWCASE DPST
25.00 08

2290 VALERIE HANLEY

13648
187.28 20

61606 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13649

2291 WILLIAM PALM

13250

13649
6.33 20

61603 TOTAL:

2020 SHOWCASE DPST 08/07/2020
082420
2020 SHOWCASE DPST
26405
ESCROW - COMMUNITY EVENTS
CHECK

61605 08/19/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13648

61602 TOTAL:

13250

NUMBER OF CHECKS

61604 TOTAL:

37.71

37.71
25.00

25.00
25.00

25.00

08/17/2020
082420
UB 6626301 2200 BLUEBIRD
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER

187.28

CHECK

187.28

61605 TOTAL:

08/17/2020
082420
UB 7720500 3006 GROUSE
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER

6.33

CHECK

61606 TOTAL:

6.33

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

2,405.85

27

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

COUNT
AMOUNT
______ _________________
27
2,405.85

*** GRAND TOTAL ***

2,405.85

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
5
|apcshdsb

CLERK: AusterladeD
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESC
T OB
DEBIT
CREDIT
EFF DATE
JNL DESC
REF 1 REF 2
REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2020 8
275
APP 08-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
425.00
08/25/2020 082420
R0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 99-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
2,405.85
08/25/2020 082420
R0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 61-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
675.00
08/25/2020 082420
R0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
535.00
08/25/2020 082420
R0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 20-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
770.85
08/25/2020 082420
R0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
_________________ _________________
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL
2,405.85
2,405.85
APP 99-08001
08/25/2020
APP 08-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-61001
08/25/2020
APP 61-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-01001
08/25/2020
APP 01-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-20001
08/25/2020
APP 20-10001
08/25/2020

DUE TO DUE FROM ESCROW FUND
082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

082420

R0825A

425.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND

425.00
675.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO GENERAL FUND

675.00
535.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND

535.00
770.85

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
JOURNAL 2020/08/275

TOTAL

_________________
2,405.85
_________________
4,811.70

770.85
_________________
2,405.85
_________________
4,811.70

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
6
|apcshdsb

FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
2020 8
275 08/25/2020
01-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
535.00
01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
535.00
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
535.00
535.00
08

ESCROW FUND
08-10001
08-20000

2020

8

275

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

20

UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000

2020

8

275

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

61

LOCAL ROAD FUND
61-10001
61-20000

2020

8

275

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

99

TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-08001
99-10001
99-20001
99-61001

2020

8

275

08/25/2020
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO
DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM ESCROW FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
FUND TOTAL

425.00
_________________
425.00

425.00
_________________
425.00

770.85
_________________
770.85

770.85
_________________
770.85

675.00
_________________
675.00

675.00
_________________
675.00

535.00
425.00
2,405.85
770.85
675.00
_________________
2,405.85

_________________
2,405.85

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - REFUNDS

08/19/2020 13:30
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
7
|apcshdsb

FUND
DUE TO
DUE FROM
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
535.00
08
ESCROW FUND
425.00
20
UTILITIES FUND
770.85
61
LOCAL ROAD FUND
675.00
99
TREASURY FUND
2,405.85
_________________ _________________
TOTAL
2,405.85
2,405.85
** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
1
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61607 08/25/2020 PRTD
1442 1 SOURCE MECHANICAL INC
APPLICATION # FINAL 06/12/2020 20190630 082520
24,199.10
Invoice: APPLICATION # FINAL
RESOLUTION 19-R-37 PHASE 2 CITY HALL HVAC IMPROVEM
24,199.10 33705050 60010
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
CHECK

61607 TOTAL:

61608 08/25/2020 PRTD
487 ADVANCED DISPOSAL RM TSF- F4
T40002461844
07/31/2020 20201380 082520
Invoice: T40002461844
RESIDENTIAL REFUSE SWAP
2,972.97 16705045 54225
DUMP FEES
CHECK
61609 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2348976

13 AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2348976

70.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2349437

Invoice: 2349437
54.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2350399

Invoice: 2350399
69.00 33705050 54610
AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

2352395

Invoice: 2352395
45.00 33705050 54610

14 AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

661564

348.06 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

662053

Invoice: 662053
263.48 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

662079

Invoice: 662079
675.41 14705015 57280
AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC

662351

Invoice: 662351
140.87 14705015 57280

2,972.97

2,972.97

07/28/2020 20201262 082520
PEST CONTROL / PUBLIC WORKS / INVOICE 2348976
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

70.00

07/24/2020 20201280 082520
54.00
PEST CONTROL / 2455 PLUM GROVE / INVOICE 2349437
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
08/04/2020 20201281 082520
PEST CONTROL / CITY HALL / INVOICE 2350399
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

69.00

08/12/2020 20201375 082520
45.00
PEST CONTROL / HISTORICAL HOUSE / INVOICE 2352395
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61610 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 661564

61608 TOTAL:

24,199.10

61609 TOTAL:

238.00

07/23/2020 20201214 082520
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

348.06

08/04/2020 20201339 082520
FILTERS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

263.48

08/05/2020 20201338 082520
FILTERS AND BRAKE CHAMBER FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

675.41

08/12/2020 20201365 082520
FILTERS AND BULBS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

140.87

CHECK

61610 TOTAL:

1,427.82

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
2
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61611 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 158918

18 AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

158918

430.00 01404010 54640

61612 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 168328

21 ALEXANDER EQUIPMENT CO INC

168328

319.55 01707020 56230
ALEXANDER EQUIPMENT CO INC

168327

Invoice: 168327
1,369.95 01707020 56230

61613 08/25/2020 PRTD
37 ANDERSON ELEVATOR
Invoice: INV-30678-P8F2

07/28/2020 20201322 082520
SCBA CYLINDER HYDROTEST
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

430.00

CHECK

430.00

08/07/2020 20201307 082520
FORESTRY SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

319.55

08/07/2020 20201324 082520
FORESTRY TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

1,369.95

CHECK

1,689.50

38 ANDRES MEDICAL BILLING LTD

249531

2,992.70 01909000 54610

61615 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 83484

889 APEX LANDSCAPING

83484
7,213.98 33705050 54930

717 APPROVED TREE CARE & LANDSCAPE SE 18145
175.00 01707020 54640

51 ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES

32804

659.50 20705030 54610
ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES

32791

412.00
2,992.70

CHECK

2,992.70

61614 TOTAL:

07/31/2020 20200385 082520
7,213.98
RESOLUTION 19-R-125 LANDSCAPE CONTRACT FOR 2020
LANDSCAPE SERVICES
61615 TOTAL:

07/20/2020 20201274 082520
CONTRACTUAL STUMP GRINDING AT 2809 OWL
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61617 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 32804

61613 TOTAL:

412.00

08/06/2020 20201296 082520
JULY 2020 COLLECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

CHECK
61616 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 18145

61612 TOTAL:

INV-30678-P8F2
08/01/2020 20201299 082520
ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE / CITY HALL
412.00 33705050 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61614 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 249531

61611 TOTAL:

61616 TOTAL:

7,213.98
175.00

175.00

07/29/2020 20201215 082520
ATS LEAK DETECT 4535 LINCOLN AVE.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

659.50

07/22/2020 20201276 082520

656.00

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
AusterladeD
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

|P
3
|apcshdsb

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Invoice: 32791
5550 ASTOR LN. SARATOGA CONDOS #3 NORTHSIDE
656.00 20705030 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK
61618 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: SD5286

785 AUTOMATIC BUILDING CONTROLS LLC

SD5286

780.00 33705050 54640

61619 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0215248

65 BAXTER AND WOODMAN

0215248
3,974.13 20705040 60020

BAXTER AND WOODMAN

0215112

Invoice: 0215112
36,004.53 20705030 60020

69 BENISTAR/HARTFORD-6795

09012020

21,007.06 45002050 52148

61621 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 101134

405 BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

101134

46.47 14705015 57280

780.00

CHECK

780.00

61618 TOTAL:

07/28/2020 20200023 082520
3,974.13
19-R-120/CORM POND RETROFIT MAINT&RESTORA SRVC
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
07/24/2020 20200492 082520
20-R-31 SOUTH/PLUM GRV. CONST OBSERVATION
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
61619 TOTAL:

BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

101163

163.14 14705015 57280
BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

101199

Invoice: 101199
258.68 14705015 57280

39,978.66
21,007.06

CHECK

21,007.06

61620 TOTAL:

07/30/2020 20201368 082520
FUNNEL AND VALVE FOR C188 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CM101134/CREDI
08/13/2020
082520
CREDIT-FUNNEL/INVOICE # 101134
-5.09 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

Invoice: 101163

36,004.53

08/02/2020 20201336 082520
SEPT 2020 DENTAL
RETIREES MEDICARE SUP REIMB

BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD
Invoice: CM101134/CREDI

1,315.50

07/31/2020 20201282 082520
AIR HANDLER UNIT 1 REPAIRS / POLICE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

CHECK
61620 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 09012020

61617 TOTAL:

46.47

-5.09

07/31/2020 20201350 082520
PIPE FOR C188 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

163.14

08/04/2020 20201342 082520
SEAT PADS FOR C188 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

258.68

CHECK

463.20

61621 TOTAL:

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
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CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61622 08/25/2020 PRTD
1451 BUILDERS PAVING LLC
PAY ESTIMATE 002
07/30/2020 20200494 082520
Invoice: PAY ESTIMATE 002
2020 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM
266,379.67 03705000 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
128,100.70 61705010 60080
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
CHECK
61623 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 54196

963 B & F CONSTRUCTION CODE SERVICES

54196

1,415.13 01707010 54610

61622 TOTAL:

394,480.37

07/28/2020 20201326 082520
BUILDING REVIEW - 600 HICKS PBL200396
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,415.13

CHECK
61624 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 122157-3

2073 BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING CO

122157-3

7,920.00 20705030 60020

84 CALL ONE

307382
3,570.82 01909000 54300
776.02 20705030 54300

61626 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 4033504851

2232 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA IN

4033504851

10.24 25005025 60003

88 CASEY EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC

P00686

153.48 20705035 57280
CASEY EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC

P00702

Invoice: P00702
331.96 14705015 57280

82 CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 159809
90.00 01707010 54610

7,920.00

7,920.00
4,346.84

CHECK

4,346.84

07/25/2020
COPIER MAINT
EQUIPMENT - CITYWIDE

61625 TOTAL:
082520

10.24

61626 TOTAL:

10.24

07/30/2020 20201208 082520
REPLACEMENT TEETH FOR BACK HOE BUCKET
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

153.48

08/03/2020 20201341 082520
SOLENOID AND LEVER FOR RM071 PAVEMENT ROLLER
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

331.96

CHECK
61628 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 159809

61624 TOTAL:

1,415.13

08/15/2020 20201335 082520
AUG 2020 TELECOM
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CHECK
61627 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P00686

61623 TOTAL:

07/13/2020 20200315 082520
RES 20-R-17 UTILITY EMERGENCY POWER DESIGN
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61625 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 307382

394,480.37

61627 TOTAL:

07/30/2020
082520
NPDES INSPECTION - 5250 SUNSET PBL200225
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

485.44
90.00

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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PO
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NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 159810
Invoice: 159810
90.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 159811
Invoice: 159811
90.00 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 159812
Invoice: 159812
816.75 01707010 54610
CHRISTOPHER B BURKE ENGINEERING L 159825
Invoice: 159825
3,080.47 01707010 54610

07/30/2020
082520
NPDES INSPECTION - 4530 FAIRFAX PBL200002
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

90.00

07/30/2020
082520
NPDES INSPECTION - 4560 FAIRFAX PBL200003
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

90.00

07/30/2020
082520
PLAN REVIEW - 3405 ALGONQUIN PSI200004
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
07/30/2020 20201327 082520
MEADOW SQUARE INSPECTION SERVICES PSI190004
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61629 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: JULY 2020

101 CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS

JULY 2020

2,125.06 01707000 54290
23.74 01808000 54290

61630 08/25/2020 PRTD
107 COMCAST
Invoice: 0001400-AUG 2020

61628 TOTAL:

816.75

3,080.47

4,167.22

08/01/2020 20201285 082520
JULY 2020 UTILITY BILL
UTILITIES
UTILITIES

2,148.80

CHECK

2,148.80

61629 TOTAL:

0001400-AUG 2020
07/25/2020 20201301 082520
CABLE TV / PUBLIC WORKS
8.43 01707000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61630 TOTAL:

8.43

8.43

61631 08/25/2020 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 5126139003/JUL-20

5126139003/JUL-20
07/29/2020
082520
GATEWAY PARK (6/26/20-7/28/20)
23.69 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

23.69

COMED

0199113169/JUL-20
07/29/2020
082520
PUMP STATION # 1 (6/29/20-7/29/20)
716.48 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

716.48

Invoice: 0199113169/JUL-20
COMED
Invoice: 1875162209/JUL-20
COMED
Invoice: 3936166063/JUL 2020
COMED

1875162209/JUL-20
07/29/2020
PRV #3 (6/29/20-7/29/20)
23.83 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

082520

23.83

3936166063/JUL 2020 08/04/2020
082520
APOLLO ST LITE (7/6/20-8/4/20)
302.51 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

302.51

0015006050/JUL 2020 07/30/2020

082520

87.85

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Invoice: 0015006050/JUL 2020
BARKER AVE PUMP (6/29/20-7/29/20)
87.85 01707000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61631 TOTAL:

1,154.36

61632 08/25/2020 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 0407161031/JUL-20

0407161031/JUL-20
07/31/2020
082520
WATER FACILITIES (6/29/20-7/29/20)
6,733.77 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

6,733.77

COMED
Invoice: 1659146023/JUL 2020

1659146023/JUL 2020 08/04/2020
082520
RENTAL ST LITES (7/6/20-8/4/20)
6,417.53 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

6,417.53

CHECK
61633 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0215114

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0215114

850.00 20705030 60020

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0215113

24,870.00 20705030 60020

61635 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2020-2

113 COOK COUNTY TREASURER

2020-2

2,088.76 61705010 54640

116 CREEKSIDE PRINTING

1848
66.00 16202000 54610
234.00 20202000 54610

CREEKSIDE PRINTING

1847

Invoice: 1847
1,190.00 01101070 59812
CREEKSIDE PRINTING

1842

Invoice: 1842
513.04 16202000 54610
1,818.96 20202000 54610

61633 TOTAL:

850.00

07/24/2020 20200269 082520
RES #20-R-07 SCADA UPGRADE
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

24,870.00

CHECK

24,870.00

61634 TOTAL:

07/03/2020 20201297 082520
TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINTENANCE COOK COUNTY HW
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61636 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1848

13,151.30

07/24/2020 20200268 082520
850.00
RES#20-R-10 WATER PRESSURE STATION IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61634 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0215113

61632 TOTAL:

61635 TOTAL:

2,088.76

2,088.76

08/04/2020 20201304 082520
UTILITY BILL SHELLS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

300.00

08/04/2020 20201305 082520
UB INSERT-NEW PROCEDURES
COMMUNITY EVENTS

1,190.00

08/04/2020 20201303 082520
JULY UTILITY BILLS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

2,332.00
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CHECK
61636 TOTAL:
3,822.00
61637 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 138679

125 CUTLER WORKWEAR

138679
23.38 20705030 56100

CUTLER WORKWEAR

139893

Invoice: 139893
23.38 20705030 56100
CUTLER WORKWEAR

139892

Invoice: 139892
11.69 20705030 56100

61638 08/25/2020 PRTD
1625 SEAN EDGAR
Invoice: 2020 EQUIP REIM

06/29/2020 20201366 082520
UNIFORM HARD HAT/#724
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

23.38

08/05/2020 20201362 082520
UNIFORM HARD HAT/#508
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

23.38

08/05/2020 20201363 082520
UNIFORM HAT/#508
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

11.69

CHECK

58.45

2020 EQUIP REIM
08/02/2020
082520
EQUIPMENT REIMBURSEMENT
250.00 01303010 56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
CHECK

61639 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P24404

555 EJ EQUIPMENT INC

P24404
576.48 14705015 57280

EJ EQUIPMENT INC

P02973

Invoice: P02973
1,065.96 14705015 57280

61638 TOTAL:

07/29/2020 20201364 082520
REFUSE TRUCK FILTERS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

250.00

250.00
576.48

07/29/2020 20201379 082520
1,065.96
TAILGATE LOCK CYLINDERS FOR T337 REFUSE TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61640 08/25/2020 PRTD
141 EJ USA INC
Invoice: 110200053682

61637 TOTAL:

61639 TOTAL:

110200053682
07/22/2020 20201176 082520
STORM FRAMES, AND COVERS
2,341.29 20705040 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
.00 20705040 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
.00 20705040 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61640 TOTAL:

1,642.44
2,341.29

2,341.29

61641 08/25/2020 PRTD
1330 ENGINEERING RESOURCE ASSOCIATES I 190111.CE.10
07/28/2020 20191517 082520
12,195.05
Invoice: 190111.CE.10
RESOLUTION 19-R-80 CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION WEBER
12,195.05 20705030 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

61641 TOTAL:

12,195.05
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61642 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 26427

779 SOCCER GROUP INC

26427
330.00 01303000 56050

08/05/2020
082520
RM WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP VOLUNTEER GROUP
PD OUTREACH SUPPLIES
CHECK

61643 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 341-41842

2280 FAST SIGNS

341-41842
295.56 01101030 56210

61644 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 7-072-43402

155 FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP

7-072-43402
55.42 01303020 54270

61645 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 394709

955 FSS TECHNOLOGIES LLC

394709
720.00 20705030 54300

FITNESS MECHANIC
Invoice: N20-07-47105-1

295.56

CHECK

295.56

163 FLEET SAFETY SUPPLY

55.42

CHECK

61644 TOTAL:

55.42

07/15/2020 20201357 082520
ENTRY ALARM MONITORING WATER DIVISION
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

720.00

720.00
261.50

N20-07-47105-1
07/31/2020 20201313 082520
FITNESS EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
261.50 01404010 54640
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

261.50

75286

75395

Invoice: 75395
160.10 01303000 56000
FLEET SAFETY SUPPLY

61645 TOTAL:

N20-07-47104-1
07/31/2020 20201312 082520
FITNESS EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE STATION 16
261.50 01404010 54640
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

89.71 14705015 54640
FLEET SAFETY SUPPLY

61643 TOTAL:

07/22/2020
082520
EVIDENCE SHIPPING CHARGES
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

CHECK
61647 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 75286

330.00

07/31/2020 20201306 082520
NAME PLATES (9)
OFFICE SUPPLIES

CHECK
61646 08/25/2020 PRTD
880 FITNESS MECHANIC
Invoice: N20-07-47104-1

61642 TOTAL:

330.00

75408

Invoice: 75408
217.58 14705015 54640

61646 TOTAL:

523.00

07/20/2020 20201288 082520
SIREN REPAIR FOR AMUBLANCE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

89.71

08/05/2020 20201369 082520
LIGHT FOR C180 POLICE VEHICLE
POLICE VEHICLES

160.10

08/07/2020 20201347 082520
AUTO EJECT REPAIR
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

217.58
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CHECK
61647 TOTAL:
467.39
61648 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 13297

1492 FLOOD'S ROYAL FLUSH INC

13297

1,115.00 01101070 59810

08/22/2020
CITY MARKET-8/22/2020
FARMERS & FOOD TRUCKS
CHECK

61649 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: PINV195796

169 GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV195796

52.73 01303000 56210

07/31/2020
SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61650 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 22133149

673 GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE TRAINING LLC

22133149

3,146.25 01252500 53110

61651 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 552576

2284 GODING ELECTRIC CO

552576
234.00 20705030 54640

61652 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9606381078

183 GRAINGER

9606381078
4.40 33705050 60010

GRAINGER

95664878230

Invoice: 95664878230
95.73 20705030 57280
GRAINGER

9601217632

Invoice: 9601217632
132.60 33705050 57280
GRAINGER

9612989906

Invoice: 9612989906
580.33 33705050 57280
GRAINGER

9604385345

Invoice: 9604385345
351.88 20705030 57280

082520

1,115.00

61648 TOTAL:

1,115.00

082520

52.73

61649 TOTAL:

52.73

08/05/2020 20201266 082520
CISCO TRAINING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

3,146.25

CHECK

3,146.25

61650 TOTAL:

07/22/2020 20201332 082520
PUMP STATION #5 MOTOR #2 EVALUATION
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

234.00

CHECK

234.00

61651 TOTAL:

07/30/2020 20201300 082520
ELECTRICAL / OWL HOUSE CITY HALL
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

4.40

06/18/2020 20201157 082520
MARKING WANDS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

95.73

07/27/2020 20201283 082520
MOP BUCKETS / PUBLIC WORKS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

132.60

08/06/2020 20201370 082520
CORD REEL FOR VEHICLE SERVICES SHOP AREA
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

580.33

07/29/2020 20201361 082520
ELECTRICAL PARTS & SPLICING MATERIALS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

351.88
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61652 TOTAL:
1,164.94
61653 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 15675045

186 GROOT INDUSTRIES INC

15675045

5,956.80 16705045 54225

61654 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 79316

420 HANSON HARDWARE INC

79316
3.58 01404010 56230

HANSON HARDWARE INC

79345

Invoice: 79345
8.78 01404010 56220
HANSON HARDWARE INC

79339

Invoice: 79339
.59 01404010 56230
HANSON HARDWARE INC

79323

Invoice: 79323
28.98 33705050 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

79331

Invoice: 79331
31.98 61705010 56230
HANSON HARDWARE INC

79168

Invoice: 79168
119.40 20705030 57280
HANSON HARDWARE INC

79185

Invoice: 79185
41.16 20705030 57280

07/31/2020 20201323 082520
DUMPING YARDWASTE
DUMP FEES

5,956.80

CHECK

5,956.80

08/05/2020 20201321 082520
EQUIPMENT
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

3.58

08/09/2020 20201320 082520
STENCIL SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

8.78

08/08/2020 20201319 082520
SMALL TOOLS
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

.59

08/06/2020 20201298 082520
FOUNTAIN MAINTENANCE / GAZEBO
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

28.98

08/07/2020 20201354 082520
31.98
PUMP SPRAYERS CONCRETE SEALER KIRCHOFF RD ISLANDS
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
07/22/2020 20201359 082520
VALVE & PLUMBING PARTS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

119.40

07/23/2020 20201356 082520
PIPE FITTINGS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

41.16

CHECK
61655 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 24488

192 HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24488
52.55 61705010 56220

HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24512

Invoice: 24512
887.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24398

Invoice: 24398
302.00 61705010 56220

61653 TOTAL:

61654 TOTAL:

234.47

08/03/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

52.55

08/04/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

887.00

07/28/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

302.00
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HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24426

Invoice: 24426
100.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

2446

Invoice: 2446
117.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24536

Invoice: 24536
200.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

24559

Invoice: 24559
121.00 61705010 56220

07/29/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

100.00

07/30/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

117.00

08/05/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

200.00

08/06/2020 20200725 082520
RES # 20-R- 2020 PURCHASE OF ASPHALT
OPERATING SUPPLIES

121.00

CHECK
61656 08/25/2020 PRTD
2286 MOUHAMAD HINNAWI
Invoice: REIMB-TOOL REIMB

61655 TOTAL:

REIMB-TOOL REIMB
08/13/2020
082520
REIMB/TOOL REIMB/#311
350.00 14705015 56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
CHECK

61656 TOTAL:

61657 08/25/2020 PRTD
224 ILLINOIS EPA FISCAL SERVICES
ILR400435(A) 2020-2106/26/2020 20201174 082520
Invoice: ILR400435(A) 2020-21
ANNUAL NPDES FEE IEPA PROGRAM
1,000.00 20705040 54611
OTHER SERVICES
CHECK
61658 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: S-13224

226 ILLINOIS PUMP INC

S-13224
4,221.06 20705035 54640

61659 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 59407

438 ILLINOIS STATE TREASURER

59407

8,199.03 61705010 54640

237 INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV9383

269.57 20705040 54610

350.00

350.00
1,000.00

1,000.00

07/29/2020 20201063 082520
CHECK VALVE REPAIR LS#3 PUMP #2
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

4,221.06

CHECK

4,221.06

61658 TOTAL:

08/03/2020 20201381 082520
IDOT TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61660 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: INV9383

61657 TOTAL:

1,779.55

61659 TOTAL:

8,199.03

8,199.03

08/04/2020 20200615 082520
269.57
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY BROTHERS POND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT
INV9453
08/06/2020 20200615 082520
231.50
Invoice: INV9453
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY BROTHERS POND
231.50 20705040 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61660 TOTAL:

501.07

61661 08/25/2020 PRTD
242 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0018536
07/31/2019 20201318 082520
Invoice: SALES0018536
JULY 2019 CLOSED CLAIMS
3.84 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE

3.84

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0018556
07/31/2020 20201316 082520
JULY 2020 CLOSED CLAIMS
3,325.00 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE

3,325.00

Invoice: SALES0018556

CHECK
61662 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 70119524

2016 INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70119524
203.32 14705015 57280

61661 TOTAL:

3,328.84

08/11/2020 20201367 082520
BATTERIES FOR POLICE TRAFFIC TRAILERS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

203.32

CHECK

61662 TOTAL:

61663 08/25/2020 PRTD
238 INTERSTATE POWER SYSTEMS INC
C042044334:01
07/27/2020 20201374 082520
Invoice: C042044334:01
RADIATOR CAP FOR CITY HALL GENERATOR
25.06 14705015 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK
61664 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 7519647

564 ITU ABSORBTECH

7519647
55.80 14705015 56100
69.21 14705015 56220

ITU ABSORBTECH

7523902

Invoice: 7523902
33.45 14705015 56100
26.31 14705015 56220
ITU ABSORBTECH

7528210

Invoice: 7528210
40.90 14705015 56100
55.30 14705015 56220

61663 TOTAL:

203.32
25.06

25.06

07/30/2020 20201294 082520
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

125.01

08/06/2020 20201340 082520
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

59.76

08/13/2020 20201346 082520
UNIFORMS AND TOWELS AND RAG SERVICE
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

96.20

CHECK

61664 TOTAL:

280.97
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61665 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 0000413612

244 J & R LOCK & SAFE INC

0000413612
41.20 33705050 56220

61666 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 27341

245 J C K CONTRACTORS INC

27341

690.00 20705035 56220

07/27/2020 20201267 082520
KEYS
OPERATING SUPPLIES

41.20

CHECK

41.20

07/25/2020 20200571 082520
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT FOR PKWY RESTORATIONS
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

61667 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 64067343

246 J C LICHT LLC

64067343
171.33 33705050 60010

J C LICHT LLC

64067344

Invoice: 64067344
52.53 33705050 60010
J C LICHT LLC

64067430

Invoice: 64067430
20.88 33705050 60010

251 J M L OVERHEAD DOOR INC

2747

1,800.00 33705050 54640

258 KATCO DEVELOPMENT INC

9371

5,100.00 20705030 54640

265 KIESLER POLICE SUPPLY INC

IN141451

617.64 01303000 56220

690.00
171.33

52.53

07/29/2020 20201265 082520
PAINT SUPPLYS / CITY OWL HOUSE
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

20.88

61667 TOTAL:

07/16/2020 20201256 082520
REPLACED DOOR OPERATOR AT 3200 CENTRAL RD
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
61668 TOTAL:

08/10/2020 20201334 082520
5600 ASTOR SARATOGA CONDO AUGUST 7TH FRIDAY
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61670 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: IN141451

61666 TOTAL:

07/28/2020 20201264 082520
PAINT / OWL HOUSE CITY HALL / INVOICE 64067344
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

CHECK
61669 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 9371

690.00

07/28/2020 20201263 082520
PAINT AND SUPPLYS / CITY OWL HOUSE
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

CHECK
61668 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2747

61665 TOTAL:

07/28/2020
RANGE AMMO
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

61669 TOTAL:

244.74
1,800.00

1,800.00
5,100.00

5,100.00

082520

617.64

61670 TOTAL:

617.64
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61671 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 36017005

524 KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 36017005
119.76 25005025 60003

61672 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: T1-10335247

277 LURVEY LANDSCAPE SUPPLY & GARDEN

T1-10335247

341.00 33705050 54930
LURVEY LANDSCAPE SUPPLY & GARDEN

T2-10159940

Invoice: T2-10159940
143.40 20705040 56220

61673 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 20-1206

314 M P C COMMUNICATIONS & LIGHTING I 20-1206
1,056.40 01303000 56000
M P C COMMUNICATIONS & LIGHTING I 20-1115

Invoice: 20-1115
2,700.00 01303000 56000
M P C COMMUNICATIONS & LIGHTING I 20-1142
Invoice: 20-1142
115.00 01303000 56000

08/05/2020 20201295 082520
FINANCE COPIER
EQUIPMENT - CITYWIDE

119.76

CHECK

119.76

05/28/2020 20200854 082520
CITY BUILDING LANDSCAPING - FLOWERS
LANDSCAPE SERVICES

341.00

08/13/2020 20201353 082520
RIP RAP ROCK 3-6 INCH
OPERATING SUPPLIES

143.40

CHECK

484.40

2081 MACQUEEN EQUIPMENT LLC

P03226

1,023.88 14705015 57280

1,056.40

04/27/2020 20201308 082520
SQUAD EQUIPMENT
POLICE VEHICLES

2,700.00

07/24/2020
082520
115.00
187 AUDIO TRANSMITTER CHARGING CRADLE REPLACED
POLICE VEHICLES

279 MAD BOMBER FIREWORKS

OOLCAN20

8,720.00 01101070 58820

61673 TOTAL:

07/10/2020 20201257 082520
GAUGE ASSEMBLY FOR FD616 FIRE ENGINE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61675 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: OOLCAN20

61672 TOTAL:

07/30/2020 20201309 082520
SQUAD LIGHTS/182
POLICE VEHICLES

CHECK
61674 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P03226

61671 TOTAL:

61674 TOTAL:

07/31/2020 20200490 082520
4TH OF JULY FIREWORKS RESOLUTION 20-R-37
FOURTH OF JULY
CHECK

61675 TOTAL:

61676 08/25/2020 PRTD
287 MAJOR CASE ASSISTANCE TEAM
2020-21 MCAT DUES
08/05/2020 20201333 082520
Invoice: 2020-21 MCAT DUES
MCAT ANNUAL DUES 2020-2021
3,000.00 01303020 54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

3,871.40
1,023.88

1,023.88
8,720.00

8,720.00
3,000.00
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CHECK
61676 TOTAL:
3,000.00
61677 08/25/2020 PRTD
1960 MAURO SEWER CONSTRUCTION INC
PAYMENT # 3
08/10/2020 20200517 082520
Invoice: PAYMENT # 3
20-R-32 SOUTH ST. PLUM GROVE WATERMAIN
225,052.43 20705030 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK
61678 08/25/2020 PRTD
291 MCMAID
Invoice: AUGUST 7, 2020

AUGUST 7, 2020
08/07/2020
082520
CLEANING SERVICE/MUSEUM/AUG 7, 2020
105.00 01808000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61679 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 42897036

292 MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO

42897036

69.29 14705015 57280
MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO

41785552

Invoice: 41785552
43.30 20705030 57280
MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO

42619213

Invoice: 42619213
485.75 20705030 57280

61680 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 693121

294 MEADE

ELECTRIC COMPANY INC

693121

1,503.00 61705010 54640

61681 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: R02591355

780 MEDOX

R02591355
31.03 01404010 56220

MEDOX

R02591356

Invoice: R02591356
102.33 01404010 56220
MEDOX

61677 TOTAL:

2592456

Invoice: 2592456
109.77 01404010 56220

61678 TOTAL:

225,052.43

225,052.43
105.00

105.00

07/23/2020 20201291 082520
SCREWS FOR SHOP USE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

69.29

06/30/2020 20201158 082520
BRASS FITTINGS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

43.30

07/17/2020 20201360 082520
PIPE FITTINGS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

485.75

CHECK

598.34

61679 TOTAL:

07/31/2020 20200150 082520
TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINTENANCE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

1,503.00

CHECK

1,503.00

61680 TOTAL:

07/31/2020 20201330 082520
OXYGEN RENTAL
OPERATING SUPPLIES

31.03

07/31/2020 20201329 082520
OXYGEN RENTAL
OPERATING SUPPLIES

102.33

08/06/2020 20201314 082520
MEDICAL OXYGEN
OPERATING SUPPLIES

109.77
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CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61681 TOTAL:
243.13
61682 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 35691

297 MENARDS

35691
132.83 61705010 56220

61683 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 00809

2253 MI DULCE MICHOACANA INC

00809

167.50 01909000 54614

61684 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 231272W

304 MID AMERICAN WATER

231272W
375.00 20705030 57280
648.00 20705040 57280

61685 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1066226

308 MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1066226
36.00 14705015 54610
MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1066175

Invoice: 1066175
35.00 14705015 54610

61686 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 39843

309 MINUTEMAN PRESS

39843
329.54 01707010 54270

61687 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 5248

319 MUNICIPAL GIS PARTNERS INC

5248

8,009.60 20705035 54610

08/07/2020 20201355 082520
CONCRETE SEALER KIRCHOFF RD ISLANDS
OPERATING SUPPLIES

132.83

CHECK

132.83

61682 TOTAL:

08/09/2020 20201317 082520
US CENSUS ICE CREAM SOCIAL COUPONS
GRANT REIMB EXPENSES

167.50

CHECK

167.50

61683 TOTAL:

07/16/2020 20201026 082520
NON SHEAR COUPLINGS AND COPPER TUBE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

1,023.00

CHECK

1,023.00

61684 TOTAL:

08/07/2020 20201349 082520
SAFETY LANE INSPECTION
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

36.00

07/30/2020 20201373 082520
SAFETY LANE INSPECTION
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

35.00

CHECK

71.00

61685 TOTAL:

08/12/2020
082520
BUSINESS CARDS/VIOLATION STICKERS
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

329.54

CHECK

329.54

61686 TOTAL:

07/31/2020 20200034 082520
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GIS CONSORTIUM
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61687 TOTAL:

8,009.60

8,009.60
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TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61688 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 4460-282910

325 NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-282910

-6.50 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-290721

Invoice: 4460-290721
167.16 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-290786

Invoice: 4460-290786
21.48 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-292528

Invoice: 4460-292528
8.80 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-292808

Invoice: 4460-292808
7.48 14705015 57280

06/10/2020
082520
-6.50
CREDIT-FUEL FILTER/IN REF TO # 4460-272889&274241
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
07/29/2020 20201371 082520
SYNTHETIC GEAR OIL FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
07/29/2020 20201372 082520
SPARK PLUG BOOTS FOR C184 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

8.80

08/11/2020 20201348 082520
SLIDE TERMINAL FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

7.48

335 NORTH EAST MULTI-REGIONAL

273315

255.00 01303010 53110
NORTH EAST MULTI-REGIONAL

272715

Invoice: 272715
650.00 01303010 53110

61691 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 8948

344 NORTHWEST CENTRAL 911 SYSTEM

8948

13,687.82 04005005 54610

61692 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 20571

61688 TOTAL:

22437152873 616-713 07/16/2020 20201277 082520
2809 OWL DR 06/16-07/13/20
39.47 01707000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

61690 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 273315

333 NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

20571

141.00 01303000 53090

21.48

08/10/2020 20201344 082520
BULBS FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CHECK
61689 08/25/2020 PRTD
337 NICOR
Invoice: 22437152873 616-713

167.16

61689 TOTAL:

198.42
39.47

39.47

08/06/2020
082520
40 HOUR FIELD TRNG OFFICER/BILTGEN
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

255.00

07/15/2020
082520
VORTEX TRNG/EDGAR/MONTERRUBIO
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

650.00

CHECK

905.00

61690 TOTAL:

08/01/2020 20201286 082520
SEPT 2020 MEMBER ASSESSMENT
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

13,687.82

CHECK

13,687.82

06/05/2020
NEW HIRE PHYSICAL/EATON
PHYSICAL EXAMS

61691 TOTAL:
082520

141.00
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TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK

61692 TOTAL:

61693 08/25/2020 PRTD
333 NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
QUARTER_1_FEE
08/03/2020 20201315 082520
Invoice: QUARTER_1_FEE
1ST QUARTER IN STATION FEE
1,084.00 01404010 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK
61694 08/25/2020 PRTD
830 GEUNYOUNG PAK
Invoice: 052820 DUTY BOOT REI

052820 DUTY BOOT REI05/28/2020
MAGNUM DUTY BOOTS
112.50 01303010 56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
CHECK

61695 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 570

387 R & M COMMUNICATIONS

570

2,000.00 01101040 54610

61696 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 353305

396 R J N GROUP INC

353305
3,062.50 20705035 60020

61697 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 08-10-20

1701 RAUPP FENCE COMPANY

08-10-20

1,875.00 33705050 60010

61698 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 83682416

527 SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC

83682416

160.00 14705015 54610

61699 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: S92523

423 SIEVERT ELECTRIC COMPANY

S92523

347.00 14705015 54610
SIEVERT ELECTRIC COMPANY
Invoice: S92523-1

S92523-1

61693 TOTAL:

141.00
1,084.00

1,084.00

082520

112.50

61694 TOTAL:

112.50

08/11/2020 20201328 082520
Q3 2020 BUSINESS MESSENGER
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

2,000.00

CHECK

2,000.00

61695 TOTAL:

08/07/2020 20200265 082520
20-R-08 ENG SVC 2020 SANITARY REHAB
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS

3,062.50

CHECK

3,062.50

61696 TOTAL:

08/10/2020 20200814 082520
FENCE RELOCATION AT 2809 OWL LANE
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

1,875.00

CHECK

1,875.00

61697 TOTAL:

07/15/2020 20201289 082520
USED OIL PICK UP SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

160.00

CHECK

160.00

61698 TOTAL:

07/28/2020 20201293 082520
HOIST INSPECTION VEHICLE SERVICES AREA
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

347.00

07/28/2020 20201292 082520
HOIST INSPECTION PARK DISTRICT AREA

547.00
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INVOICE DTL DESC
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547.00 14705015 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK
61700 08/25/2020 PRTD
427 SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL
Invoice: ARV/44588130

ARV/44588130
07/28/2020 20201337 082520
SOFTWARE UPDATE
219.78 14705015 56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
CHECK

61701 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 1025895

404 SPECIALTY MAT SERVICES

1025895

193.27 01303000 54610

432 STANDARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY

P23092

51.51 14705015 57280
STANDARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY

P22880

Invoice: P22880
1,658.95 14705015 57280

61700 TOTAL:

07/23/2020
MAT SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

61702 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: P23092

61699 TOTAL:

219.78

219.78

082520

193.27

61701 TOTAL:

193.27

07/13/2020 20201290 082520
BUSHINGS AND SCREWS FOR T351 SEWER JETTER
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
07/02/2020 20201258 082520
WELDMENT HOSE CLAMPS FOR T330 SWEEPER
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

894.00

61702 TOTAL:

51.51

1,658.95

1,710.46

61703 08/25/2020 PRTD
439 STEINER ELECTRIC CO
Invoice: S006678366.001

S006678366.001
07/13/2020 20201279 082520
ELECTRICAL / OWL HOUSE CITY HALL
611.77 33705050 60010
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

611.77

STEINER ELECTRIC CO

S006690584.001
07/29/2020 20201302 082520
ELECTRICAL / OWL HOUSE CITY HALL
724.17 33705050 60010
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

724.17

Invoice: S006690584.001
STEINER ELECTRIC CO
Invoice: S006692508.001

S006692508.001
07/30/2020 20201376 082520
ELECTRICAL / CITY HALL STORAGE HOUSE
11.42 33705050 57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61704 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: JULY 2020

440 STORINO RAMELLO & DURKIN

JULY 2020

1,729.40 01101060 54610
30,493.75 01909000 54612

61703 TOTAL:

08/12/2020 20201331 082520
JULY 2020 LEGAL SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CITY ATTORNEY

11.42

1,347.36
32,223.15
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INVOICE DTL DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK
61704 TOTAL:
32,223.15
61705 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 29528

442 SUBURBAN ACCENTS INC

29528
125.00 01303010 56230

SUBURBAN ACCENTS INC

29770

Invoice: 29770
350.00 01303010 56230
SUBURBAN ACCENTS INC

29821

Invoice: 29821
125.00 14705015 54640

05/11/2020
082520
125.00
DECAL REMOVAL #182 REPLACE WITH SRO VIN C02043
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
07/23/2020
082520
CRIME FREE HOUSING DECALS
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

08/06/2020 20201343 082520
125.00
REMOVE OLD DECALS AND INSTALL NEW ONES POLICE VEHI
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61706 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 177827

443 SUBURBAN LABORATORIES INC

177827

1,969.50 20705030 54610
SUBURBAN LABORATORIES INC

178819

Invoice: 178819
2,669.00 20705030 54610

61707 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 141444

444 SUBURBAN TRIM & GLASS CO

141444

178.50 14705015 54640

61708 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 56839-00

455 TERMINAL SUPPLY INC

56839-00
256.88 14705015 57280

61709 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 433

461 THOMAS A THOMPSON

433
105.00 01707010 54611

350.00

61705 TOTAL:

600.00

06/30/2020 20201173 082520
ROUTINE WATER SAMPLES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1,969.50

07/31/2020 20201378 082520
WATER SAMPLES - ROUTINE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

2,669.00

CHECK

4,638.50

61706 TOTAL:

08/06/2020 20201345 082520
SEAT REPAIR POLICE VEHICLE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

178.50

CHECK

178.50

61707 TOTAL:

07/28/2020 20201287 082520
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS FOR SHOP USE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

256.88

CHECK

61708 TOTAL:

256.88

082520

105.00

61709 TOTAL:

105.00

08/04/2020
JULY SENIOR HANDYMAN
OTHER SERVICES
CHECK
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
61710 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 158422

466 TOTAL FIRE & SAFETY

158422
106.45 01404010 54640

TOTAL FIRE & SAFETY

158423

Invoice: 158423
513.27 01404010 54640

07/31/2020 20201311 082520
FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE STATION 16
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

106.45

07/31/2020 20201310 082520
FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE STATION 15
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

513.27

CHECK
61711 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2297399

469 TRANS CHICAGO TRUCK GROUP

2297399

130.53 14705015 57280

2151 TRANS UNION LLC

07064981
35.00 01303020 54610

61711 TOTAL:

07/27/2020
BACKGROUND CHECKS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

CHECK
478 U E M S I-H T V INC

2095404-IN
354.87 20705035 57280

U E M S I-H T V INC

2095374-IN

Invoice: 2095374-IN
350.18 20705035 57280

35.00

61712 TOTAL:

35.00

479 ULINE INC

122474877
78.88 01303020 56220

082520

185.90

61713 TOTAL:

185.90

08/03/2020 20201156 082520
JETTING SUPPLIES FOR JETTER VACTOR
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

354.87

07/30/2020 20201199 082520
ENCODER, INTERCONNECT CABLE FOR LAT CAMERAS
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

350.18

CHECK
61715 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 122474877

130.53

082520

61713 08/25/2020 PRTD
467 TRANS UNION RISK & ALTERNATIVE
757660-202007-1
08/01/2020
Invoice: 757660-202007-1
PERSON SEARCHES
185.90 01303020 54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

61714 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 2095404-IN

619.72

08/04/2020 20201351 082520
130.53
STEERING WHEEL AND RADIATOR CAP FOR FD614 FIRE TRU
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

61712 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 07064981

61710 TOTAL:

07/27/2020
RIFLE EVIDENCE BOX
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

61714 TOTAL:

705.05

082520

78.88

61715 TOTAL:

78.88
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61716 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 10317

497 WAIST UP IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

10317

112.89 20705030 56100

61717 08/25/2020 PRTD
507 WATCHGUARD VIDEO LLC
Invoice: SRINV0020512

03/03/2020 20201358 082520
UNIFORM - SWEATSHIRTS/#508
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

112.89

CHECK

112.89

SRINV0020512
07/27/2020
082520
CAMERA/VIDEO REPAIR
125.00 01303010 54640
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

61718 08/25/2020 PRTD
Invoice: 765715

992 WICKSTROM AUTO GROUP

61716 TOTAL:

765715
156.88 14705015 54640

125.00

07/29/2020 20201352 082520
156.88
CHECKED C188 POLICE VEHICLE FOR WARRANTY ISSUE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

NUMBER OF CHECKS

61717 TOTAL:

125.00

112

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

61718 TOTAL:

156.88

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

947,616.92

COUNT
AMOUNT
______ _________________
112
947,616.92

*** GRAND TOTAL ***

947,616.92
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JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESC
T OB
DEBIT
CREDIT
EFF DATE
JNL DESC
REF 1 REF 2
REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2020 8
291
APP 33-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
39,238.69
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 99-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
947,616.92
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 16-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
9,508.81
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 14-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
10,226.68
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
79,193.56
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 20-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
356,312.38
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 45-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
21,007.06
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 03-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
266,379.67
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 61-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
148,603.41
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 25-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
130.00
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 23-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
3,328.84
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
APP 04-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
13,687.82
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
_________________ _________________
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL
947,616.92
947,616.92
APP 99-33001
08/25/2020
APP 33-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-16001
08/25/2020
APP 16-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-14001
08/25/2020
APP 14-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-01001
08/25/2020
APP 01-10001
08/25/2020
APP 99-20001
08/25/2020
APP 20-10001

DUE TO DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND
082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

082520

W0825A

39,238.69

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM REFUSE FUND

39,238.69
9,508.81

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM GARAGE FUND

9,508.81
10,226.68

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO GENERAL FUND

10,226.68
79,193.56

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)

79,193.56
356,312.38
356,312.38
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JNL DESC
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REF 3
LINE DESC
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-45001
DUE TO DUE FROM HEALTH FUND
21,007.06
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 45-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
21,007.06
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-03001
DUE TO DUE FROM MOTOR FUEL TAX
266,379.67
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 03-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
266,379.67
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-61001
DUE TO DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
148,603.41
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 61-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
148,603.41
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-25001
DUE TO DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI
130.00
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 25-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
130.00
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-23001
DUE TO DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND
3,328.84
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 23-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
3,328.84
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 99-04001
DUE TO DUE FROM 911 FUND
13,687.82
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
APP 04-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
13,687.82
08/25/2020 082520
W0825A
_________________ _________________
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
947,616.92
947,616.92
_________________ _________________
JOURNAL 2020/08/291
TOTAL
1,895,233.84
1,895,233.84

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
25
|apcshdsb

FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
2020 8
291 08/25/2020
01-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
79,193.56
01-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
79,193.56
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
79,193.56
79,193.56
03

MOTOR FUEL TAX FUND
03-10001
03-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

04

911 FUND
04-10001
04-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

14

GARAGE FUND
14-10001
14-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

16

REFUSE FUND
16-10001
16-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

20

UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

23

LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
23-10001
23-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

25

VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
25-10001
25-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

33

BUILDING & LAND FUND

2020

8

291

08/25/2020

266,379.67
_________________
266,379.67

266,379.67
_________________
266,379.67

13,687.82
_________________
13,687.82

13,687.82
_________________
13,687.82

10,226.68
_________________
10,226.68

10,226.68
_________________
10,226.68

9,508.81
_________________
9,508.81

9,508.81
_________________
9,508.81

356,312.38
_________________
356,312.38

356,312.38
_________________
356,312.38

3,328.84
_________________
3,328.84

3,328.84
_________________
3,328.84

130.00
_________________
130.00

130.00
_________________
130.00

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES
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AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
26
|apcshdsb

FUND
YEAR PER
JNL EFF DATE
DEBIT
CREDIT
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
33-10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
39,238.69
33-20000
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
39,238.69
_________________ _________________
FUND TOTAL
39,238.69
39,238.69
45

HEALTH INSURANCE FUND
45-10001
45-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

61

LOCAL ROAD FUND
61-10001
61-20000

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

99

TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-03001
99-04001
99-10001
99-14001
99-16001
99-20001
99-23001
99-25001
99-33001
99-45001
99-61001

2020

8

291

08/25/2020
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM MOTOR FUEL TAX
DUE FROM 911 FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM GARAGE FUND
DUE FROM REFUSE FUND
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND
DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI
DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND
DUE FROM HEALTH FUND
DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
FUND TOTAL

21,007.06
_________________
21,007.06

21,007.06
_________________
21,007.06

148,603.41
_________________
148,603.41

148,603.41
_________________
148,603.41

79,193.56
266,379.67
13,687.82
947,616.92
10,226.68
9,508.81
356,312.38
3,328.84
130.00
39,238.69
21,007.06
148,603.41
_________________
947,616.92

_________________
947,616.92

WARRANT - 8/25/2020 - CITY EXPENSES

08/19/2020 13:57
AusterladeD

|City of Rolling Meadows
|A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED

|P
27
|apcshdsb

FUND
DUE TO
DUE FROM
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01
GENERAL FUND
79,193.56
03
MOTOR FUEL TAX FUND
266,379.67
04
911 FUND
13,687.82
14
GARAGE FUND
10,226.68
16
REFUSE FUND
9,508.81
20
UTILITIES FUND
356,312.38
23
LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
3,328.84
25
VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
130.00
33
BUILDING & LAND FUND
39,238.69
45
HEALTH INSURANCE FUND
21,007.06
61
LOCAL ROAD FUND
148,603.41
99
TREASURY FUND
947,616.92
_________________ _________________
TOTAL
947,616.92
947,616.92
** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **

Council Action Summary – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
E)

Resolution to Approve Intergovernmental and Subrecipient Agreement for
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES Act)

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Allocation of CARES Act Funding to Suburban Cook Municipalities
• Intergovernmental and Subrecipient Agreement for Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES
Act) (To be completed after approved by the City Council)
• Cook County Suburban Municipality Application for Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES
Act) (To be completed after approved by the City Council)
• COVID-19 Funding Deadline Form (Notice of Intent Form) (Due by September 30,
2020)
Cook County received approximately $429 million from the U.S. Treasury from the CARES Act.
Under the Act, units of local government with a population exceeding 500,000 are eligible to
receive this funding and can distribute these funds to municipalities under this threshold for direct
expenses directly related to coronavirus. Per the CARES Act, these funds are NOT eligible for
loss of revenues many local jurisdictions are unfortunately facing and only authorized for direct
COVID-19 expenses. Cook County has chosen to allocate $51 million of this relief among the
municipalities located within Cook County.
The City of Rolling Meadows’ allocation is $316,925 and is subject to a very detailed review
process by Cook County. Requests will be reviewed by the Cook County Bureau of Finance
Program Management Office (PMO) of the COVID-19 Financial Response Plan. The Federal
Awarding Agency is the U.S. Department of Treasury and the City will be subject to a Single
Audit (as in past years when federal dollars are spent). Funds not spent by December 30, 2020
must be returned to Cook County.
The City will submit expenses incurred or expected to be incurred related to COVID-19. Potential
eligible expenditures include, but are not limited to, payment for: Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE); Labor Costs related to COVID-19; Workplace safety; Telework capabilities; Expenses
associated with the provision of economic support; the 25% FEMA local cost share match; and
other expenses reasonably necessary. (There are other eligible costs but these are related to
health/medical care.)
As the City Manager discussed at the August 18th Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting, what is
uncertain is whether local relief programs such as the Temporary Local Business Assistance
Program and the Emergency Temporary Family Assistance Program would be eligible under the
CARES Act. The City does intend to submit for reimbursement for these programs but again Cook
County has the final say on the disbursement.
Note: Cook County directs municipalities to work through the FEMA and IEMA process for
reimbursements. Items not reimbursed from FEMA/IEMA would be reimbursed by the CARES
Act. As mentioned the 25% FEMA local cost share match is an eligible expense which may be
submitted to the CARES Act for reimbursement consideration.

To submit an application for reimbursement for Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF)-eligible funding,
the City must adopt the attached resolution along with approving the Intergovernmental and
Subrecipient Agreement for Coronavirus Relief Funds - CARES Act. In addition, the City is
required to submit Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES Act) Application (included as an
attachment) and a Notice of Intent Form (included as an attachment).
Previous Council Action:
• None
Recommendation: Adopt the Resolution as proposed so Staff can continue to work on
reimbursements for the City.

Resolution No. 20-R-81
RESOLUTION TO APPROVE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AND SUBRECIPIENT
AGREEMENT FOR CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUNDS (CARES ACT)
WHEREAS, the corporate authorities of the City of Rolling Meadows has been impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic;
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows acknowledges the important relief efforts from
Cook County and accepts the allocation of $316,925.36 of Coronavirus Relief Funds (CARES
Act);
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois, hereby adopts and approves this Intergovernmental and Subrecipient
Agreement for Coronavirus Relief Funds.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
(2/3rds vote of the corporate authorities required)
Passed and Approved this 25th day of August, 2020.

_____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

____________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

City of Rolling Meadows

City of Rolling Meadows

072319700
316,925.36

City of Rolling Meadows

City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Road, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
gallagherm@cityrm.org

Cook County Suburban Municipality Application
for
Coronavirus Relief Funds
In order to request funding from Cook County under the Cook County COVID-19 Funding
Response Plan, the Cook County Suburban Municipality Application for Coronavirus Relief Funds
(the “application”) must be submitted in the form and manner as described herein and include all
required documentation. Please see the attached Funding Guidance and Frequently Asked
Questions document for detailed information and instructions on the application process and how
a suburban municipality, township or fire protection district may apply for an allocation of funding.
Questions regarding the Cook County COVID-19 Funding Response Plan and/or the application
process should be submitted via email to SuburbanCovidFundingQuestions@cookcountyil.gov.
Completed applications must be submitted via email to:
SuburbanCovidFundingRequest@cookcountyil.gov. Please note that incomplete applications
may cause a delay in processing.

Organization Name

General Information
Name of Requesting Official

Submission Date

Request Description and Background Information
Explain what the expenditure will be or has been utilized for (materials, projects, services,
etc.):

Indicate the total amount requested (project specific and date specific to the extent possible):

Explain how expenditures will be or have been used to respond to the public health emergency
(utilize the guiding questions below along with the attached Funding Guidance and FAQ
document). Note: incomplete descriptions may lead to funding delays or denials of requests.
•
•
•
•

What impact will this project have or has had on your organization’s service level / ability to
reopen or maintain operations?
What segment and size of the population is the project expected to serve or has served?
How is the success of this project related to other projects?
What are the projected consequences, if the request is not approved or project is not reimbursed?

Are any requested funds expected to be expended after December 30,
2020?
If any requested funds in this application are for expenses not yet
incurred, when are such funds expected to be incurred (please be as
precise as possible)?

Y/N

If expenditures are FEMA-eligible, has applicant already requested
FEMA reimbursement for such expenditures? If so, please provide
Applicant #. If not, why not?
Please explain:

Y/N

Cook County Reimbursement Information: Cook County (“County”) can only utilize Coronavirus
Relief Funds (“CRF”) for documented COVID-19 related expenses. The information below will
assist the County to remain federally compliant. Please indicate below which type(s) of expenses
your organization is submitting. You can click on the embedded link for a detailed list of eligibility
criteria.
Description
The Coronavirus Relief Fund is used to cover
costs that:
• Are necessary expenditures incurred due to the
public health emergency with respect to the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
• Were not accounted for in the budget most
recently approved as of March 27, 2020 (the
date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the
State or government; and
• Were incurred during the period that begins on
March 1, 2020, and ends on December 30,
2020.

Indicate CRF Eligibility Category
Medical expenses
Public health expenses
Payroll expenses for public safety, public
health, health care, human services, and
similar employees whose services are
substantially dedicated to mitigating or
responding to the COVID-19 public health
emergency.
Expenses of actions to facilitate compliance
with COVID-19 related public health
measures.
Expenses associated with the provision of
economic support in connection with the
COVID-19 public health emergency.
Any other COVID-19 – related expenses
reasonably necessary to the function of
government that satisfy the fund’s eligibility
criteria.
Department of the Treasury Coronavirus Relief Fund Frequently Asked Questions

Required Attachments
• Project and/or Program Budget
• Relevant invoices and/or receipts (if seeking reimbursement)
• Copy of your most recent annual financial statement as audited by a registered CPA
Signatures and Certification
1. The undersigned hereby certify that they have the authority and approval from the
governing body on behalf of the applying municipality to submit this application and
request reimbursement from Cook County from the allocation of the Coronavirus Relief
Fund provided to Cook County for eligible expenditures.

2. I understand that should this application be approved; an Intergovernmental and Subrecipient Agreement will need to be executed between the parties.
3. I understand Cook County will rely on this certification as a material representation in
reviewing and potentially approving this application.
4. I certify the use of funds submitted in this application for reimbursement from the
Coronavirus Relief Funds were or will be used only to cover those costs that:
a. Are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with
respect to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19);
b. Were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27,
2020; and
c. Were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.
5. I understand any award of funds pursuant to this application must adhere to official
federal guidance issued or to be issued on what constitutes a necessary expenditure. We
have reviewed the guidance established by U.S. Department of the Treasury and certify
costs meet the required guidance. Any funds expended by the Municipality or its
subcontractor(s) in any manner that does not adhere to official federal guidance shall be
returned to Cook County.
6. I understand any funds provided pursuant to this application and certification cannot be
used as a revenue replacement for lower than expected tax or other revenue collections.
7. I understand funds received pursuant to this application and certification cannot be used
for expenditures for which the Municipality has received any other emergency COVID-19
supplemental funding (whether state, federal or private in nature) for that same expense.
I certify that I have read the above certification and my statements contained herein as well as
the application are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Finance Liaison (signature)

Title

Date

Title

Date

Finance Liaison (printed name)

Organization Head (signature)

Organization Head (printed name)
7-2-2020
Effective: [________]

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
F)

Resolution to Award a Contract for 2020 Fire Hydrant Painting

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Bid Pricing Tabulation
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize a
contract for $19,580.00 for sandblasting, priming and painting 220 City fire hydrants.
This annual maintenance project ensures all of the City’s approximately 1,500 hydrants
are painted on a six (6) to seven (7) year cycle. Staff utilizes a contractor that performs
sandblasting of existing paint material prior to priming and painting. This assists Fire
Department personnel during emergency operations to provide unencumbered operation
of the hydrants.
The project, while non-essential for the functionality of the hydrant, is a component in the
ongoing effort to maintain the appearance of this infrastructure over time in a cost
effective manner, and in an effort to minimize resident complaints. The Public Works
Department receives many compliments from the community when hydrants are painted,
and has received numerous inquiries regarding the schedule and location of the next
project phase.
This is the second year of a contract that allowed for up to two (2) one-year extensions.
The services were bid as part of the Municipal Partnering Initiative that included eleven
(11) other communities. Three (3) contractors provided bids, however one of the bidders
failed to meet the bidding requirements. Bids ranged for year one from $87.00 per
hydrant to $99.00. As shown in the table below, the second year low bid price is $89.00
per hydrant.
Contract Year
Year One 2019
Year Two 2020
Year Three 2021

Alpha Paintworks
$87.00
$89.00
$91.00

Muscat Painting
$99.00
$101.80
$104.65

The painting program is performed annually in conjunction with other hydrant repairs and
maintenance programs. The zone planned for hydrant painting this year are shown in
the location map below.
Staff is recommending the low bidder, Alpha Paintworks, 6316 N. Cicero Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60646. Staff contacted other municipalities in Cook and Lake Counties,
and has confirmed their work was performed to a satisfactory level.
Funding for this project is from the FY2020 Utilities Fund, Outside Repair and
Maintenance (20.70.5030.54640), allocated for hydrant painting, cleaning, and coating
operations.

Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123 approval of FY2020 Budget, which
provides funding for fire hydrant painting.

Recommendation: To approve the resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION 20-R-82

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR
2020 FIRE HYDRANT PAINTING SERVICES

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of
the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that a contract for Fire Hydrant Painting for FY2020
be awarded to Alpha Paintworks, 6316 N. Cicero Ave, Chicago, Illinois 60646, at a unit
cost of $89.00 per hydrant and a total cost not to exceed $19,580.00
Funds shall be derived from FY2020 Utilities Fund 20.70.5030.54640.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 25th day of August 2020

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
G)

Resolution to Award a Professional Design Engineering Services Contract
related to the Proposed Water-main Improvements on Arbor Drive
(Phase III)

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Proposal of Engineering Firm – Ciorba Group Inc., dated August 6, 2020
Background:
You are being asked to approve a Resolution that would authorize the award of a
contract, in an amount not to exceed $40,098.20 for professional design engineering
services needed to replace approximately 1,500 linear feet of water main along (and
under) Arbor Drive. This project is the third of a multi-phased plan identified in the 5year Capital Improvement Plan. The engineering costs associated with this project will
be funded from “Utilities Fund – Water Operations”. The funds needed to complete the
engineering and construction for this project are identified in the FY2020 Budget.
This project is intended to improve water main capacity, fire protection, and service in
the area. The water main being replaced in this area is an under-sized (8 inch), cast iron
main over fifty (50) years old. This area has been identified as a high priority area as a
result of numerous water main breaks since 2017.
Ciorba Group Inc. is the selected
professional services firm to complete this
project. Ciorba provided engineering
services for several projects within the City
and performed the engineering related to
the first two phases of design and
construction observation on this project, and
have proven dependable on all counts. This
third phase of the project is identified by
orange highlight in the map to the right. The
blue section was completed this year and
the green section completed in 2019 as part
of the city approved bond.
Staff will meet with representatives of the
firm to discuss project service scoping and
related costs. This contract is only for the
design services and does not include the
construction observation services.

Ciorba Group’s service to the City will begin with the preliminary engineering required
for required IEPA permit approvals. Once submitted, they will begin collecting field data
and preparing the required construction documents for bidding to occur before the end
of fall.
Staff expects to bring to the Council award of contracts for construction observation
services and construction in the spring of 2021 for consideration and approval.
Construction work will be scheduled in a manner that minimizes the impact to area
residents, including the Walden Apartments in Schaumburg that adjoins the project area
to the west, and local business owners. The anticipated target completion date is
before the end of summer 2021.
The City has utilized the services of Ciorba Group (Arbor Drive Watermain Phase I &II
Berdnick/St. Colette Water main project, Commuter Drive, Algonquin Road Street
Lighting) in the past for similar projects and has been very satisfied with their
performance.

Previous Council Action:
• 3/24/20 Resolution # 20-R-34 Approval of contract for construction services
($614,885.50).
• 8/27/20 Resolution # 20-R-93 Approval of contract for construction observation
services ($39,900.00).
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123 Approval of FY2020 City Budget, which identifies
funds under the Arbor Drive Watermain project.

Recommendation: To approve the resolution, as presented.

Resolution No. 20-R-83
RESOLUTION TO AWARD A PROFESSIONAL DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICES
CONTRACT FOR THE PROPOSED
ARBOR DRIVE WATER MAIN IMPROVEMENTS - (PHASE III)

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council
of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that Ciorba Group is authorized to provide all of
the necessary field survey and design work, and to prepare plans and specifications for
bidding documents, associated with the Arbor Drive Water-main Project (Phase 3), at a
cost not to exceed $40,098.20 per their proposal dated August 6, 2020.
Funding for the engineering services are to be provided from the Utilities Fund –
Water Operations 20-70-5030-60020.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 25th of August, 2020.

__________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

August 6, 2020
Mr. Rob Horne
Public Works Director
City of Rolling Meadows
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
Subject:

Arbor Drive Water Main Improvement Project – Phase 3
Proposal for Design Engineering Services

Dear Mr. Horne:
Per your request, Ciorba Group, Inc. has prepared a proposal for Design Engineering Services for
the Arbor Drive Water Main Improvement Project – Phase 3. Our Scope of Services is defined in
more detail in Exhibit B, which we understand to include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend meetings and coordinate with City staff;
Perform topographic survey and preparation of base sheets;
Coordinate with utilities;
Develop preliminary and final design plans, specifications, and cost estimates;
Prepare and submit permit applications;
Assist with the advertisement and bidding process.

The engineering fee for the design phase is not to exceed $40,098.20. Actual time on the project
will be invoiced. A breakdown of the fee is provided in Exhibit C.
Fees in this proposal shall remain fixed until December 31, 2020. Should you have any questions
please contact me at 773-355-2947. We appreciate the opportunity of submitting this proposal to
the City on this important public improvement project.
Sincerely,
City of Rolling Meadows
CIORBA GROUP, INC.
Accepted By:
Name:
Luke Mattson, P.E.
Water Resources Project Manager
Enclosures:

Exhibit A – General Conditions
Exhibit B – Scope of Services
Exhibit C – Fee Breakdown

Title:
Address:

Date

EXHIBIT A
GENERAL CONDITIONS

DELAYS – CIORBA will not be liable for delays due to force majeure or any conditions
beyond its control.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION – any dispute under this contract shall be subject to mediation
as a condition precedent to litigation.
ENVIRONMENTAL – CIORBA assumes no responsibility for the detection or removal of
any hazardous substances found at the job site.
EXTRA WORK - CIORBA's fees are based on our doing the work as described in the
proposal letter. Extra Work includes furnishing any other services not specifically set
forth in the proposal letter including but not limited to responding to subpoenas or court
orders.
The fee for all Extra Work will be computed on the basis of direct salaries of personnel
actually assigned to the work multiplied by a factor of 2.9 to cover overhead, fringe
benefits and profit. Direct costs would be billed at their actual rate.
No Extra Work would be undertaken by us without prior written authorization from CITY
OF ROLLING MEADOWS.
INSURANCE – CIORBA agrees to maintain insurance coverage in the following minimum
amounts:
•

Professional Liability - $2,000,000 per claim/aggregate

•

General Liability –
▪ $1,000,000 Each Occurrence – Bodily Injury
▪ $1,000,000 Each Occurrence – Property Damage
▪ $2,000,000 Aggregate

•

Automotive Liability (including non-ownership and hired car coverage) $1,000,000 Per Person/Per Occurrence

•

Employer’s Liability - $500,000 Each

•

Worker’s Compensation - Per Statutory

JOBSITE SAFETY – CIORBA is not responsible for job site safety or means and methods.
Job site safety and means and methods are the responsibility of the Contractor.
CIORBA has no stop work authority.
LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY – The Client agrees, to the fullest extent possible, to limit
the liability of CIORBA so that the total aggregate liability of CIORBA shall not exceed
CIORBA’s fee as paid for services rendered on the project. It is acknowledged that this
limitation of liability applies to any cause of action, be it contract, tort, or any other
theory.
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EXHIBIT A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
CLAIMS –The Client agrees to bring any claims against CIORBA corporate entity, not
any individual owners or employees of CIORBA firm. The Client and Engineer both
agree to waive any claims for consequential damages against each other.
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS PROVIDED INFORMATION – CIORBA shall have the right to
rely on the accuracy of any information provided by the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS.
CIORBA will not be responsible for reviewing this information for accuracy unless
otherwise stated in the Scope of Services.
OWNERSHIP OF INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE – In accepting and utilizing any drawings,
reports, documentation and other technical submissions (in any form including
electronic media) generated and furnished by CIORBA, the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
agrees that these are all instruments of service of CIORBA, who shall be deemed the
author, and shall retain all common law, statutory law and other rights, including
copyrights.
The CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS agrees not to reuse any drawings, reports,
documentation and other technical submissions (in any form including electronic
media), in whole or in part, for any purpose other than for the Project. The CITY OF
ROLLING MEADOWS agrees not to transfer the drawings, reports, documentation and
other technical submissions (in any form including electronic media) to others without
the prior written consent of CIORBA. The CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS further agrees
to waive all claims against CIORBA resulting in any way from any unauthorized changes
to or reuse of any drawings, reports, documentation and other technical submissions
(in any form including electronic media) for any other project by anyone other than
CIORBA.
In addition, the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by
law, to indemnify and hold harmless CIORBA, its officers, directors, employees and
subconsultants against all damages, liabilities or costs, including reasonable attorneys’
fees and defense costs, arising from any changes made by anyone other than CIORBA
or from any unauthorized reuse of any drawings, reports, documentation and other
technical submissions (in any form including electronic media) without the prior
written consent of CIORBA.
Under no circumstances shall delivery of any drawings, reports, documentation and
other technical submissions (in any form including electronic media) for use by the
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS be deemed a sale by CIORBA, and CIORBA makes no
warranties, either express or implied, of merchantability and fitness for any particular
purpose. In no event shall CIORBA be liable for indirect or consequential damages as a
result of the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS reuse of the any drawings, reports,
documentation and other technical submissions (in any form including electronic
media).
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EXHIBIT A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
Nothing contained herein shall create a contractual relationship with, or any rights in
favor of, any third party, including any contractors, subcontractors, design
professionals, or subsequent users.
PAYMENT OF FEES – All fees are due and payable as specified herein. Fees will be billed
monthly for services performed in the preceding month.
PERMITS AND APPROVALS – It is the responsibility of the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
to obtain all necessary permits and approvals. CIORBA will assist the CITY OF ROLLING
MEADOWS as mutually agreed in writing as part of the Scope of Services.
REJECTION OF NONCONFORMING WORK – CIORBA shall have the authority, but not
the responsibility, to reject nonconforming work. CIORBA shall bring any known nonconforming work to the attention of the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS as soon as
reasonably possible.
RIGHT OF ACCESS – CIORBA shall have access to the job site whenever work is in
preparation or in progress.
SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION - In the event that this project should be suspended or
abandoned for any reason whatsoever, the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS shall be liable
for payment of all services performed through the date Ciorba receives written notice of
such suspension or abandonment; payment to be based on percentage of work complete
in the case of lump sum fees, or hours of work completed in the case of salary times
multiplier fees. In the event the CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS reactivates the project,
Ciorba will not resume work without the execution of a new agreement for the work.
This agreement shall terminate upon the occurrence of the first of the following:
•

Completion of and payment for all of the work included herein.

•

Suspension or abandonment of the project, and payment to us of all fees due
and payable.

•

Mutual written consent of the parties hereto.

DELIVERY OF ELECTRONIC FILES - Electronic files furnished by CIORBA shall be
subject to an acceptance period of 30 days during which the CITY OF ROLLING
MEADOWS agrees to perform appropriate acceptance tests. CIORBA shall correct any
discrepancies or errors detected and reported within the acceptance period. After the
acceptance period, the electronic files shall be deemed to be accepted and CIORBA
shall have no obligations to correct errors or maintain electronic files.
The CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS is aware that differences may exist between the
electronic files delivered and the printed hard-copy construction documents. In the
event of a conflict between the signed construction documents prepared by CIORBA
and electronic files, the signed or sealed hard-copy construction documents shall
govern.
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Exhibit B – Scope of Services
ARBOR DRIVE WATER MAIN IMPROVEMENT PROJECT – PHASE 3
1. Meetings, Data Collection and Coordination – Ciorba Group will attend an initial kick
off meeting with the City to review the proposed scope of improvements, engineering
parameters, and project schedule. Electronic copies of standard City specifications,
contract conditions and details will be requested at this meeting. Also at the initial
meeting, public utility atlases will be obtained and discussions held with Public Works
on the location of any known problem areas. Other meetings will be scheduled with
the City for the preliminary, prefinal and final plan submittals or as needed to discuss
design issues.
2. Topographic Survey and Base Sheet Preparation - Full horizontal and vertical
topographic survey will be completed for the entire project length with work
beginning soon after Notice to Proceed is received from the City. Survey tasks will
include setting horizontal and vertical control and obtaining utility information such as
manhole invert elevations and conditions. Collecting storm sewer and sanitary sewer
manhole inverts will be important to identify potential conflicts with the proposed
water main. A tree survey of all trees with a diameter over 6-inches, will also be
surveyed. Besides obtaining the topographic features in the project area, the survey
will establish the centerline alignment of the existing pavement. As directed by the
City, the street right of way can also be established to show its relationship with the
existing pavement.
Once the survey is completed, the topographic data will be used to develop base
sheets for the design plan preparation. A Digital Terrain model will also be developed
to create an existing ground profile over the water main.
3. Geotechnical Analysis – Ciorba Group’s subconsultant Soil and Material Consultants
(SMC) will obtain geotechnical soil borings with pH sampling at 500-foot intervals
along the project for the City’s use in preparing an LPC-662 form (source site
certification by owner or operator). This certification will be made part of the bid
documents to inform the bidding contractors of the existing soil conditions as they
relate to CCDD.
4. Utility Coordination – Ciorba will obtain atlases from private utility companies once
the Notice to Proceed is received from the City. This information will be added onto
our base sheets with the drafted topographic survey data. A critical item is to identify
any private utility adjustments or relocations as soon as possible. During design, the
staff will identify any potential conflicts so that the utility company can be contacted
immediately to verify the conflict. Utility coordination will go beyond contacting the
various companies about potential adjustments of their facilities. Once verified, we
will request the private utility company develop a schedule for the adjustment or
relocation to avoid delaying the start of construction. We will also discuss with utility
companies any known future improvements planned for the project area so that the
work can be coordinated with the watermain construction.
5. Preliminary Plans, Specifications, and Cost Estimates (60%) - Ciorba Group will
prepare preliminary plans, specifications and cost estimates. The plans will include
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but are not limited to: Title Sheet; General Notes; Summary of Quantities; Typical
Sections; Alignment, Ties and Benchmarks; Existing Conditions and Removal Items;
Proposed Water Main Plan and Profile; Maintenance of Traffic Plans and Details;
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans; Special Details; and Restoration Plans.
All specifications will conform to the Standard Specifications for Water and Sewer
Construction in Illinois, IDOT Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction,
and City of Rolling Meadows requirements. Special Provisions will be prepared for pay
items not addressed by either Standard Specifications. A Status of Utilities will be
included in the specifications. An Estimate of Time and an Estimate of Cost will be
prepared for submittal.
Before preliminary PS&E are submitted to the City, a QC/QA Engineer not associated
with the project’s day to day work efforts will review the documents in accordance
with the established QC/QA Plan.
6. Permits – Once the preliminary plans and specifications have been developed, Ciorba
will submit permit applications to the necessary regulatory agencies. This includes a
submittal to the IEPA for a water construction permit. We will also coordinate with
the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) for any potential historic or cultural
concerns.
7. Final Plans, Specifications, and Cost Estimates (100%) -The PS&E will be revised per
City comments on the preliminary documents. After a last QC/QA review, the final
PS&E will be submitted to the City for bid letting review. Final last minute
adjustments will be made to the documents if required by the City. Copies of the
final PS&E will be submitted in the numbers required by the City for bidding.
8. Bidding Assistance - Ciorba will assist the City with the advertisement and bidding
process. Prior to the City advertising for bids, Ciorba will assist the City in identifying
qualified contractors in the area to perform the work. Ciorba will remain available to
answer any questions from bidders. If any questions raised result in the need for an
addendum, Ciorba will prepare and issue the addendum in cooperation with the City.
Finally, once bids are received, Ciorba will assist the City with review of the bids and
identifying the lowest qualified bidder.
9. Deliverables – Deliverables will be 5 hard copy sets of 11” x 17”plans, specifications
and cost estimates and a digital CD copy.
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Fee Proposal

Exhibit C

Ciorba Group proposes the following fees to complete Design Phase of the Stage 3 Improvements
for the Arbor Drive Water Main Improvements Project, including approximately 1,500 feet of 12”
water main.

PHASE II ENGINEERING
Ciorba Labor & Overhead Costs:

$ 37,607.20

Ciorba In-House Direct Costs:

$

306.00

Soil Borings / CCDD Sampling (SMC)

$

2,185.00

Total Design Engineering Fee:

$ 40,098.20

The design fee includes soil borings and soil pH sampling at 500-foot intervals for the preparation
of an LPC-662 package to be provided to the contractors bidding the project for CCDD purposes.
The tables on the following pages provide detailed staff hour and direct cost estimates broken
out by task as well as current staff hourly rates.

1

C-1

Cost Estimate of
Consultant Services
(Direct Labor Multiple)

Firm
Client

Ciorba Group, Inc
City of Rolling Meadows

County
Job No.

Cook

ITEM

Meetings, Data Collection & Coordination
Topographic Survey
Water Resources
Engineering Studies/Plans
Construction Engineering / Phase III Assis.
QC/QA
Project Management & Administration

MANHOURS

Date

PAYROLL

(2.9+R) TIMES
PAYROLL

(A)
18
40
121
64
5
6
6

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(B)
1,016.00
1,640.00
5,522.00
3,524.00
330.00
468.00
468.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(C)
2,946.40
4,756.00
16,013.80
10,219.60
957.00
1,357.20
1,357.20

260

$

12,968.00

$

37,607.20

DIRECT
COSTS

46.00
260.00

$

306.00

SMC

TOTALS

PRINTED 8/6/2020, 9:02 PM
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SERVICES
BY
OTHERS
(E)

(D)
$
$

08/06/20

$
$

2,185.00
2,185.00

TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(C+D+E)
2,992.40
5,016.00
16,013.80
10,219.60
957.00
1,357.20
1,357.20
2,185.00
40,098.20

% OF
GRAND
TOTAL
7.46%
12.51%
39.94%
25.49%
2.39%
3.38%
3.38%
5.45%
100.00%

Project Manager / Engineer

Engineer II

Party Chief

260

14

86

120

40

Task Total:

18

2

9

7

Subtotal:

10

2

5

3

8

2

Activity

Meetings, Data Collection & Coordination

010

Water Resources Manager
QC/QA

1.

Sub-Task

Task

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
City of Rolling Meadows
Arbor Water Main PH 3 - Design

Meetings
Meetings with Owner
Prepare Agenda/Exhibits for Meetings

011

Coordination

Subtotal:

Coordination with Owner
Coordination with Utilities

2.

Field Survey

Process Survey Information

Water Main System

4

4
4

34

30

30

4

4

6

6

6

6

Task Total:

121

33

88

Subtotal:

112

30

82

10

2

8

40

20

20

2

30

4
32

Reports

Subtotal:

Permits

Subtotal:

Permit - IEPA (Water)

M:\_Updates\Proposals\P020839.05_ArborPh3Design\Working Files\Confidential\CECS - Phase II Rolling Meadows Arbor Phase 3.xlsm
Work Breakdown Structure
8/6/2020

4

34

Design Summary Memo
035

4

Subtotal:

Confilct Investigation (Utilities)
Water Main Design
Water Service Design
Water Main Plan and Profile Sheets
Water Main Details
Concrete / Asphalt Restoration Design
Erosion Control & Landscaping Plans

034

8

40

Subtotal:

Water Resources

032

1

40

Set up Base Sheets from Existing Survey

3.

2

1

Task Total:

Horizontal Topography
Field Verification of Existing Conditions

021

4

2

4

Topographic Survey

020

Grand
Total
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4

6

2

4

10

2

8

10

2

8

2

2

2

2

7

1

6

7

1

6

Contract Plans

26

9

17

3

1

2

2

1

1

3

1

2

14

2

12

4

4

16

8

8

16

8

8

22

22

16

16

2

2

4

4

Task Total:

5

5

Subtotal:

5

5

5

5

Subtotal:

Title Sheet
General Notes
Summary of Quantities
Plan Revisions
Disposition of Comments

058

Quantity Calculations

Subtotal:

Quantities (Water Resources)

059

Specifications & Estimates

Subtotal:

Specifications (Water Resources)
Estimate of Time
Estimate of Cost

5.

Construction Engineering / Phase III Assis.

087

Construction Assistance
Assistance During Bidding

6.

QC/QA

090

QC/QA

Task Total:

6

6

Subtotal:

6

6

6

6

Task Total:

6

6

Subtotal:

6

6

6

6

Water Resources

7.

Project Management & Administration

100

Project Management & Administration
Project Administration

M:\_Updates\Proposals\P020839.05_ArborPh3Design\Working Files\Confidential\CECS - Phase II Rolling Meadows Arbor Phase 3.xlsm
Work Breakdown Structure
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Party Chief

Engineer II
25

Task Total:

Grand
Total
64

Water Resources Manager
QC/QA

39

Activity

Engineering Studies/Plans

055

Project Manager / Engineer

4.

Sub-Task

Task

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
City of Rolling Meadows
Arbor Water Main PH 3 - Design

FIRM NAME
PRIME/SUPPLEMENT
Client

Ciorba Group, Inc.
Prime
City of Rolling Meadows
ESCALATION FACTOR

CLASSIFICATION

CURRENT RATE

Water Resources Manager QC/QA
Project Manager / Engineer
Engineer II
Party Chief

$78.00
$66.00
$38.00
$41.00

C-5

DATE

08/06/20

0.00%

ESCALATED RATE

$78.00
$66.00
$38.00
$41.00

Printed 8/6/2020 9:05 PM

IN-HOUSE DIRECT COSTS
City of Rolling Meadows
Arbor Water Main PH 3 - Design

Meetings, Data Collection & Coordination
Description

Unit

Vehicle (mileage)

mile

Unit Cost
$

0.575

Quantity
80

Extended Cost
$

46.00

Total: $

46.00

Topographic Survey
Description

Unit

Vehicle (day)

day

CECS - Phase II Rolling Meadows Arbor Phase 3.xlsm: InHouseDC

Unit Cost
$

C-6

65.00

Quantity
4

Extended Cost
$

260.00

Total: $

260.00

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
H)

Resolution to Authorize Signature on a Plat of Easement 3604 Sigwalt for
Drainage related to the 2809 Owl Improvements

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Exhibit 1 (Legal Description and Exhibit 2 Plat of Easement)
Summary/Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution authorizing
signatures on a plat of easement creating a 10’ wide easement on the property located at
3604 Sigwalt. This easement is necessary to accomplish the drainage improvements
related to the City’s purchase and improvement of the 2809 Owl property previously
approved by Council. Specifically, the approved drainage plan designed to serve the 2809
Owl and other Owl properties to the north, must drain through the 3604 Sigwalt property
to an existing storm sewer in the Sigwalt right-of-way. The proposed easement is
necessary to complete this improvement. The property owner has agreed to grant the
City this easement at no charge, as it also provides stormwater benefit to their property.

Area requiring
easement

Budget Impact: There is no additional budgetary impact to approve this plat of easement.
Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 - Resolution # 19-R-123 Approval of FY2020 City Budget which provides
funding for this proposed equipment replacement.
• 3/24/20 – Ordinance 20-14; Purchase of Property
• 6/23/20 – Ordinance 20-25; Authorizing Special Use and Plat of Consolidation
• 7/28/20 - Resolution 20-R-79; Award Contract to Copenhaver Construction for Site
Improvements
Recommendation: To approve the resolution as presented.

Resolution No. 20-R-84
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A
PLAT OF EASEMENT FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A STORMWATER PIPE AT
3604 SIGWALT
WHEREAS, the City needs to install an underground stormwater pipe in the
property legally described in Exhibit 1, and commonly known as 3604 Sigwalt, Rolling
Meadows, Illinois (“Subject Property”); and
WHEREAS, the title holders to the Subject Property have agreed to sign and attest
to a Plat of Easement document shown in Exhibit 2, granting a 10’ wide drainage
easement (“Easement”) to the City of Rolling Meadows on the Subject Property in order
to install the underground stormwater pipe.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois, that the Mayor and Deputy City Clerk are hereby authorized and
directed to execute the Plat of Easement attached hereto as Exhibit "2".
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 25th day of August, 2020
_______________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:
____________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Exhibit 1
Legal Description of 3604 Sigwalt Street, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
LOT 1267 IN ROLLING MEADOWS UNIT NO. 7 SUBDIVISION, BEING A SUBDIVISION
IN THE SOUTH HALF OF SECTIONS 25 AND 26 AND THE NORTH HALF OF
SECTIONS 35 AND 36 IN TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED
JANUARY 18, 1955 AS DOCUMENT NO 16126030 IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
PIN: 02-35-201-015.

Exhibit 2
Plat of Easement
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COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – August 25, 2020
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
I)

Resolution to Award a Contract for Phase Two (2) of the Public
Works Parking Lot Improvement Project

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Tabulation of Bids, Exhibit 1
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution
that would authorize the award of a contract for the removal,
preparation, and installation of hot-mix asphalt pavement and
some minor concrete work for the second of a four phase
capital project to repair the Public Works Parking Lot located at
3900 Berdnick Street.
The FY2020 Budget provides for $125,000 in the Building and
Land Fund.
Phase 2 Work to be performed in 2020 includes the following work in the
locations shown as Phase II in the graphic below:
•
•

Pavement removal, base preparation, level binder, and HMA Surface
Course.
Concrete spot repairs and damaged bollard replacement.

This project is in alignment with the City’s proposed 5-Year Capital
Improvements Plan multi-year facility parking lot improvement project, which
proposes the completion of the Public Works Parking lot over a four (4) year
cycle. Phase 1 was completed last year.
In addition to soliciting bids for the Phase 2 work, the City also requested bids on
behalf of the Park District for paving work for their off-street parking at Florey
Park in order to take advantage of economies of scale. Council is being asked to
approve the total contract amount although the City’s portion of the $122,665.50
work at the Combined Services facility is only $80,959.23. The Park District will
reimburse the City for 100 percent of the cost for the paving at Florey Park, and
will be invoiced for that work up front. The Park District will also pay their 34
percent share of the Combined Services Facility and will be billed for that work
under the terms of the existing agreement between the City and the Park District.
Staff received bids from eight (8) contractors. As shown in Exhibit 1, the lowest
bid for the described work was submitted by Chicagoland Paving, located in Lake
Zurich, Illinois in the amount of $163,033 is for all Phase 2 parking lot work at the
Berdnick Combined Services Facility and the Park District’s Florey Park work.
Exhibit 2 shows the breakdown of costs between the Berdnick Combined
Services work and the Florey Park work. Costs will be shared between the City
and the Park District as follows:
Total Bid

Combined
Facility
Total

$163,033 $122,665.50

Park District
Florey Park
Work
$40,367.50

Combined
Park
Facility Park
District
District
Total
Share (34%)
$41,706.27 $82,073.77

Combined
Facility City
Share/Total
$80,959.23

Chicagoland Paving has performed both public and private sector projects within
the City of Rolling Meadows and Staff is satisfied with their performance and is
not opposed to using their services.
Previous Council Action:
• 11/26/19 Resolution #19-R-123, Approval of FY2020 City budget which
provides funding for this proposed project
(Building and Land Fund
$125,000)
Recommendation: To approve the resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION 20-R-85

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR
PHASE TWO OF THE PUBLIC WORKS FACILITY PARKING LOT AND
ROLLING MEADOWS PARK DISTRICT PARKING
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City
Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that the proposal from
Chicagoland Paving, located at 225 Tesler Road, Lake Zurich, IL 60047 for the
Public Works Facility Parking Lot Project – Phase 2, in an amount not to exceed
$163,033.00 in FY2020, per the unit pricing provided, and based upon bid prices
provided at the August 10, 2020, bid letting.
Upon approval of the contract, the Park District will be immediately
invoiced $40,367.50 for the Florey Park Pavement Work. The Park District will
be billed for their 34% share of the Combined Facility work on the quarterly
schedule pursuant to the existing Lease Agreement between the City and the
Park District.
Total Bid

Combined
Facility
Total

Park District Combined
Florey Park Facility Park
Work
District
Share (34%)
$163,033 $122,665.50 $40,367.50
$41,706.27

Park
District
Total

Combined
Facility
City
Share/Total

$82,073.77 $80,959.23

Funding for this project is to be provided from Building and Land Fund.
#33. ($125,000 budgeted).

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 25th day of August, 2020.

____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

ITEM
Agg Sub Improvement, CA-6
Preparation of Base
Pavement Removal, 2"
Pavement Removal, 4”
Aggregate Base Repair
Agg For Temp Access
Bituminous Mat (Prime Coat)
HMA Binder Course, IL 19.0 N50,
2 1/2"
HMA Surface Course, N50, 1
1/2"
HMA Surface Course, N50,2"
Sidewalk Removal
PCC Sidewalk, 5”
Curb Removal
Concrete Curb, TY B
PCC /depressed curb
PCC Curb, TY B6.12
Frames and Lids to be Adjusted
Detectable Warnings
Pavement Markings, L&S, Paint
Pavement Markings, 4" Line,
Paint
Concrete Bollard, Special
Bollard Removal, Complete
TOTALS

ESTIMATED
QTY

Exhibit 1

100
3900
850
3050
50
40
800

UNIT
TON
SY
SY
SY
TON
TON
POUND

440

TON

265
100
605
605
850
250
400
200

TON
TON
SF
SF
FT
FT
FT
FT

6
30

Chicagoland
15 $
1,500.00
1 $
3,900.00
2 $
1,700.00
4 $
12,200.00
15 $
750.00
20 $
800.00
0.01 $
8.00
85 $
128
128
1.5
8
4.5
33.65
33.65
33.65

37,400.00

Schroeder Paving
55 $
5,500.00
0.65 $
2,535.00
4.8 $
4,080.00
5 $
15,250.00
28.65 $
1,432.50
20 $
800.00
0.01 $
8.00
83 $
93
95
2.1
7.9
6.8
33.25
33.25
33.25

Johnson
24 $
2,400.00
2 $
7,800.00
7,225.00
8.5 $
8.15 $ 24,857.50
15 $
750.00
20 $
800.00
8.00
0.01 $

36,520.00

90 $

39,600.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,645.00
9,500.00
1,270.50
4,779.50
5,780.00
8,312.50
13,300.00
6,650.00

96
96
2
8.5
5
42
37
45

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,440.00
9,600.00
1,210.00
5,142.50
4,250.00
10,500.00
14,800.00
9,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

33,920.00
12,800.00
907.50
4,840.00
3,825.00
8,412.50
13,460.00
6,730.00

EA
EA

735 $
45 $

4,410.00
1,350.00

675 $
42 $

4,050.00
1,260.00

550 $
45 $

125

SF

5 $

625.00

3.15 $

393.75

1550
24
24

FT
EA
EA

0.5 $
480 $
50 $

775.00
11,520.00
1,200.00

0.55 $
600 $
105 $

852.50
14,400.00
2,520.00

$

163,033.00

$

163,839.25

Revised due to calculatoin error

Maneval
73.2 $
7,320.00
2.34 $
9,126.00
6 $
5,100.00
5.7 $
17,385.00
38.4 $
1,920.00
19.2 $
768.00
1.2 $
960.00
76.2 $
87
87
2.4
7.88
6
33.34
33.34
32.29

33,528.00

Builder's Paving
10 $
1,000.00
1.5 $
5,850.00
17 $
14,450.00
7.75 $
23,637.50
10 $
500.00
10 $
400.00
0.1 $
80.00
87 $

38,280.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

23,055.00
8,700.00
1,452.00
4,767.40
5,100.00
8,335.00
13,336.00
6,458.00

99
139
2
6
5.5
28.5
26.5
27

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

26,235.00
13,900.00
1,210.00
3,630.00
4,675.00
7,125.00
10,600.00
5,400.00

3,300.00
1,350.00

534 $
420 $

3,204.00
12,600.00

650 $
30 $

6.5 $

812.50

4.2 $

525.00

0.4 $
500 $
148.5 $

620.00
12,000.00
3,564.00

0.84 $
630 $
240 $

$ 185,029.50

$

DK Paving
69 $
6,900.00
1 $
3,900.00
4 $
3,400.00
6 $
18,300.00
51 $
2,550.00
50 $
2,000.00
1 $
800.00
95 $
123
148
3
9
8
40
37
41

41,800.00

Glander
33.2 $
2.53 $
7.15 $
12.06 $
33.2 $
33.2 $
0.65 $

3,320.00
9,867.00
6,077.50
36,783.00
1,660.00
1,328.00
520.00

Lorusso
65 $
6,500.00
4.5 $
17,550.00
14 $
11,900.00
22.5 $
68,625.00
65 $
3,250.00
35 $
1,400.00
5 $
4,000.00

93.84 $

41,289.60

130 $

57,200.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31,291.20
14,900.00
3,496.90
12,311.75
4,998.00
6,875.00
11,000.00
5,500.00

216
162
1.5
7
15
30
30
30

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

57,240.00
16,200.00
907.50
4,235.00
12,750.00
7,500.00
12,000.00
6,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

32,595.00
14,800.00
1,815.00
5,445.00
6,800.00
10,000.00
14,800.00
8,200.00

118.08
149
5.78
20.35
5.88
27.5
27.5
27.5

3,900.00
900.00

493 $
31 $

2,958.00
930.00

333 $
49.5 $

1,998.00
1,485.00

850 $
375 $

5,100.00
11,250.00

6.5 $

812.50

8 $

1,000.00

4.4 $

550.00

15 $

1,875.00

1,302.00
15,120.00
5,760.00

0.38 $
850 $
175 $

589.00
20,400.00
4,200.00

1 $
778 $
109 $

1,550.00
18,672.00
2,616.00

0.33 $
715 $
291.66 $

511.50
17,160.00
6,999.84

2 $
800 $
150 $

3,100.00
19,200.00
3,600.00

185,821.40

$

187,774.00

$

201,831.00

$

219,922.29

$

331,382.50

SR1)

TOPICS TO MENTION
August 25, 2020
1)

Thank you to everyone who donated blood at the Thursday, June 25th
City Blood Drive here at City Hall. Because there is such a need, another
City Blood Drive has been scheduled for Thursday, August 27th from
1:00 pm to 7:00 pm in City Hall (Council Chambers). Due to the need
for social distancing, appointments are really needed for this event and
may be scheduled by contacting Vitalant at 877-258-4825. Wearing of a
face covering (mask) is required. Walk-ins will only be accommodated if
no scheduled appointments are present in the Council Chambers.
Vitalant will also be conducting COVID-19 antibody testing for all those
individuals who complete the donation process during this blood drive.

2)

Thank you to everyone who attended the City Market held on Saturday,
August 22nd. The next one is scheduled for Saturday, September 26th
from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm at Community Church (2720 Kirchoff Road).
The Rolling Meadows Marching Band, for a period of time, will
hopefully be joining the Market for this event. (Face coverings, one way
travel and social distancing will all be part of this event). [There will be
a tent for the Mayor & City Council at this event].

3)

City Hall and Public Works will be closed on Monday, September 7th in
observance of Labor Day. There will be no refuse collection on Monday.
Refuse collection will be delayed one day for the entire week. We wish
all of you a safe and happy Labor Day Weekend.

4)

If you have not done so, please take a few minutes out of your day to
respond to the U.S. Census Survey. Rolling Meadows is doing a great
job at responding at this time. Rolling Meadows response rate is 78.6%
and is outpacing the overall state response at 69.0% and Cook County
rate of 64.5% (as of August 19th). Everyone “wins” when you respond to
the 2020 Census because when everyone is counted, there are more
opportunities for shaping our community’s future. As a reminder, you
may respond to the U.S. Census survey online at 2020census.gov or by
phone at 844-330-2020 or using your printed U.S. Survey to respond by
mail. Please respond today because the field data collection will end on
September 30th!

5)

Second Installment Cook County property tax bills are out and property
owners have until October 1st to pay without any late charges. (The
second installment was actually due on August 3rd, but thanks to an
ordinance passed back in May by the Cook County Board of
Commissioners, property owners can pay without any interest charge
through October 1st).

6)

The Rolling Meadows Police Department is participating in a “Labor
Day Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over” campaign that will run until the
early morning hours of September 8th. This partnership with the State of
Illinois Police is made possible by federal highway safety funds
administered by the Illinois Department of Transportation. Motorist in
Rolling Meadows can expect to see stepped-up impaired driving patrols
and seat-belt enforcement, particularly at night.

7)

A mailing has been distributed throughout the community that requires
all water customers (residents & businesses) to participate in the City’s
Cross Connection Control Survey. This online survey is required by the
IEPA every two years for all public water supplies. The survey helps to
identify potential cross connections that may exist within the City’s water
system.
The online survey portal can be found at
www.backflow.com/rollingmeadows

8)

The City does have some “Census 2020” masks in supply. If you would
like a mask, while supplies last, please stop by City hall.

9)

US Census 2020 takers are walking throughout the community. They
will have US government ID’s and Census 2020 bags. They only stop at
locations that have not completed a census or information needs to be
confirmed.

10)

Another friendly reminder for residents and businesses, if you are having
a hard time paying your utility bill or food & beverage payments, please
contact Finance at (847) 394-8500 or by email at finance@cityrm.org and
they may be able to place you on a payment plan.

11)

Have you seen the August electronic “News & Views” or “e-News &
Views?” If not, visit, www.cityrm.org and click on the News & Views
tab. This is the sister publication to the printed newsletter.

12)

Please Shop, Dine and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important
than ever). During these times, it is significant to remember our big
boxes, restaurants and small businesses.

13)

On Thursday, September 24th, beginning at 7:30 pm in the City Hall
Council Chambers, the Planning & Zoning Commission will be
conducting a public hearing on recommended revisions to the Rolling
Meadows’ Zoning Code. Copies of the revised draft code will be
available online at www.cityrm.org or at the Community Development
Division at City Hall during normal business hours (8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday – Friday). Resident or businesses who have questions about the
proposed Zoning Code updates are welcome to contact Community
Development Division Planning Assistant Elizabeth Payne at 847-8709033 or paynee@cityrm.org.

14)

Future topics at September Committee meetings:
Economic Development:

(Tuesday, September 3rdat 6:00 pm): Tentative items
scheduled for this meeting consist of: 1) Nomination & Election of a Chairman, 2) Business
List feedback and distribution of new lists for contact, 3) Meet Chicago Northwest
Presentation & New Representative Discussion, 4) Business Advocate Update, 5) “City
Savers” Discussion; 6) City Events for 2020, 7) Continue Goal 2020 & 2021 Discussions, 8)
Other items of interest, and 9) a Chamber of Commerce update.

Planning and Zoning Commission

(Tuesday, September 3rd at 7:30 pm):
tentatively there’s one item for hearing scheduled and that pertains to a Special Use to allow
a video gaming café with variations for screening of refuse container at 2164 Plum Grove
Road, C-2 General Commercial Services District, Charity Johns, Laredo Hospitality,
Petitioner

SR2)
New Business Licenses

Company Name

Address

RM
or
PAL

Accomplished Plumbing (New)

3840 Industrial Ave.

RM

145 Ventures LLC dba I Mart ***

3321 Algonquin Rd.

RM

Dragons Lair Garage (New)

3870 Industrial Ave. Unit A

RM

Key *** Established Business - New Ownership
(New) - New Business to Rolling Meadows

Jul-20

Contact Name
Phone#
thomaskrystofer@aol.com
Jaroslaw Potapa
847-239-3529
accomplishedplumbing@yahoo.com
Muwafak Rizek
716-417-1144
imartstoresusa@gmail.com
Peter Koutsopanagos
224-545-6330
dragonslairgarage@gmail.com

Business Type

Home
Occupation

Office and Storage

No

Gas Station/Food Mart

No

Auto Restoration

No

Transfer of Ownership 08-01-2020

